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ABSTRACT 

This research develops an information retrieval system (IRS) using a semantic 

document representation derived using a combination of categorial grammars and 

conceptual semantics. Of particular interest to this research are documents in the 

document collection which a user would include in the set of retrieved documents, 

if the set was selected manually, yet are excluded by automated methods of IR. 

This research vigorously embraces the belief that language is a comprehensive 

system which encodes and transmits information. Therefore, traditional key term 

approaches used as a automatic document representation generation paradigm are 

rejected. Rather, natural language processing (NLP) and computational linguistic 

techniques are explored in depth as methods to automatically extract information 

from natural language texts and build electronic document representations. 

Important aspects of this project include implementation of an automated syn

tactic categorial parser and a conceptual semantic model to create a working IRS. 

Results of this research have proved promising and suggest that richer, more com

plex document representations can be applied to the automated information re

trieval (IR) process. 



Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

"Where shall I begin, please your Majesty?' (the White Rabbit) asked. 

'Begin at the beginning,' the King said gravely, 'and go on till you corne to the end: 
then stop.' 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

This research develops an Information Retrieval System (IRS) by applying con-

ceptual representation schemes and parsing mechanisms from semantic linguistic 

theory. A consistent model of semantic information representation built upon a 
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syntactic parsing mechanism is developed in order to support the IRS. Successful 

design and implementation of the IRS supports the contention that the additional 

burdens of storage and computational demand which characterize such an ap-

proach, will be offset by significant improvements in system performance and user 

satisfaction. 

1.1 INFORMATION RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS 

IRSes are a unique type of information system. Their sole purpose is the stor-

age and retrieval of information. IRS performance is not determined by an ability 

to change, manipulate, and/or add value to a collection of data. Rather, IRSes 

exist solely to assist users identify occurrences of potentially useful information 



from large collections of data. IRSes exist in many different guises ranging from 

"database" systems to question-answer systems. The particular subset of IRSes 

that concerns this research is that subset which interacts with stored collections 

of textual documents and identifies documents that fulfill the user's stated infor

mation needs. 

Data representation and document/query matching criteria are key issues of 

Information Retrieval (IR). IR defines a relationship between the document rep

resentation method and functional matching criteria so that relevant documents 

can be ascertained. Prevalent in the world of IR is the basic assumption that 

individual words, perhaps phrases, isolated from their contextual environment 
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can be used as identifiers to the content of the document where they reside. Re

trieval performance can be enhanced by morphological manipulations of key terms 

- morphological decomposition, the removing of the function class of words, 

and gathering of statistical measures - term frequency weighting, thesaurus, 

and/or co-occurrence information. Dominant IR models, the boolean, vector, 

and probabilistic models, are based on the na"ive assumption that the more to

kens (key terms) a document and a query have in common, the more likely they 

are similar. These models have been used to create very successful IRS implemen

tations. 

At present, a well-documented and recurrent set of weaknesses of such key term 
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approaches has been identified and documented [Blair and Maron 1985, 1990], 

[Salton 1989], [Smeaton 1990]. These weaknesses include, but are not limited to, 

unuseful retrieval sets - that is retrieval sets which are too large or retrieval sets 

which are too narrow for user effectiveness. Inconsistent assessment of IRS perfor

mance, and IRS inability to differentiate between ambiguously represented doc

uments are other, common weaknesses of IRS performance. Perhaps the least 

documented weakness of traditional key term approaches to IR is their inability 

to identify the set of documents whose members are useful to the user's informa

tion need, but not identified by the retrieval function which describes the inter

action between user-stated query and document/query matching criteria. The 

commonality between all of these problems results from IRS inability to reconcile 

user information desires with user descriptions of user information desires. This 

leads to the curious notion that the retrieval set resulting from a user-supplied 

query can be described via two different measures. These measures can be stated 

as (1) of all the relevant documents in a collection, how many have been retrieved, 

and (2) of all the relevant documents in a collection that have been retrieved, how 

many are relevant to the user? These measures are known as recall and relevance, 

respectively. Further, a consensus seems to be building in the IRS research and 

implementation community that users should not be held accountable for the con

tents of a retrieval set which results from user-constructed queries [Blair & Maron 

1985]. 
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Key term approaches inherently lack the complexity required to overcome these 

weaknesses. Such lack of expressive power reflects current indexing schemes' lack 

of linguistic sophistication and inability to make use of a comprehensive and for

mal approach to processing language. The loss of information about document 

content which results from key term indexing methods can, and frequently does, 

result in relevant and irrelevant documents having such similar representations 

that both are candidates to fulfill the same query. 

This research takes as a basic premise and belief that morphologically-motivated 

approaches to document representation which characterize the key term approaches 

are not, and will not be robust, rich, nor flexible enough, to move IRSes beyond 

current weaknesses of retrieval behavior. 

IRS users desire to retrieve the set of documents that contain or make overt 

reference to a particular information concept. Users also desire that such infor

mation be contained in an environment which aligns with the user's information 

needs. Though users can express (perhaps imperfectly and also with a lack of 

consistency) this concept in language, user interaction with the computational 

retrieval system proceeds via a highly constrained and imprecise query language. 

Based on a predescribed interaction between key terms and statistical measures, 

an IRS will fulfill the function that describes a match between query terms and 

documents available to it. The resulting set of retrieved documents constitutes 
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the range of that function. Therefore, the accuracy of the retrieval function, and 

the domain provided to it, predetermines the effectiveness of a given retrieval sys-

tern. 

The research presented in this dissertation proposes that, by completely chang

ing the document representation strategy, and hence the elements used to rep

resent documents, retrieval sets which coincide more completely with predefined 

sets of desired documents can be achieved. 

1.2 INTRODUCTION TO INFORMATION RETRIEVAL AND 

INFORMATION RETRIEVAL SYSTEMS 

IRSes can be broadly divided into (at least) two classes. The first class of IRS 

uses key terms, either predetermined or automatically generated, and statistical 

information to represent documents in the document base. A second class of IRS 

attempts to build document representation derived by more complex manipula-

tions of language. Both of these classes can be described as "linguistic" in nature. 

However, application of linguistic and philosophical processing techniques in the 

first class of IrSes is constrained to morphological issues. The second class of IRS 

includes such "linguistically" -motivated techniques as syntactic parsing, semantic 

representation and/or anaphoric resolution. 

Present versions of IRSes typically rely on derivation and manipulation of the 
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following kinds of data: 

1. term frequency within a document 

2. term frequency within a collection of documents (such as a particular database), 

3. co-occurrence information (which words or phrases a particular phrase oc
curs with, or in proximity to each other), 

4. thesaurus oriented information (synonyms and similar phrases) 

5. tf x idf - (term frequency by inverse document frequency) [Salton 1968, pl. 

Term frequency specifies how many times a particular term is present in a doc-

ument. The assumption behind the measurement of term frequency is that the 

more times a term is referenced in a document, the more important that term is 

to the document's semantic content. Term frequency measures may, or may not, 

take into account the length of the pa.rticular document. Consider that a term 

which occurs ten times in a document of 1000 words has less frequency than the 

same term which occurs ten times in a document of 100 words. Inverse document 

frequency designates the number of documents present in a document collection 

which contain a specific term. High term frequency with low inverse document 

frequency typically results in the best retrieval results. The resulting index can be 

used to implement retrieval schemes such as term weighting, probability, boolean 

algebra, AI (rule- or knowledge-based), theoretical linguistics, or a combination of 

two or more of these techniques. 
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1.3 NATURAL LANGUAGE AND INFORMATION RETRIEVAL 

When natural language is processed in a computational environment natural lan

guage becomes no longer natural language. Somehow - furtively, unbidden, but 

undeniably - natural language transforms into an artificial representation of nat

ural language. Each and every attempt to process natural language in an artificial 

environment ultimately results in the manipulation of an artificial, non-human

like representation of natural language, with all of its attendant information loss. 

The development of natural language representation schemes suited to the realm 

of silicon and electrical circuits remains one of the largest tasks of language pro

cessing in particular and knowledge representation in general. Current linguistic 

theory rests, in part, on an assumption that language competence depends on an 

innate human language faculty [Chomsky 1986], [Foss and Hakes] [Akmajian, De

mers, and Harnish]. The process of acquiring a language does not include iden

tifying new grammatical structures. Rather, language acquisition is viewed as a 

process of discovering how particular entities and relations, initially derived from 

innate knowledge, are expressed and understood by humans. 

Syntactic processing techniques have recently been reintroduced into IR [Sem

bok and van Rijsbergen], [Smeaton 1988, 1990, 1992], [Smeaton and van Rijsber

gen] , [Bonzi and Liddy], [Fox], [Salton, Buckley, and Smith], [Salton and Smith], 

[Fagan], [Blair and Maron 1985, 1990]. Initial work suggests that inclusion of in-
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formation derived from syntactic parsing of unstructured text has two immediate 

outcomes: 

1. inroads to eliminating weaknesses of non-linguistically influenced IR meth
ods can be significant, and 

2. the difficulties created by syntactic processing of full-text can be offset by 
significant improvements in retrieval performance. 

This research stresses that syntactic information alone cannot solve some prob-

lems of language that adversely impact IRS retrieval behavior. Such behavior in-

eludes, but is not limited to, inability to disambiguate multiple syntactic parses, 

resolution of referential ambiguities and confounds as they occur in extended dis-

course, and/or resolution of lexical ambiguities which could be resolved semanti-

cally. Hence, while syntactic information enhances the retrieval performance of 

present state-of-the-art IRSes, syntactic information lacks the capability to reme-

diate all weaknesses v.rhich adversely affect IR behavior. By simultaneously ad-

dressing the problems and shortcomings of syntactic processing, concurrent, struc-

tured research in the area of semantic analysis will enhance the retrieval process 

even more. 

1.4 SEMANTICS AND INFORMATION RETRIEVAL 

[Bach], [Chomsky 1957, 1965, 1986], and [Montague] propose that language can 

be described as a formal system. Unfortunately, discussion about the nature of 
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natural language and the expressive and generative powers required of grammars 

that can describe it abound. Fortunately, at this point in time, AI and NLP tech

niques suggest that well-defined subsets of natural language can be handled very 

nicely in a computational environment. 

Semantics is often described as the study of meaning. A more exclusive defi

nition of semantics describes semantics as the study of the relationships present 

between words, that is, units of language, which allow language to encode and 

convey meaning. Incorporation of semantics into sophisticated information sys

tems is typically done through a predefined universe which models some world hu

mans like to believe that they perceive as "the world" or "reality." This approach 

constrains its collection of data to a prescribed set of conditions. An interesting 

non-model-theoretic alternative to this tradition would allow that the world de

scribed by the data to be automatically generated according to the data. This 

requires a radical departure from techniques of knowledge representation such as 

semantic networks or distributed processing environments such as neural networks 

which must be trained to conform to a predescribed semantic domain. 

Rather than constraining the world described by, and contained in, a sequence 

of language, [Jackendoff 1992] describes a set of semantic primitives which allow 

the creation of a semantic model of a world from the language which describes it. 

Jac1cendoff bases his approach to the derivation of semantic information from the 
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languae containing it on Chomsky's theory of the derivation of syntactic descrip-

tions. Both theories propose a set of simple primitive structures which can com

bine to create more and more complex structures. While Chomsky's is a theory 

of syntactic primitives, Jackendoff's is a theory of semantic primitives. Further, 

Jackendoff suggests that a homomorphic relationship exists between syntactic and 

semantic structures. These two beliefs, i.e. that a set a semantic primitives can 

be defined which allows the creation of complex semantic structures, and that a 

mapping function between syntactic and semantic structures can be established, 

allow a non-key term approach to identify and computationally encode informa

tion to emerge. If one can accept the notion that a sentence encodes a complete 

information concept, then a representation of this concept might be systemati

cally derived via the following process: 

1) identifying the syntactic structures which compose the sentence 

2) identifying the syntactic structures which map to semantic structures, and 

3) creating a computational structure to represent this semantic information. 

Thus a representation of the concept conveyed in and by the sentence can be 

created from the sentence, rather than trying to "squeeze" the concept into a 

key term format. 
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1.5 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

This project is undertaken via the following steps: 

1) development of a "linguistic" IRS which utilizes automatically derived and 
constructed representations of the semantic content containing in textual docu
ments. This task is broken down into the following steps: 

a. design and implementation of a categorial syntactic parser, 

b. identification of predicates and their accompanying arguments using a the
matic role theory, 

c. mapping of concepts expressed via predicates and their arguments to com
putational representations of conceptual structures [Jackendoff 1990], 

d. incorporation of the these conceptual structures into a document represen
tation structure suitable for searching, 

2) validation of the system's retrieval performance. 

The categorial approach to syntactic parsing is well-developed and documented. 

It has proved to be a useful approach to parsing natural language in a computa-

tional environment. Thematic [0] role theory correlates arguments to predicates 

in a manner similar to the more recognized case theory. However, O-theory is 

more elegant and consistent across different syntactic structures. The correlation 

of syntactic structures to semantic structures forms one of the more controversial 

aspects of this research. [Jackendoff 1990] presents a well-developed approach to 

the development of a consistent semantic representation. 
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1.6 THE RESEARCH QUESTION 

This research develops and implements a semantic natural language processor, 

based on categorial grammars, [Moortgat], conceptual semantics [Jackendoff], and 

universal principles of language to answer the following questions: 

Can a non-project specific, semantic processor be developed for use in a uni
versal computing environment? Will the performance of an automated sys
tem improve enough to offset the problems incurred by the implementation of 
such a processor? 

To provide answers to these questions, this research develops an IRS to use as a 

validation platform. Use of semantic information will result in an IRS which is 

more able to discern subtle variations in user queries, allowing more precise, and 

more controllable, retrieval results. 

The past decade has seen a great deal of advancement in the areas of NLP, Ar-

tificial Intelligence, and Computational Linguistics. These advances have made 

approaches which use one, or more, of these three areas more useful in a com-

putational arena. Useful syntactic analyses of language have led to IRS docu-

ment representations which are more sophisticated and perform more effectively 

[Smeaton, 1990] than the morphological and statistical representations referred to 
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above. Syntactic information also allows IRSes to identify more precisely and con-

sistently phrasal structures (Le. nominal phrases and predicates), and allows the 

use of more complex and subtle information in the document representation. At 

this time, some of the problems which syntactic analysis of language cannot solve 

in IR are being identified. These problems include, but are not limited to, reso

lution of multiple ambiguous syntactic parses, difficulty resolving anaphoric and 

pronoun references, and consistent demarcation of the language-defined relation

ships which exist between important word- and/or phrase-tokens. 

1.7 PROJECT VALIDATION 

Traditional IR research is undertaken as a series of experiments designed to com

pare the retrieval performance of the experimental system against some other pre

viously established benchmark of system performance. The most commonly used 

performance measures of an IRS are "recall" and "precision." Recall measures 

how many useful documents from a common document repository are retrieved as 

the result of a user query. That is, for x the total number of relevant documents 

in the document repository and r the number of relevant documents retrieved by 

a query, then the recall of that query can be described as: 
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Recall = rlx. 

The closer this fraction <:.pproaches unity, the greater the recall. Relevance (or 

Precision) attempts to measure how many of the documents retrieved are actually 

relevant to the user issuing the query, such that for r the number of documents 

retrieved by a query and p the number of pertinent documents, then 

Precision = plr 

Perfect precision is achieved when this ratio is equal to 1. Recall is deemed ac

ceptable if all relevant documents are marked for retrieval; precision when only 

pertinent documents are marked for retrieval. Both precision and recall are sub

jective judgments made by questioning users after the retrieval has been made. 

No objective measures separate from these values are currently influential in the 

literature. A more consistent (objective) measure of system retrieval success than 

recall and precision measures will be proposed and the system again evaluated 

against this measure. System evaluation in this reserach measures only recall. No 

relevance experimentation was performed. 

A system which performs in a manner competitive with more traditional sys

tems is the ultimate goal of this research. The current project describes success 
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somewhat differently and requires a more careful definition of optimal, or useful, 

system performance. Four sets can be used to logically describe a document space 

after it has been organized in response to a user-supplied query. These sets are 

represented in Figure 1.1 as a Venn diagram. The first two sets, set 1 and Uni

verse - (set 1) are the most obvious. Set 1, the retrieval set, consists of those doc

uments which fulfill the retrieval function. The second set is composed of those 

documents which are not described by the retrieval function. Set 1 is bounded by 

documents which somewhat fulfill the matching function, but due to some prede-

fined criteria are excluded from the retrieval set. Much current IRS research at-

tempts to alter membership of these two sets so that the retrieval set aligns more 

completely with user expectations. 

In addition to these two sets, the author identifies two additional sets, referred 

to hereafter as "hidden" or "tacit" sets. The first of these hidden sets, repre-

sented as set "2" in Figure 1.1, is the set of documents which fulfil the retrieval 

function, but are not considered, by the user, to be relevant. The second hidden 

set, set "3," consists of those documents which are excluded by the retrieval func

tion, but align with the information concept which the user has attempted to en-
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u 

Figure 1.1 The Universe of Information Retrieval 

code into the query.l This second hidden set is the more interesting, and address

able, of the two hidden sets and the set toward which this research ultimately ap

plies itself. 

Approaches which allow this second hidden set to be identified by the re

trieval function and included in the retrieval set should significantly impact the 

1 i.e., this set is "tacitly" referenced by the query. 
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system's recall - that is, the retrieval function expands to include more mem

bers into the retrieval set. Though relevance - that is, user reported percentage 

of documents useful to her should be negatively impacted (a larger percentage of 

documents in the retrieval set will be rejected by the user) the potential for previ

ously unrecognized relevant documents to be included in the retrieval set should 

be greatly enhanced. 

Completing this task has required (at least) four distinct steps. First, a se

mantic model capable of representing information necessary for effective docu

ment retrieval has been developed. Second, a parser which allows the translation 

of the textual representation into the semantic representation has been imple

mented. Next, a matching process has been described and implemented. Finally, 

the system's performance has been evaluated. 

1.8 CONCLUSION 

IRS research has resulted in systems that are highly useful and adequate in their 

performance. However, even a brief interaction with one of these systems will lead 

to the discovery of particular weaknesses. Retrieval performance evaluated as 

unpredictable is a significant problem that this research project addresses. This 



research proposes that the retrieval behavior of an IRS can be significantly en

hanced by the incorporation of Natural Language Processing (NLP) techniques. 
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Even though semantic representations, alone, cannot eliminate problems 

such as the resolution of multiple and ambiguous syntactic parses, use of seman

tics can eliminate those parses which are semantically ill-formed and more consis

tently identify parses which contain the same conceptual information in different 

syntactic formats. Semantic representations also allow coarse units of conceptual 

measure (individual words and phrases) to be refined to entire sentences. [Jack

endoff 1992]'s process of argument fusion allows the deduction of consistent argu

ment identification, and also resolves some of the problems of referential ambigu

ity that are unaccounted for in morphological/statistical IRSes and unsolvable in 

IRSes whose document representation scheme is syntactically derived. 

Using semantic structures to represent the concepts presented in the natu

ral language of unstructured documents will allow the retrieval process to become 

more precise, significantly and positively impacting the precision and the recall of 

retrieval performance. This dissertation will implement and validate such a sys

tem using IRS validation techniques well-established by [Blair and Maron 1985, 

1990], and [Salton 1992]. 
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Chapter Two 

THE LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.0 INTRODUCTION 

A concise overview of traditional research in IRS, and linguistic theory germane 

to this research topic are presented in this chapter. To this end the chapter dis

cusses automatic indexing, IRS evaluation techniques, pertinent aspects of linguis

tic theory, as well as popular IRS models. 

Automatic indexing generates computational structures from large stores of 

textual information automatically. Though IRS evaluation issues have settled 

down, evaluation is still an unresolved area of research. IRS evaluation remains 

a tricky subject which still requires much thought and clarification. Current IRS 

evaluation techniques utilize the incompatible measures of user satisfaction (rel

evance) and retrieval predictability (recall) for measures of system performance. 

The impact which measures of user satisfaction have on system development and 

user perceptions of system performance have not all been useful. Rather, much 

confusion persists regarding how user information desires should be addressed. 

The IRS implemented under this research is so influenced by linguistic theory, a 

concise overview of the pertinent literature is included in this chapter. Finally, 

because the model used to implement an IRS has a far-reaching effect on the be-



havior and performance of that system. 

2.1 AUTOMATIC INDEXING AND IR 

"If there is no meaning in it," said the king, "that save a world of trouble, you know, as 

we needn't try to find any." 
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Automatic indexing techniques attempt to enrich document retrieval by augment-

ing simple subject header indices with key terms, thesauri, (based and built on 

key terms), and occurrence statistics. These key term approaches rely on an un-

derlying belief that the contents of a document can be characterized by the indi-

vidual words that make up the document [van Rijsbergen], [Blair & Maron 1990, 

1985], [Salton 1970, 1984, 1992], [Sparck-Jones 1981]. IRS research and imple-

mentation have not yet made much use of language processing techniques beyond 

extensive morphological decomposition of language accompanied by statistic anal-

yses of text to build these indices. 

IRS document representation strategies consist of three distinct phases: 1) a 

parsing process, 2) an information compilation process, and 3) a structure build-

ing process. The parsing process identifies and separates information-bearing to-

kens from an instance vI an unstructured text. The parsing process is responsible 

for discriminating between classes of words such as content and function words, 

and conflating the many occurrence variations of content words to common struc-

tures. The information compilation process collects and assembles information 
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about these tokens such as frequency and cooccurrence statistics. Finally the cre-

ation of the document representation structure deposits information derived by 

processes one and two into a computational structure suited to the needs of the 

matching function. 

Document representation is often realized as an index structure. The index 

structure contains distinct (and perhaps confiated) terms, and statistical informa

tion about them. Such indices contain all the terms which have been culled from 

the document collection and exists as a surrogate to the original document collec

tion. 

Text processing is a demanding computational process. Not only is it both 

CPU- and IO-bound, it is also memory expensive. To save time and space, index 

structures are as compacted as possible. Confiation algorithms attempt to maxi

mize the amount of information packed into a reduced index. The most common 

techniques for diminishing the size of an index utilize morphological decomposi

tion techniques such as stemming and the discarding of noninformation-bearing 

tokens. Stemming is a process which identifies and removes affixes so that only 

some predefined portion of the word's morphological stem remains. Ideally, stem

ming words will reduce the number of derivational and inflectional forms of a 

word's potential occurrences into a single, common form. Stemming algorithms 

vary not only in their method, but also in their result. "Strength" of a stemming 
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algorithm is determined by which portions of the word remain after it has been 

stemmed [Lovins]. For the English language, a strong algorithm typically removes 

both the prefix and suffix of a word, retaining only the word's nonaffixed stem. 

Weaker algorithms typically remove only some portion of the suffix. 

Morphological linguistic theory divides language into two different classes of 

words, the closed class (also called junction, or stop) words, and open class (or 

content) words. Formal distinctions between these two classes are difficult to 

make. One method identifies these classes by the number of constituents over a 

period of time. The closed class of words exists as a small set of words whose size 

is static. [Akmajian, Demers, and Harnish, p. 69] write that these words "cannot 

be easily defined as isolated words, but rather serve to indicate some grammatical 

function in a phrase or sentence." Conversely, the open-class of words is charac

terized by the observation that the size of the class changes over time. The terms 

junction and content word correspond respectively to the terms closed and open 

class. These terms, however, differentiate classes by word usage. Function words 

consist of articles, demonstratives, conjunctions, prepositions, quantifiers, deictics, 

pronouns, etc. Content words are nouns, verbs, adverbs, adjectives, and other 

words of so-called semantic significance. Content words also differ from function 

words in that they can exist as bound morphemes, that is, they may be affixed or 

changed in some manner (such as verbal conjugation). 
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Samples of text can be greatly reduced by removing occurrences of function 

words. Implementations which identify and remove closed class words contend 

that these words are semantically meaningless and that their use is purely syntac

tic. These approaches derive from an assumption that the content of a document 

can be meaningfully and accurately described via the remaining content words 

alone. This conclusion ignores the intuition that the small number of the func

tion words and their high distribution and presence throughout language samples 

suggests that this class of words holds a great deal of importance to accurate se

mantic analysis. Consider the two following sentences: 

1) John could not go to Rome from Paris. 

2) John went to Rome and Paris. 

Removing the function words results in both sentences having identical key terms, 

frequency counts, and proximities: John, go/went, Rome. This despite an obvious 

difference in use and meaning. 

An indisputable advantage of removing functions words from a text sample !s 

the effect it has on the size of the resulting surrogate document representation. 

Removing function words can also greatly condense the number of token terms 

which must be present in the index structures. [Zipf], [Miller, Newman, & Fried

manl's work examines the correlation between word length and occurrence fre

quency and concludes that the correspondence between a word's length and its 
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frequency of use can be expressed as: the shorter the word, the more frequently it 

will occur. Members of the closed class of words tend to be short in length. Fre-

quency counts of the English language suggest that the closed class word accounts 

for only about 6.4% of the total vocabulary. However, any random sample of lan-

guage will contain as much as 59% closed class words. Identifying and removing 

these words will reduce the size of a text sample by as much as 59% [Miller, et 

al]. 

Term frequency indicates how many times a particular term occurs in a doc-

ument. The assumption behind term frequency is that the more times a terms 

is present in a document, the more important that term to the information con-

cept contained in the document. Further, the more terms which two documents, 

or a document and a query, have in common, the more similar they (potentially) 

are. Term frequency and cooccurrence statistics can also be represented in the in-

dex structure. Term frequency counts the number of times a particular term (or 

conflated token-representing term occurs within a given body of text. Term fre-

quencies can be counted a number of ways: 

1. term frequency within a document, 

2. term frequency within a collection of documents, 

3. term frequency in ratio to other potentially significant types of information, 
such as document length, 

4. co occurrence information - which other words or phrases a particular term 



frequently occurs with or in some predescribed vicinity of, 

5. occurrence of synonyms and similar phrases, and 

6. tx x idf - term frequency per document over term frequency per docu
ment collection inverse document frequency) [Salton 1968]. 
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Term frequency measures mayor may not take into account the length of the 

particular document. Consider that a term which occurs ten times in a document 

of 1000 words has less frequency than a term which occurs ten times in a docu-

ment of 100 words. Inverse document frequency counts the number of documents 

present in the data store which contains the term. High term per document fre-

quency with low inverse document frequency typically gives the best retrieval 

results. The resulting index can be used to implement retrieval schemes such as 

term weighting [Salton 1968, 1970, 1984], probability [Wong & Yaol, boolean al-

gebra [Fox], AI and rule- or knowledge-based schemes [Fox], theoretical linguistics 

[Bonzi & Liddy)' [Sembok], [Smeaton 1992, 1990, 1988], [Fagan], or a combination 

or two or more of these techniques. C06ccurrence statistics identify relationships 

between terms that occur together in significant, preidentified pattern, typically 

within a predetermined proximity to one another. These statistics are used to au-

tomatically develop phrases. 

2.1.1 Automatic versus Manual Indexing Techniques 

Initially data extraction and representation were done manually by expert in-
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dexers in a particular subject field [Heaps]. Manually indexed systems rely on 

key terms and phrases that have been selected by professional indexers. Medlars, 

an experimental system which retrieves medical literature, and Medline, a com-

mercial medical retrieval system are both manually indexed. Other systems such 

as IBM's STAIRS [Blair & Maron 1985, 1990], and WESTLAW [Blair & Maron 

1985] have automatic indexing augmented by manually selected index terms. 

Though manual indexing has the advantage of utilizing the knowledge and skill 

of human indexers, significant problems have been identified. [Blair and Maron 

1985 p. 290] write: 

" ... there are no clear and precise rules to govern the indexers' choice of 
appropriate subject terms, so that even trained indexers may be incon
sistent in their application of subject terms. Experimental studies have 
demonstrated that different indexers will generally index the same docu
ment differently, and even the same individual will not always select the 
identical index terms if asked at a later time to index the document he or 
she has already indexed." 

[Blair and Maron 1990, 1985] have conducted a number of experiments since 

the early 1980s, and have concluded that automatic indexing does not result in 

effective information retrieval from full-text document collections. 

This point is hotly contested by [Salton 1992] and supported by a number of 

experiments conducted since the late 1960s [Salton 1976] using Cornell Univer-

sity's SMART system. Salton concluded by the late 1960s that "all the available 

evidence indicates that the presently known (automatic) text analysis procedures 
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are at least as effective as more conventional manual indexing methods" [Salton 

1970]. Automatic indexing [Sparck-Jones 1981], [Yu & Salton], [Salton 1970] at-

tempts to extract the information-bearing tokens in a document, or document 

collection, automatically. These systems tend not to be lexically-based, but are 

rule-driven. Augmentations to automatic extracting of index terms frequently in-

clude stemming, or confiation, algorithms and the inclusion of statistical informa-

tion. Automatically-indexed systems are supposed to be able to build a document 

collection index without the tedious work required by manual indexing. Because 

these indices are built algorithmically, the inconsistency which sometimes results 

from manual indexing is avoided. 

2.1.2 The Blair-Maron/Salton Debate 

" ... even though machines may never enjoy more than a partial success in library index
ing, ... people are even less promising," [Swanson]. 

Blair and Maron present the striking results of their extensive retrieval experi-

ments using STAIRS. During this experiment they observed that results from pre-

vious retrieval experiments using automatically created indexes were not repro-

duced when the document collection significantly increased in size. They base this 

conclusion on their observation that, though the system was able to discriminate 

between documents and perform well with regard to relevance, recall depreciated 

to unacceptable levels. They found that the experimental system was unable to 
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recognize 80% of relevant documents. They present the belief that the poor recall 

performance is due to the automatically-indexed system's inability to correlate 

vague references to the key ideas when those references are not expressed in the 

key terms for which the user is searching. 

"In our search for unretrieved relevant documents, we later found that the 
accident was not always referred to as an 'accident,' but as an 'event,' 'inci
dent,' 'situation,' 'problem,' or 'difficulty,' often without mentioning any of 
the relevant proper names ... 

Though the automatically-indexed document collection is never compared to a 

same, or similar manually-indexed collection, [Blair & Maron 1985, 1990], [Blair 

& Maron 1992]' [Salton 1986, p. 650], leave it to the reader to infer that a manually-

indexed system would have performed better. 

While Blair and Maron's experiments provide much valuable insight into IRS 

behavior, their findings are not in conflict with previously reported results. The 

unacceptable recall performance is not due to the large size of the document col-

lection, but to weaknesses in overall retrieval approach which would be present, 

though perhaps less apparent, in smaller systems. Careful delineation of IRS abil-

ity (to match key terms present in a query), rather than misleading implications, 

(by matching key terms, a system can identify all documents relevant to the user's 

information need), would be a significant first step in predicting and assessing 

IRS performance regardless of document collection size. Finally, problems en-
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countered in the STAIRS experiment, which arise from forcing computational sys-

tems to match documents based on words and phrases, rather than concepts, are 

inherent to both manual and automatic indexing. 

2.1.2.1 Experimental Findings 

[Blair & Maron 1985] found that recall performance of the STAIRS system used 

with a document collection of litigation documents was very poor. Only about 

20% of the documents which users would have found relevant were retrieved by 

the system. [Blair and Maron 1985, 1990] incorrectly identify automatic index

ing as the culprit behind the poor retrieval rate. Further, they sidestep two other 

observations. First, the system performed as should have been predicted. It iden

tified documents which contained the key terms and phrases that were compatible 

with the user-supplied queries. Thus retrieval rate, as far as can be deduced from 

[Blair and Maron 1985], was much greater than 20%. User satisfaction with the 

system's retrieval result fell when it was discovered that even though retrieval 

success was very high for documents containing key terms, only 20% of all docu

ments that users would have found useful were retrieved. 

These results highlight the need to differentiate between user stated informa

tion need, stated information need - the query, and user expectations. In the 

[Blair & Maron 1985, 1992] experiment, the query presented the IRS was ful-
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filled well by a powerful algorithm. Unfortunately, the user's desires were unful

filled and user expectati{H1S were unmet. Automatic indexing led to good retrieval 

results according to the assumptions under which the system was implemented. 

However, the role which the surrogate key terms are intended to fulfill - iden

tification of documents about a particular subject as characterized by a user -

failed. Finally, the question must be asked how manual indexing would have per

formed under the same circumstances. Could manual approaches to indexing, or 

IR, in general, determine that a document about an unfortunate incident refers to 

the same event as a document which contains key terms such as accident, victim 

X, and victim Y? Unfortunately, neither [Blair and Maron 1985] nor [Blair and 

Maron 1990] provides any clues or insight. Ultimately, one must ask if a human 

indexing and retrieval system could determine, in a vacuous environment, whether 

a document which refers to an "unfortunate incident" is relevant to a query about 

event P. 

[Salton 1990] shows that these results did not differ significantly from results 

obtained with manually indexed systems. 

2.2 IRS EVALUATION 

Two problems become immediately apparent when discussing IRS evalua

tion. The first of these, how to choose the performance criteria that should be 
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measured in order to assess IRS performance determines whether system perfor

mance, or user satisfaction will be evaluated. The second, how document collec

tion size actually impacts system performance, affords a more careful examination 

of how system evaluation may be carried out. 

In order to provide a context in which to discuss these topics, this section 

presents the basic issues encountered during IRS assessment, and accomplishes 

the following: 

1) identifies key issues of IRS evaluation and validation, 

2) discusses current issues in IRS evaluation, and 

3) presents an alternative approach to IRS evaluation. 

2.2.1 IRS Evaluation and Validation 

The two most accepted measures of IRS performance are user-reported recall and 

relevance (or precision). Recall is described by the ratio of the number of use-

ful document retrieved over the number of useful documents in a document col

lection. Precision is described by the ratio of docnments which are assessed as 

useful to a user initiating a retrieval request, over the number of documents com

prising the request's retrieval set, [Swanson, 1960], [Sparck-Jones, 1981], [Blair 

& Maron 1985]. IRS evaluation approaches rely on user reporting for both these 

measures. The subjective nature of these criteria results in poor understanding 
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and predictability of system performance. [Swanson, 1960, p. 441] describes these 

measures: "Of these the best known, and the most widely used, are recall (R) 

and precision (P) reflecting the proportion of relevant items retrieved in answer to 

a search request, and the proportion of retrieved items that are relevant, respec-

tively," where: 

RECALL - total number of relevant documents retrieved 

RELEVANCE/ 
PRECISION 

total number of relevant documents in the document collection 

total number of relevant documents retrieved 

total number of documents retrieved 

Both of these measures are derived in the following manner: after a retrieval has 

been performed by a particular IRS, the user issuing the query determines the rel-

evant percentage of the retrieval set's membership. Both of these measures should 

come as close to unity as possible. Recall requires that all items relevant to the 

current query available in the system should be identified. Relevance requires 

only that those items which are relevant to the current query should be included 

in the retrieval set [Heaps], [Blair & Maron 1985, 1990], [Swanson 1960], [Salton 

1970], [Burgin], [Kemp], [Robertson & Hancock-Beaulieu], [Salton 1968], [Tague

Sutcliffe], [Bonzi and Liddy]' [Lehnert and Sundheim], [Salton 1986], [Salton & 

Lesk] , [Harman]. However, for all intents and purposes, both of these "measures" 

must measure the same thing; the retrieval set that each defines should be identi-
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cal under optimal system performance. The distinguishing difference between the 

two measures is that recall is potentially quantifiable and relevance is not. Sim

ply put, each measure aligns with unity. In order for both measures to approach 

one as closely as possible, both ratios must be equal. Hence both sets, the set of 

relevant documents and the set of recalled documents should be the same, iden

tical, set. Finally, one must ask, just how disjoint should the set of all relevant 

documents be from the set of only relevant documents when dealing with a single 

source? 

These terms, recall and relevance are used to delineate classes of IRSes. For 

example, litigation oriented IRSes are described as requiring high recall, where 

each and every useful item must be retrieved. Contrast this to, say, a typical li

brary retrieval system where required "relevance" should be high - and only a 

few documents are retrieved but they should all be useful. The terms recall and 

relevance begin to lose exclusivity of meaning. Probability ranking and inhibi

tion of output are two devices used to force more exclusive retrieval sets. Both of 

these devices result from attempts to assist users deal with output overload. Once 

again, the expression user information need requires a more exclusive definition 

as system designers attempt to determine when users feel that system output, 

though theoretically justifiably, is simply overwhelming, and in its overwhelming

ness, unuseful and undesired. The membership of the retrieval set is once again 
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refined as the user wants what she wants, but, perhaps arbitrarily can require 

that she does not get too much of what she wants. 

Such approaches to evaluation shield users from the responsibility of effectively 

determining the outcome of system interaction, yet yields all assessments of eval-

uation criteria and discretion to the user. Though [Salton 1970 p. 340] finds that 

corresponding relevance reports from different users across different experiments 

were similar enough to lend credibility to the user reported relevance measure, 

[Cuadra and Katter], [Eisenberg], [Burgin], [Rorvig], [Saracevic], [Rath, Resnick, 

and Savage], have found significant variations in user judgments of relevance. Fur-

ther, the very nature of user-reported relevance allows different users, each with 

different information needs, but who express that need via the same query lan-

guage, may report very different evaluations of the usefulness of identical retrieval 

sets. Evaluation should be more objective, quantifiable, and repeatable. 

2.2.1.1 Pertinence versus Relevance 

"Relevance and pertinence are two different qualities, one capable of public, objective, 
assessment, and the other being capable only of private, subjective, assessment," [Kemp, 
1974, p. 46]. 

Relevance (or precision) and recall have become the two most accepted measures 

of IRS performance. However, the acceptance of these terms, and their current 

definitions, has an interesting history. Relevance and recall emerged from a lit-

erary debate examining (at least) three proposed terms, relevance (or precision), 
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recall, and pertinence. [Foskett], [Kemp], and [Saracevic], all written in the 1970s, 

differentiated between notions of relevance and pertinence. [Foskett] and [Kemp] 

describe the notion of relevance as the set of documents identified by expert con

sensus which is related to an information concept. Pertinence is described by 

each of these writers as an individual's personal evaluation of a retrieval set. Per 

both [Foskett] and [Kemp] relevance then, is the more objective, and desirable, 

measure. [Cooper, 1973] proposes a naIve measure of IRS performance where 

relevance is described relevance as a "search utility" measure which indicates 

the ability of the system to satisfy a user's information need. As such, [Cooper 

1973]'s notion of relevance equates more toward a notion of pertinence. 

[Saracevic] differentiates between two concepts: the system's view of relevance 

vs. the user's view of relevance. If we must conceive of a machine as having a 

world view which allows it to assess relevance, then that view will be a direct re

sult of the person who created the system, and not necessarily of the person in

teracting with it. Relevance, in this sense, is a better measure than pertinence 

because relevance is more quantifiable. 

Despite such historical differentiations between relevance, pertinence, and re

call, by the 1980's, all notions of pertinence were subsumed into the relevance 

measure. Relevance reverted to a notion more aligned with user satisfaction with 

system performance. That is, an IRSes' usefulness is described by how well it ful-
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fills the individual needs of its users. Recall became accepted as a measure more 

closely aligned with [Foskett] and [Kemp]'s expressed notions of relevance. 

Consequently, three important measures stil exist, and must be differentiated 

in order to usefully evaluate IRSes. These can be described as: 

1. the set of documents from a document base which a set of experts agree 
bears significant relationship to an information concept, 

2. the set of documents from a document collection which a fulfill the retrieval 
function and form the retrieval set membership designated by a particular 
IRS implementation, and 

3. the set of documents from a document collection which the user would se
lect as relating to her information need. 

Of these three measures, only the second one can be quantified and predicted. 

The first can be preYdentified and treated as a benchmark for subsequent perfor-

mance evaluations. The third set, is so subjective and unquantifiable as to be use-

less to present IRS evaluation. 

2.2.1.2 An Analogy and a Discussion 

A cursory review of the literature reveals a lack of consensus regarding what an 

IRS is supposed to do. Consequently, the literature reflects ambiguity and lack of 

consistency when attempting to determine how well an IRS performs. A debate 

frequently implied by the literature is: who should bear the brunt of responsi-

bility for system performance? The user who must formulate the query and as-
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sess the system's performance, or the system which must interpret and fulfill the 

query? One answer attempts to make users responsible for their system interac-

tion by saying that the responsibility for proper query formulation lies with the 

user. This seems reasonable because research [Logan], [Fenichel] shows that the 

more familiar a user is with a system, the user's ability to interact effectively with 

that system increases. 

Other IRS researchers suggest that user performance should not impact system 

performance. A system should bear the onus of retrieval performance, despite 

user acumen. [Blair & Maron 1985], provide the following analogy: 

"Suppose you ask a company to make a lock for you, and they oblige by 
providing a combination lock; but when you ask them for the combina
tion to open the lock, they say that finding the correct combination is your 
problem, not theirs," [Blair & Maron 1985, p. 298]. 

At first reading, this seems a reasonable analogy. It emerges from the simple 

belief that the desired outcome of interaction with an IRS is as easily stated, and 

realized, as that of a lock. Consider this question: can the operations of a sim-

pIe lock be compared to those of an IRS? This analogy fails as it neglects to con-

sider differences in the complexity of the two systems being compared. A lock 

has only two states: locked and unlocked. No IRS can be described so simply. 

Even the simplest IRS bears the responsibility of distinguishing between a non-

enumerated set of states (where each state can be described as a unique retrieval 
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set). A lock need not determine how locked a particular user requires it to be, re-

gardless of user need or desire, the lock will always lock to the same extent and 

unlock to the same extent. Supplying the user with the means to interact satis-

factorily with the lock is simple. The user need only understand two functional 

operations: lock(lock) = close, unlock(lock) = open. Providing a user the means 

to interact satisfactorily with an IRS is much more complicated. Especially if the 

user is led to believe that a system must fulfill her desires in order to evaluated 

satisfactorily. If this is to be the case, and since only the user can tell the system 

exactly how locked she wants the system to be, and since between a continuum of 

locked and unlocked there are an infinite number of states, then the responsibility 

of interacting with the system to achieve the desired response must lie, at least in 

part, with the user. 

Now consider a "user" attempting to do one of the two following things: 

1) pick out a needle from a haystack, 

2) pick all, and only, the pieces of hay that are contained in a red colored 
clump from a haystack, 

while wearing a pair of mittens. She's going to get a lot of the wrong pieces of 

hay. To add even more nuance, say that needles of different qualities of red are 

present. Even though this user knows exactly what she believes she wants to 

retrieve, exactly what she doesn't want to retrieve, and exactly where the de-
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sired item (or clump of items) is, the mittens interfere with her ability to stick 

her hand into the haystack and get exactly what she wants. This is a more accu-

rate analogy for the complexity required to effectively retrieve information. The 

mechanisms manipulated by an IRS to extrapolate data and fulfill the informa-

tion request encoded into a key term query are still reasonably clumsy. There is 

no way of communicating precisely to a computer exactly what is wanted when 

faced with a large store of unknown items. Yet, IRSes are evaluated as if it were. 

Another pair of performance requirements must be delineated. Should an IRS 

identify and retrieve the set of documents which fulfills a user's information needs 

or, should an IRS identify and retrieve that set of documents which is specified, 

in an algorithmic and deterministic fashion, by the user query. Presently, the first 

approach to system assessment is dominant: 

" ... there has been increasing acceptance that stated requests are not the 
same as information needs, and that consequently relevance should be judged 
in relation to needs rather than stated requests. (A variant on this theme 
requires that relevance should be observed behaviorally, i.e., should be in
ferred from some action on the part of the requester)," [Robertson and 
Hancock-Beaulieu p. 458]. 

Such distinctions may seem nit-picky and unimportant. However, their in flu-

ence on system behavior and evaluation is far-reaching and profound. The first 

class of expectations requires subjective assessment of retrieval performance; the 

second is more objective. The first entails that an IRS should possess the abil-

ity to anticipate the unique information needs of each individual. Given the same 
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query by any number of different users, such a system should return different sets 

of documents, each reflecting the unique information needs of each user. The sec-

ond set of expectations places a great deal of responsibility on the user. The user 

must successfully and explicitly translate her information need{s) into a query 

which will identify the set of documents which fulfills her unique information 

needs. Given the same query over the same document collection presented by a 

variety of users, such an IRS will always identify precisely the same set of doc-

uments. Current notions of relevance are more aligned with fulfilling individual 

user expectations, [Blair & Maron 1985, 1990], [Korfhage and Yang], [Larson 

1992], [Salton and Lesk] [Salton 1972], [Bonzi and Liddy], [Lehnert and Sund-

heim] [Salton 1970], [Robertson and Hancock-Beaulieu], [Salton 1986], [Saracevic], 

[Sparck-Jones, 1981], etc. 

2.2.2 IRS Experimentation 

An extensive literature delineates IRS experimental methodologies [Fagan], [Robert-

son, 1981]' [Sparck-Jones]. This method can briefly be described thus: 

1. an IRS is implemented, 

2. a user with a specific information need interacts with the system, extracting 
a retrieval set, 

3. recall is measured, 

4. relevance is measured. 
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This methodology reflects the underlying (and perhaps unreasonable) assump-

tion that a successful automated IRS must replace all manual IR activities. How-

ever, as evidenced in [Blair & Maron 1985], no comparison ofretrieval results 

generated by automated retrieval versus those derived via manual means exists. 

This is most unfortunate because useful assessments of automated IR behavior 

can only be obtained by comparing the manual process it will ultimately augment 

or replace. This type of approach would view the automated retrieval process as 

a sort of experimental treatment and allow more established experimental proce-

dures to be incorporated into the IRS evaluation process. Follows: l 

1. two randomly selected groups are provided with the "same" informa
tion need, and the same document collection. 

2. each group creates retrieval sets 

a. one group, using the automated system being evaluated, 

b. the other group, manually. 

3. retrieval sets of both groups are compared. 

Such a methodology would allow the type of impact that automated re-

trieval has on the entire retrieval process to evaluated, as well as providing useful 

comparisons between manual retrieval and automated retrieval. 

1 Interesting questions now arise regarding who should perform such as a comparison, the two 
groups used in the experiment, a group of "experts," or perhaps a third party uninvolved in the 
actual retrieval process? 
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2.2.3 Revisions to IRS Evaluation Procedures 

The previous discussion identified weaknesses of IRS evaluation techniques. Though 

these weaknesses negatively affect the entire IRS implementation process, their 

source cannot be overlooked. The first such source is the conflict which exists be-

tween relevance, pertinence, recall, and inhibition of output overload. The sec-

ond source is the poor definition of what an IRS can actually achieve with regard 

to fulfilling user stated information needs. This research has suggested that rel-

evance and recall must name the same retrieval set. However, output overload 

must be addressed to avoid overwhelming users. This research also suggests that 

IRS performance should be assessed using measures of how well the system fulfills 

the stated user information need - not the information need which exists in the 

user's head. 

Finally, this research makes two conclusions: 

1) Users must bear the onus of query formation and the retrieval sets 
that result from the query. To lead users to expect that a system can 
somehow anticipate their unique information needs, over and above 
how such needs are represented by a query, is to mislead users, and 

2) Output can be inhibited or broadened to suit user desire only after 
algorithmic performance of a system has been measured and can be 
predicted. 
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2.3 NATURAL LANGUAGE PROCESSING AND IR 

Since the late 1980s, syntactic parsing has been shown to significantly enhance in

formation modeling techniques and IRS performance [Smeaton, 1992, 1990, 1986], 

[Smeaton and van Rijsbergen], [Sembok and van Rijsbergen], [Bonzi and Liddy]. 

Incorporation of semantic processing techniques can improve IR even more. Re

search continues which attempts to eliminate, or significantly decrease, perfor

mance weaknesses prevalent in traditional IR implementations. Ongoing research 

in key term approaches to IR continue to hone system performance. However, cer-

tain types of problems, directly attributable to the type of information loss which 

key term approaches engender, remain which key term approaches are inherently 

ill-suiJ.:~d to handling. This section will examine aspects of the nature of natural 

language, and how it can impact IRS implementations. In particular, semantic in

formation is examined in the attempt to determine how it can assist in building 

more robust, flexible, and meaningful information concepts under which to imple

ment IRSes. 

A simple perspective of any language, natural or artificial, views it as a sys

tem which encodes information and allows information to be transmitted from 
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source to some goal. Processing language, then, becomes an exercise in extracting 

information from a source and translating it to a form useful to a receiver. Icie

ally, IRSes identify information concepts contained in a document. Interaction 

between a query and a document collection shall be described in this research as 

an attempt to find documents which contain the same information concept iden

tified in, and requested by, the query. Attempts to do this have led to heavy re

liance on inverted files of key terms and statistical information which act as indices 

back to the document collection. The most prevalent form of document and query 

representation has been the automatic creation of such key term dependent in

dices. 

IRS research and implementation have not yet made much use of NLP tech

niques beyond extensive incorporation of morphological decomposition methods 

accompanied by statistical analysis of texts. At least two situations can be held 

responsible for this. The first is the dismal failures general artificial intelligence 

(AI) experienced during the 1970s and early 1980s. The second is the extreme 

complexity of computational natural language processing and the extreme de

mands it places on computational machines. 

A revitalization of AI as a useful approach to computational solutions and 
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application building has led to a resurgence of NLP techniques. Particularly in 

the field of IR, NLP provides alternatives to automatic generation of document 

representations which have, and can continue to, significantly impact performance 

weaknesses exhibited by more traditional indexing techniques. 

As early as 1970, [Salton 1970, p. 338] concluded that a "simple, uncon-

trolled (automatic) indexing language involving single terms produces the best 

retrieval performance." However, in 1989 [Salton 1989] writes: 

"Ultimately, any advanced information retrieval model must deal with 
the problem of language analysis, because the content of texts and 
documents necessarily controls the retrieval activities." 

Recent thought and research into the use of linguistic information for IR 

includes work by [Smeaton & van Rijsbergen], [Smeaton 1990], [Smeaton 1992]' 

[Salton, Buckley, and Smith]' [Swanson], [Dillon & Gray], [Croft & Thompson]. 

[Fox], [Fagan], [Sembok & van Rijsbergen], [Bonzi & Liddy], and [Hahn], just to 

give a small sample. Most IRS implementations characterized as linguistically-

oriented use syntactic grammars, sometimes containing semantic information, 

to parse and represent information contained in a document text. Much of this 

work shows that syntactic parsing has regained favor as it can utilize insights of 

formal linguistic theory, and providing a richer representation of the information 
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contained in textual data [Fagan], [Smeaton, 1990]. Another benefit of linguis-

tic approaches is that they can be re-enforced, or abandoned, as manipulations of 

natural language in a computational environment require. This will lead to a less 

ad hoc, and more theory-bound explanation of automatically-generated document 

representations. 

2.3.1 Syntax and IR 

The research cited above has demonstrated that syntactic processing of natural 

language contributes to more comprehensive, flexible, and robust document rep-

resentations, allowing the creation of automatic indexes which eliminate some of 

the problems of automatic indexing identified by [Blair & Maron 1985, 1990], and 

[Korfhage and Yang]. [Smeaton 1992, p. 268] identifies problems which key term 

based retrieval does not address well: 

"1. Different words may be used to convey the same meaning: 'stomach 
pain after eating' and 'post-prandial abdominal discomfort' mean the 
same thing. 

2. The same words may be used but they can have different meanings: 
'Venetian blinds' and 'blind' Venetians. 

3. Different people may have different perspectives on the same single 
concept: 'The accident' v. 'the unfortunate incident' could be describ
ing the same thing in a court case depending on whether you are for 
the defence [Brit.] or the prosecution. 
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4. The same words may have different meanings in different domains: 
sharp can be a measure of pain intensity in medicine or the quality of 
a cutting tool in a gardener's toolbox." 

Despite these strengths and benefits, syntactic processing has its own limi-

tations. These include, but are not limited to, resolution of ambiguity (structural, 

lexical, and referential), and the identification of consistent predicate/argument 

relationships across varying syntactic structures. Many questions of ambiguity 

arise from one of two situations. Either more than one syntactic parse of a sen-

tence may exist, or a word may have more than one meaning. Consider the fol-

lowing sentence: 

3. Flying planes can be dangerous. 

This sentencfl has at least two immediately apparent interpretations, represented 

by two distinctive syntactic parses: 

3.i [s [np [PRO] Flying planes] ] [vp can be dangerous].] 

3.ii [s [np [a<Jj Flying] [g [n planes]] [vp (are) dangerous].] 

where PRO, is a construct from Government and Binding theory introduced both 

to represent the subject of the gerundive "flying planes" and to provide an an-

tecedent for bound pronouns (such as the reflexive "oneself" in "Outdoing oneself 
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in the examinations was considered bad form."2 

The symbol S substitutes for the "start" (sentence) symbol of a sentential 

grammar, VP and NP stand for "verb phrase" and "noun phrase" respectively, 

ADJ for adjective phrase, and NJ and N identify a hierarchy of nominal construc

tions. Hence, sentence (1) as it is represented in structures (i) and (ii) has two 

different analyses: 

3.i It can be (a dangerous thing/activity) to fly planes. 

3.ii Planes which are flying (airborne) can be dangerous things. 

Unless additional information is provided, a syntactic analysis will not resolve 

the ambiguity represented in these two structures. Nor will syntactic information 

alone resolve the lexical ambiguity present in the following sentence: 

4. John was possessed by demons. 

Only pragmatic knowledge accompanied perhaps by knowledge of the context 

of discourse would resolve ambiguities of meaning. In the absence of pragmatic 

knowledge and contextual information provided by discourse analysis semantic 

information can begin to enrich document representation in a way which can be 

Thanks to Dick Oehrle for the example sentence. 
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useful to IR. 

Syntactic analysis can be used to identify grammatical relationships (object, 

subject, predicate) between the words of a sentence. However, these syntactic re

lationships are fickle; they change as position of predicate and argument change: 

5. John opened the door. 

6. The door opened. 

In (5) John is the subject of the predicate and the door is the object. However, 

in (6) the door would be grammatically marked as the subject of the predicate. 

Though the syntax of the verb's usage has changed, the action depicted in the 

sentence remains the same. In both sentences the door is undergoing an action 

- it is opening. (5) provides overt information about who is opening the door -

John is causing the door to open. 

Using grammatical relations to identify the roles of John and the door is 

therefore, inconclusive. Conclusions about the similarity, or dissimilarity of the 

information contained in the two sentences cannot be asserted. Further examples 

illustrate the capriciousness of syntactic roles more starkly: 

7. John opened the door for Sally. 

8. The door was opened by John for Sally. 
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9. The door was opened for Sally by John. 

10. The door was opened. 

The hopeful proposal that syntactic information could provide some sort of 

consistent, perhaps rule-based, approach to describe the relationships that exist 

between words begins to wither. Even though syntactic information has the abil

ity to provide a richer, more meaningful, document representation scheme than 

morphological and statistical information alone, it also becomes apparent that the 

practical application of syntax has definite limits. Syntactic analysis is unable to 

provide consistent description, over various constructs and transformations, of the 

relationships between words, especially nouns and verbs. 

2.3.2 Semantics and IR 

Semantic representation of information is the next logical step in the area of IRS 

research. This section presents a categorial (and so lexical) approach to the doc

ument and query representation formulation portion of an IRS which can utiiize 

semantic representations of information to create concepts suitable for searching 

and matching. 

Figure 2.1 illustrates a projected flow for a semantically-based IRS. This 
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flow assumes that two document stores exist simultaneously. The first is an un

structured store of documents actually available to the IRS to build the index

ing/document representation structure. The second contains a translation of each 

document into a semantic representation. The flow assumes that the user query 

will be translated into an abstract representation compatible with the semantically

structured document store. A process which matches the query to relevant docu

ments is then created by the same process which translate the natural language 

document into its semantic abstraction. Output from the query-document store 

matching function will be referential information which identifies the document(s) 

contained in the unstructured data store. These documents (or reference to them) 

can then be returned to the user. 

The method and process of semantic abstraction and matching will be trans

parent to the user. Presently, the matching process is envisioned as a logical in

stantiation process which will unify predicates derived from the query with propo

sitions contained in the logically structured document store. The boxes labeled 

"semantic parsing" and "matching process' are the two critical areas of the se-

mantic IRS design. The choice of approach will determine the actual semantic 

representation used in this project. 
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Figure 2.1 Data Flow for the Semantic IRS 

2.3.2.1 Semantics 

Semantic information has been incorporated into computational activities since, 
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at least, the early 1980s [Charniak and McDermott], [Winograd]. The most popu-

larly realized area of semantic representation is the subfield of AI known as "Knowl

edge Representation." Much of this work has been pioneering and adds a great 

deal to the continued investigation of this problem. A brief review of this work 

uncovers approaches which can be characterized as ad hoc and lacking a theoret

ical basis. The field of linguistics can boast a rich tradition in semantic theory, 

augmented by cognitive science and cognitive psychological research. Applying 

the research of these three fields to the development and implementation of a se

mantic model which is well-grounded in theory and will add to the incorporation 

of semantic information and analysis to the IR process. 

[Jackendoff, 1988, 1990, 1991] develop an approach to semantic represent a-

tion which nicely complements tenets of syntactic representation schemes. Syn

tactic representations attempt to delimit natural language strings into predeter

mined, and recursively defined, syntactic categories, therefore allowing an infinite 

number of well-formed and unique language strings to be generated and evaluated 

using the static grammar. This approach offers a nice story for the human abil

ity to create and process previously unencountered strings of language. This same 

approach is used to develop and describe artificial languages such as machine lan-
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guages and high-level programming languages. 

A convenient correspondence exists between the syntax of artificial lan

guages and their semantics. The semantics of an artificial language can be de

scribed as the machine instructions which syntactically well-formed strings cause 

to occur. The process of compilation and translation to machine language embod

ies the shift from a syntactic representation to a semantic one. The final activa

tion of machine instructions by syntactically well-formed strings is quite straight

forward. Such a one-to-one correspondence between syntactic and semantic ex

pressions has not been immediately apparent in natural language. [Jackendoff] 

proposes such an approach and establishes a theory for its implementation. 

Concepts expressed in speech can be described as a mapping of mentally en

coded concepts into syntactically realized expressions of language. Jackendoff's 

finite set of semantic primitives exists as a collection of Lexical Conceptual Struc

tures (LCSes) which are used to encode a language's lexicon. An LCS captures 

and encodes the semantic relationships that exist between a sample of language 

and its semantic content. LCSes attempt to delineate the same one-to-one cor

respondence between syntax and semantics which exists in artificial language. 

This is not the time, nor the place, to present in-depth discussion of the many 
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aspects of linguistic theory (particularly Extended Standard Syntactic Theory) 

which playa part in the creation and representation of LeSes. However, some in

troduction to important aspects of syntactic theory will be presented to ensure 

adequate topic coverage and, particularly, to clearly demarcate the points where 

Jackendoff's theory departs from traditional theory. 

2.3.2.2 A Theory of Lexical Semantics 

This work uses [Jackendoff, 1992]'s theory of semantic structures as a useful ap

proach to extracting and representing semantic information. Jackendoff's early 

work is influenced by [Lakoff] who developed a compositional approach to repre

senting semantic information. Much of Jackendoff's current work directly opposes 

Fodor's popular and influential theory of meaning postulates. These two theories 

differ greatly in their explication of the creation and comprehension of semantic 

structures. Indeed, these two theories differ greatly in their acceptance of the ex

istence of cognitive conceptual structures. Both of these theories are very similar, 

however, in their acceptance, as a basic tenet that " ... 'learning' can consist only 

of creating novel combinations of primitives already innately available," [Jackend

off, 1990, p. 40]. The theories differ in the nature of the primitives. 
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Jackendoff's theory of semantic structures can be simplified into three major 

propositions: 

1) a mapping function can be described where the structures which result 
from a syntactic parse can be mapped to the compositional structures 
which encode concepts, 

2) predicates can be described by the arguments which they expect, and 

3) predicates can be described as compositions of conceptual primitives. 

Each of these propositions is introduced in the following sections and discussed at 

length in Chapter Three. 

2.3.3 Thematic Relations and B-roles 

Theta-role theory is an implementation of the syntactic and semantic principle 

that for every predicate structure, arguments exist which fulfill particular the-

matic roles. B-roles identify the semantic relationships. [Radford, p. 373] identi-

fies the following thematic roles: 

(a) Theme (or Patient) = Entity undergoing the effect of some action 
( Mary fell over.) 

(b) Agent (or Actor) = Instigator of some action (John killed Harry.) 

(c) Experiencer = Entity experiencing some psychological state (John was 
happy.) 

(d) Benefactive = Entity benefiting from some action (John bought some 
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flowers for Mary.) 

(e) Instrument = Means by which something comes about (John wounded 
Harry with a knife.) 

(f) Locative = Place in which something is situated or takes place (John 
hid the letter under the bed.) 

(g) Goal = Entity toward which something moves (John passed the book 
to Mary.) 

(h) Source = Entity from which something move (John returned from 

Paris.) 

These roles are reasonably consistent across theories which use O-roles. [Jack-

endoff, 1992, p. 50], however, explicitly disjoins the roles Theme and Patient. A 

theme is identified as an argument in motion; a patient is an argument which un-

dergoes the action depicted by the verb. 

How the syntactic roles present between a predicate and its arguments change 

has been presented above. The consistency of such relationships which O-roles 

purport will be discussed, once again using sentences (5)-(10). 

The verb open requires the following O-roles: an Actor: the force which 

causes something to open, and a Patient, the thing that opens. In (5), John is the 

Actor, the door is the Patient. It can also be postulated that the door takes the 

additional, and perhaps redundant, role of Theme. (6) nicely illustrates the con-
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sistency which exists among B-roles across different syntactic structures: the door 

remains th~ Patient. Again, (7) depicts an Actor, John, a Patient, the door, and 

adds the role of Beneficiary, M anJ. Throughout the different syntactic constructs 

depicted by this paradigm, thematic roles are unchanging. 

2.3.3.1 The Theta Criterion 

The assignment of B-roles is traditionally constrained by the B-criterion which 

states: "A lexical NP must occupy one and only one O-position" [van Riems-

dijk, p. 131]. Jackendoff, however, takes issue with the strength of this assertion. 

He uses the verb "buy," and its accompanying "O-grid" as an example of a verb 

where NPs have multiple O-roles. Consider this sentence: 

11. John bought a dog. 

Several concepts are present in this simple statement. These are3 : 

1. a thing (NPj) is bought from someone (NPk) by someone(NPi), 

2. possession of NPj moves from NPk to NPi, 

3. MONEY is given by NPi to NPk)]] 

Jackendoff describes the verb "buy" as a lexical concept composed of two argument-

3 Note that J ackendoff is here using subindices to indicate reoccuring semantic roles. 
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functions, EVENT, and EXCH (GOposs ... nd EXCH have not been presented pre-

viously): 

buy = Verb 

GOposs ([NPlj [FROM [ lk TO [ h]) 

[ EXCH [ GOposs ([ MONEY l, [FROM [ li[ TO lkl 

Thus, per Jackendoff's description of the conceptual representation of the verb 

"buy," two NPs referred to in the verb each have two O-roles. The NPs in sen-

tence (12) can be identified as this: 

John = NPi 
the dog = NPj 
the covertly implied owner of the dog prior to the sale = NPk 

The LCS for GOposs has NPi as the goal and NPk as the source, while for EXCH, 

the O-roles are exchanged and the O-criterion is violated. Jackendoff suggests that 

the O-criterion is too strong and must be relaxed in order to account for concep-

tual representations of verbs such as "buy" where an NP can be shown to have 

more than one O-role. Further, Jackendoff contends that categories other than 

NPs can have O-roles as in the sentence: 

12. The light went from red to green. 



Here the adjective "green" is assigned the 8-role of GOAL. Where the sentence 

describes a change of state that the light undergoes. 
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Jackendoff's approach to deriving a semantic representation of the informa

tion contained in natural language documents relies heavily on the identification 

and assignment of 8-roles. Such an approach can be described as being verbally

driven. With regard to document and query representation in IRSes, it is difficult 

to see how a verbally-driven lexicon can be a useful approach because queries to 

IRSes are usually about things such as ideas, concepts, theories. The 8-role ap

proach does not diminish this observation. Rather, it provides an enriched doc-

ument representation scheme where the roles between nouns can be assessed and 

encoded for retrieval purposes in ways other than arbitrary weighting schemes or 

other schemes intended to assign "relevance" or "importance" to retrieval terms 

not using linguistic criteria. 

How can this type of information be pertinent to an IRS? Consider the fol

lowing, by designating the 8-roles filled by each NP with relation to the pertinent 

verb, the relations which exist between the NPs can be captured as a constant 

state depicted by different lexical versions of the same information. A query could 

utilize the concepts, key terms, etc. of "John," "Sally," and "doors." However, 



such a query would not allow differentiation between documents in which John 

slams doors on Sally, or ones where Sally opens doors for John. 

2.3.4 X-Bar Semantic Theory 
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Jackendoff develops an approach he refers to as "X-bar semantics." This ap

proach is modeled on X-bar syntactic theory, a widely accepted portion of the 

Extended Standard Theory of Syntax which account for the syntactic restrictions 

found in the formation of phrases and clauses. Before discussing X-bar semantics, 

and to provide conceptual background, X-bar syntactic theory will be described 

briefly. 

2.3.4.1 X-Bar Syntactic Theory 

X-bar can be used to illustrate the decomposition of nominal small phrases such 

as: 

13. The fugitive from justice ran away. 

where the small phrase is "the fugitive from justice." The entire sentence can be 

described as an NP preceding a v(erb) p(hrase). The np is described as: 

[NP [det the] [no[n fugitive] [pp from justice] ]] 
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for PP indicating a prepositional phrase, det, a determiner, and n, the noun which 

heads the np. X-bar theory ;·elies heavily on the notion of "head:" for any cate-

gory X, X-bar theory posits a category intermediate to X and XOO(where XOOis 

equivalent to X P, and X is equivalent to the head of the phrase) xq which al-

lows the (recursive) inclusion of categories which are syntactically described as 

belonging to the phrasal projection containing the head. This will be illustrated 

by returning to sentence 13 presented above. The following simple grammar will 

be used to discuss 13. 

PP -1 P NP 
AdjP -1 adjective 

This grammar allows the creation of phrases such as: 

13a. The fugitive under the table in the corner of the kitchen ... 
13b. The mean, ugly, dangerous, misunderstood, fugitive ... 
13c. The mean, ugly, dangerous, misunderstood fugitive under the table 

in the corner of the kitchen ... 

These phrases contain unlimited use of prepositional phrases or adjectival 

phrases to express pertinent ideas. The use of Nq which X-bar theory describes as 

an intermediate constituent between nooand n, describes the relationship between 

adjectives, prepositional phrases, and nouns. Each of the subcategories, in this 
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case PP and AdjP are "headed" by the noun. That is, the noun exerts syntactic 

infi uence over the type of phrases that can follow it. As will be seen in the next 

section, X-bar Semantics proposes the same sort of relationship between the head 

of a phrase and its semantic constituents. 

2.3.4.2 More X-Bar Semantic Theory 

Rather than analyzing the "division of formal entities" into logical types such as 

constants, variables, predicates, and quantifiers, X-bar semantics separates the 

formal entities into essential units of conceptual structure called "conceptual con-

stituents." These conceptual constituents are a "small set of major ontological 

categories (or conceptual 'parts of speech') such as Thing, Event, State, Action, 

Place, Path, Property, and Amount," [Jackendoff 1992, p. 22]. These six cate-

gories share the following six properties: 

1. A one-to-one correspondence can be predicted for each major syn
tactic constituent in a sentence to one of the eight conceptual con
stituents. Jackendoff carefully points out that the opposite is not true, 
not every conceptual constituent will correspond to a single syntactic 
constituent. 

2. Each category can be used to encode meaning from input information 
other than linguistic, (such as visually or auditorally as in music). 

3. These categories support type-token distinctions. 
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4. The categories support quantification, an important aspect of Logical 
Form Theory [May] which should be possible in a semantic representa
tion. 

5. Recursive definition of the conceptual categories uniquely identifies 
each one, yet allows a relationship to exist between them where a par
ticular category can be defined via itself or with respect to another. 

6. Lexical items can be described as conceptual structures with argument 
positions. These positions may be filled, or unfilled, and can be used 
to restrict argument choice. [Jackendoff 1992pp. 22-23] 

The arguments required in LCSes are realized as the consistent relationship be-

tween thematic roles and verbal predicates. 

With an eye toward the ACM collection of documents, consider that such a 

collection might contain articles both about using algorithms and data structures 

to create programs, versus articles about algorithms for programming data struc-

tures. Two sample sentences contained in these different document sets might be: 

14. John wrote an algorithm which he used to program a queue data struc
ture. 

15. John wrote a program which can be used to determine the algorithm 
used to implement a queue data structure. 

Neither set of papers is about data structures per se. A querier who wishes to 

find articles which will help her to program, say, a queue structure, probably will 
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not find either set of articles very useful. Perhaps another set of articles contain-

ing information about how to code data structures, perhaps supplying algorithms 

as well as code exists in the document collection. A sample sentence from such a 

set of articles could be: 

16. Here are John's algorithms for programming a queue data structure 
accompanied by sample code. 

A query of a boolean nature, say [DATA STRUCTURE & ALGORITHM 

& PROGRAM & QUEUE] would retrieve both sets of articles, though they are 

clearly about different topics. The IRS is not able to differentiate between "pro-

gram" used as a verb or as a noun. If the user wished to find articles to help her 

code a queue data structure, most likely, neither set of articles would be of much 

help. Rather, an article which contains algorithms for coding queues, as well as 

some sample code, would fit the retrieval criteria much better. 

2.4 MODELS OF AUTOMATED INFORMATION RETRIEVAL 

The three most popular models of IRS implementation are presented in this sec-

tion. These are the boolean, vector space, and probabilistic, models. Using a his-

torically established breakdown of IRSes into three component parts - query 



representation, document representation, and matching function - this section 

describes these models. 
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IRS models are frequently described as either "linguistic" or "mathemati

cal" in nature [van Rijsbergen, 19?]. Such terminology can be misleading as IRSes 

typically combine both linguistic and mathematical manipulations of document 

contents. Ultimately, the problem of information retrieval remains one of string 

matching. Successful retrieval depends on how the strings to be matched are rep

resented, how well these strings represent the information they are intended to 

represent, and how well the representation can be manipulated via a retrieval 

function. The author defines a retrieval function as the interaction between a 

document representation and the matching function used to implement an IRS. 

Thus, two systems implemented with identical document representations, but dif

ferent matching functions (and vice versa) will exhibit different retrieval func

tions. The retrieval function describes the unadulterated performance of an IRS. 

Text-based IRSes manipulate samples of naturallanguagej all IRSes are 

linguistic in nature. Once a string, or collection of strings, is matched, the use

fulness of the match is must be evaluated by some quantifiable value or function 

which is, in traditional IRS implementation, mathematical in nature. The models 



presented in this section provide a very nice way of categorizing traditional IRS 

implementations and approaches. 

The first serious discussions of automated information retrieval (IR) took 

place in the late 1950s and are typically accredited to [Luhn]. Early visions of 

IR proposed the use of a simple boolean algebra for both query formulation and 

document representation. The boolean model remains one of the most popular 
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IR models, both in commercial and experimental system designs [Radecki, 1988a]. 

Early implementations of the boolean model, used either manual or automatic 

indexing to derive the information from the document used to create a document 

representation structure. 

2.4.1 The Boolean Model of Information Retrieval 

The boolean model uses an index structure to represent the documents contained 

in a document collection. This index exists as the complete set of information

bearing tokens used to represent all of the documents. These tokens are usually 

realized as the content (key) words contained in all of the documents which have 

been deemed useful enough to help identify potential retrieval candidates. Doc-

uments are represented by a binary indication of whether a key index term is 

present in, or absent from, the particular document. 
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Boolean query representations are most frequently associated with the boolean 

document representation.4 Boolean queries are best described as the set of key 

concepts which express the query request. These concepts are conjoined via the 

boolean operators and, not, and or [Radecki 1988a]. Document retrieval is based 

on a function which attempts to match document index terms with the terms in 

the query. For this reason, the boolean model is also referred to as the "exact 

match" model. Retrieval candidates are those documents which precisely fulfill 

the query. 

2.4.1.1 Disadvantages of the Boolean Model 

An IRS based on a boolean algebra results in a very powerful, but inflexible, sys-

tern which is unable to usefully address the uncertainty (Le. lack of precise prob-

lem specification) that characterizes IR. The limitations and weaknesses of the 

boolean model are a direct result of the unyielding, totalitarian nature of its doc-

ument representation and matching function. 

[Radecki, 1988a] sums up the boolean model's weaknesses as its inability to 

"deal effectively with the inherent fallibility of retrieval decisions." [Salton, et al. 

4 It is important to note that the implementation of a boolean query structure is not limited 
in use to boolean strategies of document representation. Boolean query structures can be used with 
other document representation schemes and query/document matching strategies. 
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1983] concurs and delineates more clearly the specific problems that characterize 

the boolean model: 

1. the size of output obtained in response to a given query cannot be 
controlled - a query may result in either no output at all, or an over
whelming amount, 

2. the output is not ranked in any order of importance (predetermined or 
spontaneous to the user), 

3. all terms included in the documents and queries are assumed to be 
equally important, and 

4. boolean query formulations may produce counter-intuitive results. 
[Cooper, p. 244] points out, the boolean uses of "and," and "or" con
nectives are exclusive and inclusive respectively, though the reverse is 
true in non-boolean, everyday uses of language. [Salton, et al. 1975 
pp. 1022-1023] 

A particular problem associated with boolean-based information retrieval is 

"output overload." Output overload refers to very large retrieval sets which can 

be identified by a query. [Larson 1992 p.35] describes the debilitating nature of 

output overload: 

"In large online catalog systems, when a subject search does succeed 
in retrieving catalog records, it frequently retrieves too much mate
rial for the user to effectively evaluate [Markey, 1984] [Markey, 1986], 
[Wiberly and Daugherty, 1988], [Prabha, 1989]. Because retrieved cat
alog records are commonly presented in order by the main entry and 
titlp., the user may be faced with looking through screen after screen of 
largely irrelevant material to find a few "good" records. The primary 
causes of information overload are the size of the catalog database, 



and the increasing numbers of items indexed using a given key term or 
subject heading. The use of key term searching and truncated headings 
in exact searching, and the tendency for users to specify broad general 
topics in searches, compound the information overload problem," 
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Output overload adversely affects user evaluations of IRS performance. Out-

put overload describes a behavioral response where users are overwhelmed by 

large retrieval sets and react negatively to them. Users react positively to or-

ganized retrieval sets, such as alphabetizing by author or listing by date. Other 

models, such as the probabilistic model, attempt to rank documents so those 

which most closely fulfill the matching criteria are presented to a user, first. 

2.4.1.2 Enhancing the Boolean Model 

Proposed variations on the basic boolean model attempt to alleviate the weak-

nesses identified above. These variations include: 

1. convergence of key terms into common stems, 

2. addition of extra information such as term weighting [Radecki 1988a], 
[Radecki 1988b], [Salton, et al. 1983], [Cooper 1988], 

3. proximity measures between words for phrasal constructions, [Cooper 
1988]' [Salton, et al. 1983], and 

4. development and use of thesaural information. 
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The use of both term conflation and the identification of useful synonyms are 

augmentations to the boolean model which leave the basic premises and assump

tions of the model intact. The confiation process will be discussed in the subsec

tion on indexing. As enhancements increase the precision of the to the boolean 

approach, it becomes more and more difficult to differentiate it from either the 

vector space or the probabilistic models. 

[Radecki, 1988a] extends the boolean model to include weighting and rank

ing of terms. His ideas about revision of the boolean model divide the retrieval 

process into two exclusive parts. During the first part, traditional boolean re

trieval is performed. [Radecki, 1988a] retains this portion of the boolean retrieval 

process because of its straightforwardness. The second part of the enhanced re

trieval process requires that the boolean retrieved documents be ranked based on 

a probabilistically-derived weighting process. 

[Cooper 1988]'s augmentations to the boolean model place the responsibility 

of weight determination during the query phase on the user. 
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2.4.2 The Vector Space Model of Information Retrieval 

The Vector Space Model is described by [Salton, et al. 1975], [Raghavan & Wong], 

[Turtle & Croft]. This model represents a document collection as a set of terms: 

D = { tl, t2, ... , tn } 

where D is the entire collection of documents (the document space) and tl:::n is 

the set of terms used to describe all of the documents in the document space. 

Documents are represented in the document space as an n x 1 or 1 x m vector 

in the total document space. For any position in a document vector, Di;j where 

i is the document and j is the term, "importance" of the term is indicated. Term 

importance is frequently represented by the surrogate measure of term occurrence 

frequency within a document. [Salton & McGill] suggest use the "tf x idf" (term 

frequency by inverse document frequency, see section 2.2.1 for a presentation of 

this measure) measure as a useful weighting technique. 

[Raghavan & Wong] write that linear independence and its accompanying 

condition of pairwise orthogonality, must be assured in order to optimize retrieval 

efficiency and determinancy. Therefore, any document space (or matrical basis) 

consisting of a set of terms: 
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generates n vectors. That is, if the "basis" of the vector space consists of items 

I = {iI, i2, ... , i3} where for Ii, and Ij P P=l;j=l, i i= j, and i does not yield j, 

then each member of the superset of I uniquely denotes some set of characteris-

tics delineated by that particular subset. The similarity measure (aka matching 

function) is based on this assumption. Per the literature, using a cosine measure 

to assess the distance between each vector angle, yields the best results as mea-

sured using recall and precision. 

[Raghavan & Wong p. 281] present a similarity measure 

P 
Dr = ~l airti, (r = 1,2, ... , n) 

where each document is the sum of its weights, such that Dr is a particular docu-

ment, air is the weight of termi of Dr. A query can be represented by a like equa-

tion: 

The scalar product of these two equations, 
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used by [Raghavan & Wong, p. 281] describes the similarity measure between 

document and query. Other similarity measures include [Turtle and Croft, p. 

285]'s cosine measure of the distance between vector angles, 

and [Salton, et al. 1975]'s clustered index which depicts each document as a point 

in the document space via a similarity coefficient: S(Dj, Dj) between two docu-

ments - Le. when a document is retrieved so are its clustered neighbors. 

2.4.3 Probabilistic Models of Information Retrieval 

An extensive literature about probabilistic retrieval models exists. A probabilis-

tic model ofIR was first described by [Maron & Kuhns] in 1960. They proposed 

that if each descriptor term used to represent a document is assigned a value in-

dicating its "probability of relevance," to a user query, then documents could be 

selected and retrieved based upon a preestablished notion of relevance to the user. 

This concept of probability of relevance is has since been named the Probability 

Ranking Principle (PR), [Fuhr] and [Robertson 1977]. The PRP utilizes the be-
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lief that similarity measures can be used to rank documents for retrieval. That 

is, "a reference retrieval system should rank the references in the collection in or

der of their probability of relevance to the request, or of usefulness to the user, or 

of satisfying the user," [Robertson 1977 p. 294]. Subsequent research and imple

mentations of probability-based IRSes have centered on the automatic creation 

of probabilistic indexes for document representation, as well as how to exploit re

lationships which exist between terms in order to enhance retrieval ranking and 

effectiveness. 

Other notions of probabilistic ranking exist in the literature. For instance, 

[van Rijsbergen, 1992, p. 291] proposes use of a belief function Bel{R, q, d) where 

R has one of two values - relevant or non-relevant, and the function bases re-

trieval on the belief that "d if q." Both the PRP and [van Rijsbergen, 1992]'s 

belief function express the same thing, that is a basis for establishing retrieval 

relevance of documents and a standard against which to rank them. Actually es

tablishing a PRP, or belief, as it might be derived from unstructured documents, 

though simple to state, is difficult to encode directly into a computational envi

ronment. Therefore, measures of term frequency are overwhelmingly the most 

commonly implemented surrogate structure for relevance measure. Using terms as 
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entities to identify and measure relevance is often calculated using Bayes' Theo-

rem [Wong & Yao], [van Rijsbergen, 1992]. 

Bayes' Theorem measures the likelihood that for A, a set of disjoint events 

{at, a2, ... ,a3} whose union is the sample space S, then the probability of ai if b 

(Pr(ai Ib) is: 

[Maurer and Ralston, p. 458] 

where b is any event in S. 

Other measures of relevance exist in the literature. [Turtle & Croft, p. 284] 

suggest a probability measure which is equivalent to [Salton 1983]'s idf (inverse 

document frequency) measure. Probabilistic models typically differ from one an-

other in the method they use to apply individual terms to the variables assessed 

by Bayes' Theorem. For instance, indexing methods exist which either assert a 

dependence function between individually occurring terms, or which do not make 

use of any correlation/proximity measures between terms. Various implemen-

tations of IRSes based on probability of relevance include the 2-Poisson model 

(TPI) [Bookstein & Swanson], [Harter], [Robertson, et al. 1981], the Darmstadt 



indexing approach (DIA) [Fuhr], the binary independence indexing approach 

(BIT) [Robertson & Sparck-Jones], also known as the "independence model" [Yu 
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& Salton 1976], [Yu, Luk, & Cheung] and the "retrieval-with-probabilistic-indexing" 

(RPI) approach [Fuhr]. Both TPI and BIT assume binary representation of index 

terms. 

TPI is based on [Harterl's early binary dependence weighting. TPI uses 

"within document term frequency" to build a probabilistically-weighted index 

which asserts and represents occurrence dependence between terms. Two inde

pendent aspects of TPI are used in concert to ensure adequate ranking of re

trieval output. These are 1. creation of the indexing structure itself, 2. deciding 

whether or not an index term makes a useful contribution to a particular docu

ment's representation. TPI assumes at least partial dependence between two in

dexing terms, this dependence is realized as term cooccurrence. Indexing terms 

correlate with one another based on the frequency and proximity of cooccurrence. 

This correlation is generally supported by use of a 'spanning tree' to represent the 

index structure to represent cooccurrence information. 

Per [Robertson, et al. 1981 pp. 38-39] Harter's indexing procedure uses 

three parameters to create the index: 
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1. an "elite" subset of index terms found in the document, l, 

2. a "non-elite" subset of index terms not found in the document, m, and 

3. a mixing function described as h = P{E = 1) where E = 1 denotes member
ship in the elite set and E = 0 membership in the non-elite set. 

[Harter] uses 

l-m 
z = -----,:;---,: 

(l + m)1=2 

as his indexing criteria - the "relative significance of the word in a document in 

which it occurs k times" [Robertson, et al. 1981, p. 39]. TPI uses automatic gen-

eration of an index structure which correlates terms rather than manually specify-

ing terms with significant cooccurrence. 

The RPI model is very similar to the TPI model. Significant variations be-

tween the two models result from the assumptions regarding the distribution of 

relevant and non-relevant terms are confined in the TPI to assumptions made by 

2-Poisson independence. RPI is free to make assessments about relevance and 

term distribution that differ from TPI. Other similar tree dependence models 

have been presented in the literature [Chow & Liu]. 

The BIT model represents all index terms as a set T = { h, t2, ... , t n }. 

Queries are represented as a vector Q where Q = {Ql, Q2, ... Qn}, and qi = 1, 
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if the query contains the descriptor 81, and 0 if the query does not. Queries are 

compared to documents and rated R if the document is relevant to the query and 

R if the document is not. Contrary to the TPI model, the BII model does not 

use cooccurrence statistics. Per [Fuhr, p. 57], the BII model model attempts to 

estimate P(Rlxk, dm) "the probability that the document dm is relevant to a re

quest using query Xk." Whereas the TPI model will use information about term 

cooccurrence when making a relevance judgment, the BII will not. 

DIA incorporates a pre-selected set of index terms to build a weighted doc

ument index. For a dictionary S of pre-selected terms S = {81, 82, ... , 8n} a re

lationship is established between the terms Si and D where D is an instance of 

a document that attempts to ensure that the assignment of Si to D is correct. 

[Fuhr, 1989]'s implementation of DIA uses a polynomial classification approach 

[Knorz], to assign probability weights to document representation terms. 

2.4.4 Performance of the IRS Models 

Probabilistic models of IRS are evaluated based upon user reports of their re

trieval ranking abilities [Fuhr], [Turtle & Croft], [van Rijsbergen 1985], [Yu & 

Salton], [Robertson & Sparck-Jones], [Wong & Yao]. The addition of statistical 
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nuances in the retrieval processes, automatic correlation of terms and phrases, as 

well as the ranking abilities of the model make the probabilistic model well-suited 

to addressing some of the more common problems of IR. These problems include 

the lack of automatic concept derivation and the limited use of language pro..:css

ing abilities which would allow more a more thorough indexing approach than one 

based on term occurrence and frequency statistics. 

Properties of probabilistic performance, such as its relevance ranking abil

ity and ability to differentiate between relative "importance" of terms, have been 

suggested in several papers, [Radecki, 1988a], [Radecki, 1988b], [van Rijsbergen, 

1992], [Salton, et al. 1983], [Fox & Koll], [Cooper 1988], as a useful addition and 

solution to the problems of the boolean model. Therefore, despite the simplicity 

of the boolean model, the probabilistic aspects of the this model are generally ac

cepted in the literature as providing superior retrieval performance to the boolean 

model. More thorough research must be conducted and assessed, however, be

fore a useful comparison between the probabilistic models and extensions to the 

boolean model can be made. 

The vector space model is also very capable of exploiting statistical informa

tion. [Raghavan & Wong] cite research which assesses performance capabilities of 
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the vector space model to be comparable to that of the probability models, both 

with respect to ranking ability and relevance discrimination. 

2.6 CONCLUSION 

IRS research has resulted in many interesting and successful information retrieval 

systems. Still, much work remains to be done in this field. This chapter has pre

sented issues pertinent to the implementation and evaluation of these systems as 

well as a cursory introduction of pertinent aspects of linguistic theory used in this 

research. 

Keyword approaches to information representation have dominated IRS re

search and implementation since its inception. The three major models of IRS 

implementation are all key term-based. While these models have resulted in some 

impressive implementations, and sophisticated IR techniques, system evaluation 

reveals that users are still dissatisfied with the effectiveness of information re-

trieval systems. Users have been led to believe that IRSes will identify a set of 

documents that aligns with the user's information requirements. In fact, IRSes 

present users with a set of documents that aligns with the key terms, and any 

other information supplied by the user. Evaluation discrepancies result from dif-
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ferences between the user's notion of what she is describing as her information 

need and the IRSes' notion of what has been described by the user. A finer grained, 

more complex approach to information derivation and representation lessens the 

gap which exists between user and system notions, resulting in more positive user 

evaluation. In addition, examination of evaluation techniques will be useful in 

presenting users with a better understanding of what IRSes can achieve. 

Natural Language Processing and Computational Linguistic techniques al

low the creation of a more fine-grained, information-rich approach to informa

tion extraction and representation. The approach used in this research is based 

in Jackendoff's theory of Conceptual Semantics. Conceptual Semantics provides a 

robust and flexible mechanism for abstracting concepts contained in the original 

document collection into a predictable and algorithmically describable surrogate 

structure, enhancing the retrieval process. 
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Chapter Three 

LOGICAL DESIGN OF THE SEMANTIC IRS 

3.0 INTRODUCTION TO THE LOGICAL DESIGN 

This research combines aspects of current linguistic and computational theory in 

order to address some of the problems that result from traditional key term ap

proaches. 

A detailed explanation of the theory and concepts pertinent to this research 

is presented in this chapter. First, categorial approaches to natural language de

scription are discussed, as well as how lexical approaches to language description 

differ from phrase structure rule approaches. Next, Jackendoff's work in Concep

tual Semantics and thematic role theory is presented. Application of this theory 

to the development of a nonkeyterm dependent, concept-based IRS is then pre

sented. Finally, the logical design of the semantic IRS is presented. 

3.1 A BRlEF BACKGROUND TO THE LOGICAL DESIGN 

This research departs from more traditional approaches to computational lin

guistics in some significant ways. Computational linguistic techniques attempt 

to provide a thorough identification and description of all well-formed strings un

der a grammar, as well as the identification and exclusion of all strings that are 

ill-formed. A theoretically-complete computational approach would require that 
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all, and only, well-formed strings a grammar accounts for be described under that 

grammar. Since this research utilizes NLP techniques to implement an IRS the 

theoretic requirements relax a bit. Only enough sentences to accurately describe 

a document must be successfully processed - that is - parsed and semantically 

represented. All sentences successfully parsed are candidates for successful seman

tic representation. Here the application departs from the theory. 

Happily, the nature of the data manipulated under this research - edited 

collections of text - excludes the possibility that ill-formed strings are present 

in the document base. Neither the lexicon developed to describe the document 

collection, nor the parser implemented to describe it, need be concerned about 

ill-formed strings. Rather, the grammar must be robust enough, and tenacious 

enough, to describe as many of the well-formed strings present in the document 

base as possible. Creating the IRS's surrogate document representation requires 

only that enough semantic structures to accurately describe a document be cre

ated. Thus, this research tolerates a certain amount of syntactic language pro

cessing fail ure. 

3.1.1 Conceptual Semantics 

Conceptual semantics is a variety of semantic theory developed in [Jackendoff 

1992]' [Jackendoff 1990], [Jackendoff 1976b]. Conceptual semantics differs from 
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other theories of semantics, most notably model theoretic semantics, in that it 

excludes external notions of truth and disavows any accountability for assessing 

truth and how truth is expressed through language. Instead, conceptual seman-

tics attempts to explain how humans might understand concepts encoded into 

language. In this case, the term semantics is used to denote a research field which 

attempts to identify and depict structures of language and the relationships be-

tween the encoding and derivation of meaning into and from such structures. 

Conceptual semantics derives from a mentalist rather than realist, approach to 

deciphering the information conveyed in language. Mentalism (also known as rep-

resentationalism, linguistic conceptualism, or psychologism, according to [Pollard 

and Sag, p. 2] derives from the belief that: 

" ... natural language is a mental system learned and shared by the mem
bers of a communicating group of organisms. According to conceptualism, 
then, linguistics is about psychological objects which represent things in ex
ternal reality, not about external reality itself." 

A more realistic approach to semantics would attempt to identify how lan-

guage is used to communicate things about external reality between such a "com-

municating group of organisms." 

Jackendoff's version of Conceptual Semantics defines a finite set of innate con-

ceptual (perhaps cognitive would be the operative phrase here, though the author 

tends to shy away from this usage) primitives. These primitives combine, recur-
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sively, with one another to create more complex structures, and can encode an 

unlimited set of perceptions of, and beliefs about the world. Conceptual seman-

tics postulates primitives which are, perhaps, similar to those which humans use 

to encode their perceptions of the world. [Jackendoff 1990, p. 12] describes con-

ceptual structures as " ... the form in which speakers encode their construal of the 

world," " ... meaning in natural language is an information structure that is men-

tally encoded by human beings," [Jackendoff 1988, p. 81]. Conceptual semantics 

and the conceptual structures developed and utilized by [Jackendoff 1992], [Jack-

endoff 1990], [Jackendoff 1976a], and [Jackendoff 1976b], enforce a philosophical 

belief that humans use language to describe the world each perceives. In pursuing 

a study of conceptual semantics, [Jackendoff 1990], [Jackendoff 1992], provides a 

theory of how such concepts are actually encoded. 

"Conceptual Semantics, on the other hand, is concerned most directly with 
the form of the internal mental representations that constitute conceptual 
structure and with the formal relations between this level and other levels 
of representation," [Jackendoff 1992, p. 30]. 

In conclusion, Conceptual Semantics is one of many theories of semantics. 

Conceptual Semantics uses the term semantics to denote a field of research and 

thought that identifies and depicts the structures and relationships that allow 

meaning to be encoded into language. Conceptual semantics takes the position 

that humans encode their understanding into conceptual structures. This research 

utilizes Conceptual Semantics to describe lexical concepts. That is, the encod-
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ing of concepts into language and transmission of concepts from Source to Goal. 

Conceptual Semantics has been used to examine other types of cognitive encoding 

such as music production and reception. The approach is also compatible with 

other theories of cognitive structures such as [MarrJ's 3-D model of visual recogni

tion. 

3.2 THREE ASPECTS OF A SEMANTIC LEXICON 

This research uses a categorial approach to define a (heuristically augmented) lex

icon, which is used to syntactically parse the document collection, and to con

struct abstracted document representations. The minimal unit of conceptual 

representation used in this research is the sentence. In order to appreciate this 

approach, one must first accept the notion that a sentence expresses a complete 

idea, or concept. Three steps are undertaken to construct the conceptual docu

ment representation. First, a syntactic parse is performed, identifying the individ

ual syntactic categories represented by the tokens composing the sentence. Next, 

a mapping between the predicate verb and its arguments, based upon each verb's 

unique O-hierarchy, is completed. Finally, argument positions in each verb's Lex

ical Conceptual Structure (LCS) are resolved. Each document in the document 

base, then, is described by the set of LCSes that results from this process. The 

following subsection provides a more detailed explanation of categorial approaches 

to language description, thematic role and thematic-hierarchy theories, as well as 
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discussing the definition and implementation of LCSes. 

3.2.1 A Brief Background on Natural Language Processing 

Categorial approaches to syntactic representation were first introduced in [Aj-

dukiewicz], [Curry 1961], [Lambek 1958], [Bar-Hillel 1953], [Bar-Hillel 1965], and 

[Moortgatl's work in categorial grammars and their implementation strongly in-

fiuences the work undertaken in the current research project. Per [Moortgat, p. 

3]: 

"Categorial grammar projects the information usually encoded in phrase 
structure trees onto the internal structure of the categories assigned to the 
lexical items, thus eliminating the need for an explicit phrase structure 
component." 

Categorial grammars, especially realized as the grammar 11 , have the same rec-

ognizing capacity and weak generative equivalency as context free grammars, in-

eluding those described by a phrase structure rule approach. L lacks the genera-

tive capabilities of the set of axioms upon which it rests. Therefore, L is capable 

of recognizing only a proper subset of the theorems supported by the set of ax-

ioms presented below. 

It will be useful to present some of the differences that exist between cate-

1 see Moortgat, Moortgat and Oehrle 
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gorial approaches to language description and phrase structure rule approaches. 

Categorial grammars are distinct from phrase structure rule approaches in that 

they are lexical and, up to a point, their recognizing capacity has been shown to 

be decidable. A grammar's recognizing capability rests upon the calculus under 

which it is implemented. The particular categorial instantiation used in this re-

search consists of the two reduction rules Application and Composition, and the 

reorganization rule Association, all of which will be presented below. Use of these 

theorems results in a subclass of cat ego rial grammars known as "L." Inclusion 

of other reduction rules may enhance the recognizing capacity of the grammar, 

though this is still a theoretical problem currently being investigated, [Moortgat, 

p. 48], [Moortgat and Oehrle, p. 1]. 

Phrase structure rule systems are a type of Production rule approach to de-

scribing language. [Aho and Ullman, p. 85] describe a grammar as: 

"A grammar is a 4-tuple G = (N,E, P, S) where 
(1) N is a finite set of nonterminal symbols (sometimes called variables or 
syntactic categories). 
(2) E is a finite set of terminal symbols, disjoint from N. 
(3) P is a finite subset of 

(N U E)A N(N U E)A x (N U E)A 
An element (a, {3) in P will be written a --t {3 and called a production. 
(4) S is a distinguished symbol in N called the sentence or start symbol." 
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A grammar describes a language and is described by the function L(G). A sim-

pIe example of a context free grammar, described by a phrase structure rule ap-

proach, and its well-formed strings is: 

s ~ NPVP 
NP ~ DETN 
VP ~ VNP 
DET~ the 
N ~ cat 
N ~ bird 
V ~ eats 

An equivalent context-free grammar can be described via the following categorial 

lexicon: 

the np/n 
cat n 
bird n 
eats np\(s/np) 

The generative capability of these two grammars is identical. Each can account 

for the following sentences: 

the bird eats the cat. 
the cat eats the bird. 
the bird eats the bird. 
the cat eats the cat. 

but not the sentences: 

the cat eats. 
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the bird eats. 

These different approaches to describing language also have different graphical 

representations. Production rule systems frequently are illustrated as parse trees. 

Categorial systems realized via the sequent calculus described in this chapter are 

easily represented as Gentzen proofs. Figure 3.1 depicts successful production 

rules of the sentence the cat eats the bird, as well as unsuccessful descriptions of 

the sentence the cat eats. Figure 3.2 depicts successful categorial reductions for 

the same sentences. Even though these are perfectly acceptable strings in the En

glish language, they are ill-formed under both of these grammars. 

3.2.1.1 A Bit About Phrase Structure Grammars 

Though not always explicit, production rule approaches are evident even in neu

ral networks where the system attempts to learn the applicable production rules, 

or grammar, that describes a particular language. These systems are typified by 

a set of productions - that is a finite set of grammatical tokens and their sub

stitutions (rewrites) - which will permit syntactic derivation of all well-formed 

sentences of a language. This set of production rules defines a grammar, which in 

turn describes a language. 
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DET N v DET N 

I I I I I 
The cat eats DET N The cat eats DET N 

I I 
the bird 

I 
o 

I o - Unacceptable 
Structure 

Figure 3.1 Syntactic Parse Trees 

s ? 

s/np np s/np 

sIn np/n n np np\(s/np) 

np np\(s/np) np/n n np/n n np\(s/np) 

np/n n np/(s/np) np/n n Incomplete Proof 

Figure 3.2 Categorial Reductions 
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Phrase structure rule systems can be used to describe context-free gram

mars (CFGs). Specific types of phrase structure rules systems have been devised 

which constrain the number of ambiguous syntactic descriptions of a single lan

guage sample. Definite Clause Grammars (DCGs) and Head Driven Phrase Struc

ture Grammars (HPSGs) are examples of such phrase structure rule systems. 

DCGs describe a class of languages called Context Sensitive Grammars (CSGs) 

and have greater generative and recognizing capabilities than CFGs. 

A DCG describes a grammar as a collection of Horn clauses. DCGs require 

that all phrase structure rules be either unit or non-unit Horn Clauses where a 

unit Horn clause of the type: =>X represents a proposition or fact (that is, a 

unit Horn clauses consists of just a single positive literal and can be thought of 

as a conditional who antecedent imposes no restrictions and is satisfied always). 

A nonunit Horn clause is of the type: Xl, ... , Xk =} X where Xl, ... , Xk, X are 

positive literals and is true if, whenever Xl and ... and Xk are all true, then X 

is true. The conditional Xl ... , Xk =} X (where the comma is construed as con

junction) is equivalent to the disjunction -(X & ... & Xk V X, which by the De

Morgan Laws is equivalent to -Xl V ... - Xk V X. It is in this representation that 

the restriction to only one positive literal holds. Moreover, it does not hold tht a 
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Horn clause can contain only one true proposition. 

Additional information about the phrase structure rules can now be incor

porated into the grammar, without altering the class of languages the grammar 

describes. DCGs are used in PROLOG natural language processing implementa

tions to force such things as number agreement between predicate and argument 

{disallowing a sentence such as They loves him. 

HPSGs are a subset of CFGs called unification-based grammars. Similar to 

DCGs, HPSGs constrict the number of parses resulting from a context-free gram

mar without changing the class of languages describes. HPSG theory posits that 

the head constituent of a phrase [Pollard and Sag, p. 6] determines phrasal char-

acteristics such as subcategorization and binding of arguments within the phrase. 

A particular constituent will take a particular position if it unifies successfully 

with the characteristics required by that position. 

Typically, a transformational component is used to account for differences 

between proposed mental (internal) representations and external manifestations 

of language. Popular theories of syntax such as Standard Syntactic, Extended 

Standard, and Government and Binding, theories of syntax utilize the notion of 
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a "deep-" structure level of production rules which account for a deep structure 

(d-structure) form of language. d-structure, as a level of language, is described as 

internal (1-) language [Chomsky, 1986], [Jackendoff 1990]. Investigations into the 

nature of I-language depict this level of language as the cognitive structures avail

able to, and used by, humans to produce and understand language. I-language, as 

it is described by a set of production rules over an alphabet, undergoes transfor

mations, described by a second finite set of rules - transformations - to create 

extemal (E-) language, that is, the language manifested during communication. 

[Chomsky, 1986], [Jackendoff 1990]. The end result of d-structure acted upon by 

transformations is the "surface" structure (s-structure), of language, also known 

as E-Ianguage. Humans realize E-Ianguage in spoken and/or written systems. In 

summary, production rules systems require that two components be defined in or

der to describe the infinite set of strings that is human language: a finite set of 

d-structure production rules, and a finite set of transformation rules. 

3.2.1.2 A Bit about Lexical Approaches to Language Processing 

Chomsky is frequently associated with only production rule approaches to the 

syntactic description of language. However, in Knowledge of Language, Chomsky 



writes: 

" ... it is to be expected that the phrase structure rules should be 
eli minable insofar as they merely restate, in another form, the essen
tial content of lexical entries. In fact, it seems that such rules are 
eliminable more generally, that there are no rules of this type in lan
guage," [Chomsky, 1986, p. 83]. 
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In order to provide a description of language, the lexicon must fulfill addi-

tional responsibilities in order to incorporate information necessary to syntacti-

cally describe a particular language. [Chomsky, 1986, pp. 86-92] identifies seman-

tic and categorial selection as necessary to lexical descriptions of language. Sub-

categorization specifies syntactic structures that a particular lexical item expects 

or requires. Selectional restrictions reflect certain syntactic and/or semantic re-

strict ions which occur in language. Consider that the pronouns she and her must 

be coreferenced to a noun either without gender or with feminine gender. A cer-

tain referential ambiguity exists in the sentence She likes her car which is absent 

from the sentence He likes her car. In the second sentence, no questions exists 

that the car referred to does not belong to the "he" indicated by the pronoun. 

In contrast, the first sentence's utilization of "she" and "her" results in ambigu-

ity as to whether the "her" referenced has the same referential resolution as the 

"she." Further, neither sentence provides any clue as to the actual identity of the 
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pronouns' referent. Such referential ambiguities can be resolved externally or in-

ternally. External references require binding to a noun outside of the current sen

tence: John is Bill's friend. He says that he likes champagne. Internal reference 

looks to resolution of any referentially unbound or ambiguous argument within 

the current sentences: John says that he likes champagne. Lexical approaches to 

language processing can be compared to production rule systems. The lexical as

pect of production rule type grammars is composed of the words that form the 

vocabulary (LA or T). Lexical approaches do not divide components of language 

into production rules and lexical occurrences. Rather, the lexical items (words) 

themselves stipulate acceptable interactions with the other lexical items contained 

in the lexicon, transferring " ... the explanatory burden from the syntactic com

ponent to the lexicon," [Moortgat, p. 1]. Lexical grammars tend to deal with 

s-structure realizations of language and exclude a preoccupation with transfor

mational rules. Categorial grammars, discussed later in this chapter, are a type 

of lexical grammar. The following section briefly presents the basic machinery of 

categorial grammars - the first component of a lexically-based document repre

sentation. 
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3.2.2 Categorial Grammars 

Categorial grammars process language via a process of combination and reduc

tion. As with phrase marker rule systems, in order to define a grammar, the lexi

cal aspects of the grammar must be sufficiently defined. Recall that a traditional 

grammar fulfills two tasks: (1) it identifies all well-formed structures of the par

ticular language it describes, and (2) it excludes all ill-formed structures. The 

theoretical premise of categorial grammars is no different. Consider once again 

the simple sentence: 

the cat eats the bird. 

The need to derive a sentence initially dictates, or provides clues, to the syntac-

tic categories which correspond to each word. [Lambek, 1958], and [van Benthem] 

establish two primitive types: n (or name) and s (sentence), a set of operators, 

and a set of operations to define the combinational relationships between types. 

([Bach] uses the primitive types "t" and "e" for truth and entity respectively). 

Categories of words are then defined in terms of these types. If a function is pos

tulated such that some category interacts with n to yield a sentence s, then the 

functional derivability of categories becomes predictable, rather than descriptive 
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and ad hoc. 

The research presented in this dissertation uses principles set forth in [Moort-

gat], [van Benthem], and [Bach] as the basis of its categorial component. [Moort-

gat] defines finite sets of atomic categories and category forming connectives 2 : 

Definition 1.1.1 Let BASCAT be a finite set of atomic categories 
and CONN(ectives) a finite set of category-forming connectives. Then 
CAT is the inductive closure of BASCAT under CONN, i.e. the small
est set such that: 

(i) BASCAT is a subset of CAT, and 
(ii) if X,Y are members of CAT and \, " / are members of CONN, then 

(XIY) is a member of CAT 

[Moortgat, p. 3] 

and a set of type-forming connectives: 

Definition 1.1.2 Interpretation of the type-forming connectives 

A·B = {xy E S I x E A & y E B } 
C/B = { xES I Vy E B, xy E C} 
A \ C = {y E S I Vx E A, xy E C} 

[Def .J 
[Def / ] 
[Def \ ] 

where S represents a set of which "Categorial types are interpreted as sets oj ex-

pressions, more specifically, as subsets of the set S obtained by closing the set of 

lexical items under concatenation," [Moortgat, p. 3]. Complex categories, referred 

to as junctors, have a domain, or argument (the entity under a division connec-

2 all of the following definitions are taken directly from Moortgat 
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tive), and a range, (the entity over a division connective). The type-forming con-

nectives are directional; the argument is found under the directional connector; 

the connector indicates the direction in which the fulfilling category will be found. 

[Moortgat] and [van Benthem] define a set of order preserving, directional 

and reduction and reorganization rules that form the theorems of the category 

manipulating calculus. Two reduction theorems, Application, Composition, and 

the reorganization rule Association, are used in this research. These are defined 

below: 

Definition 1.1.9 Theorems 

Rule 1 Application 

X/V, Y =} X 
Y,Y\X=}X 

Rule 2 Composition 

X/V, Y /Z =} X/Z 
Z\ Y, Y\X =} Z\X 

Rule 3 Association 

(Z\X)/Y =} Z\(X/Y) 
Z\(X/Y) =} (Z\X)/Y 

Application and Composition are referred to as reduction theorems because they 

allow two functors to reduce to one. Association does not have this property, but 
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instead, allows reorganization of a functor so that the functor can look for a ful-

filling argument in the opposite direction. Note, however, that the functor itself 

does not change, and the c!irectionality of the calculus is preserved. 

3.2.2.1 Derivability and Decidability of the Categorial Grammar "L" 

The theorems presented above are supported by a set of axioms, and a proof 

method which demonstrates their derivability and decidability. In order to present 

this method of provability - Gentzen proofs - the following definitions are pre-

sented: sequents and their use, degree of a sequent, the axioms of L, and the Gentzen 

proof method itself. 

[Moortgat, p. 27] presents the set of postulates for these theorems via a se-

quent calculus, where a sequent is defined: 

Definition 1.2.1 

A sequent is a pair (G,D) of finite (possibly empty) sequences G = 

[AI, . . . ,Am], D = [BI, ... ,Bn] of types. For categorial L-sequents, we 
require G to be non-empty, and n=1. For the sequent (G,D) we write 
G::}D. The sequence G is called the antecedent, D the succedent. For 
simplicity, a sequence [AI, . . . ,Am] is written simply as AI, . . . Am. 

[Moortgat, p. 27] further states that "A sequent AI, ... , An ::} B qualifies as 

valid if the type B is derivable from the sequence AI, . .. ,An." The validity of 
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a sequent is proved via the set of inference rules which comprise the axioms of 

the calculus. These axioms are of two types: (1) Succedent (Introduction) rules, 

which introduce a connector to a sequent, and (2) (Antecedent) Elimination rules, 

which eliminate a connector from a sequent. 

The notion of degree is important to the decidability of the Gentzen proof 

method. The degree of a sequent is described as the number of connectives present: 

Definition 1.1.6 Degree 

d(X) = 0, if X E BASCAT 
d(X/Y) = 1 + d(X) + dey) 
d(Y\X) = 1 + d(X) + dey) 
d(X·Y) = 1 + d(X) + dey) 

For instance, degree of the sequent x\(y/x) = 2. 

The theorems presented are a subset of the consequences of the following set 

of postulates which reduce to the assertion that: 

X-+X 

Definition 1.2.3 

System L: [Lambek]'s Gentzen sequent calculus for the associative 
directional categorial system. Type-forming connectives: {j, . ,\}i 
X,Y,Z are types, P,T,Q,U,V sequences of types, P,T,Q non-empty. 



Inference rules of L 

[/ :right] T -1 X/V if 
T,Y -1 X 

[/ :left] U,X/Y,T,V -1 Z if 
T -1 Yand 
U,X,V -1 Z 

[. :left] 

T-1 Y\X if 
Y,T -1 X 

U,T,Y\X,V -1 Z if 
T -1 Yand 
U,X,V -1 Z 

U,X·Y,V -1 Z if 
U,X,Y,V -1 Z 

[. :right] P,Q -1 X·Y if 
P -1 X and 
Q-1Y 
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[\ : right] 

[\ :left] 

The Gentzen proof method provides demonstrates the validity of a sequent 

by removing connectives and reducing it back to elementary axioms of the type X 

=> X. Gentzen proofs proceed "from end-sequent to axioms," and are algorithmic 

in that iterative application of the axioms to any sequent will "blindly construct a 

proof if in fact, a proof exists," [Moortgat, p. 32]. 

Figures 3.3 - 3.5.b illustrate Gentzen proofs for Application, Composition, 

and Association theorems. 

The Gentzen proof method is decidable because " ... the procedure is guar-

anteed to terminate in a finite number of steps with an answer to the question 



whether the sequent is L-valid or not," [Moortgat, p. 31], where: 

"As to the finite dimensions of the Gentzen search space, note that 
the maximal depth of a proof tree is equal to the degree of the end
sequent," [Moortgat, p. 32] 

X=?X [/ :left] 

X/V, Y => X 

Right Application 

[\ :left] 

Y, Y\X => X 

Left Application 

Figure 3.3 Gentzen Proofs for Left and Right Application 
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x ::} x [I :left] 

X/Y, Y::} X [/ :left] 

X/Y, YIZ, z::} x [/ :right] 

X/Y, Y IZ ::} X/Z 

Right Composition 

x ::} X [\ :left] 

Y, Y\X::} X [\ :left] 

Z, Z\ Y, Y\X ::} X [\ :right] 

Z\ Y, Y\X ::} Z\X 

Left Composition 

Figure 3.4 Gentzen Proofs for Left and Right Composition 
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y=;.y X=}X [/ :left] 

z =} z, X/V, Y =;. X [\ :left] 

z, Z\(X/Y), Y =;. X [\ :right] 

Z\(X/Y), Y =;. Z\X [/ :right] 

Z\(X/Y) =;. (Z\X)/Y 

Figure 3.5. a Gentzen Proof for Right Association 



Z => Z, X/V, Y => X 

Z, (Z\X) /Y, Y => x 

Z\(X/Y), Y => Z\X 

(Z\X) /Y, Y => (Z\X) 

(Z\X)/Y => Z\(X/Y) 

x => X [j :left] 

[\ :left] 

[\ :right] 

[j :right] 

Figure 3.5. b Gentzen Left Association 
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Thus, the unsolvability of a sequent can be predicted if the maximal depth of the 

proof tree exceeds the degree of the relevant sequent. An invalid proof can be 

identified when no axiom can be applied to the incomplete proof, or the Gentzen 
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search space exceeds the maximal depth purported by the sequent itself. Figure 

3.6 illustrates an attempted Gentzen proof for an invalid sequence. 

Z=>Y 

Y =} Z, X/V, Z =} X 

Y, Z\(X/Y), Z =} X 
Z\(X/Y), Z =} Y\X 

X=}X 

[\ :right] 
[/ :right] 

Z\(X/Y), =} (Y\X)/Z [/ :right] 

[/ :left] 

[\ :left] 

Figure 3.6 Example of a Sequent Unsupported by a Gentzen proof 

Given these theorems, the derivability of categories can be demonstrated. 

Consider the following situation: 

NP, X -t S 

X is of unknown type(s). If the sequent is assumed to be derivable, is there a 

method that can applied to determine the type of X? The inference rule Right 

results in the sequence: 

X -t NP\S 

A Gentzcn proof can be used to show the derivability of this sequence. 
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NP ::} NP S ::} S 

NP, NP\S ::} S [/ :left] 

3.2.3 Thematic Roles 

Thematic role theory (B-role theory) was first presented in Jeffrey S. Gruber's 

doctoral thesis Studies in Lexical Relations, written in 1965 and published as 

[Gruber 1976]. The theory is expanded in [Jackendoff 1972], [Jackendoff 1976], 

[Jackendoff 1976], [Jackendoff 1990], and [Jackendoff 1992]. B-theory identifies 

semantic relationships that exist between a predicate and its arguments. A list 

of thematic roles has been presented in Chapter Two and should be referred to 

throughout the following discussion. 

B-theory as originally presented in [Gruber, 1965]'s, and expanded in [Jack-

endoff 1992], [Jackendoff 1990], and [Jackendoff 1976b], propose that a prelexi-

cal, conceptual component of language exists prior to the encoding of any con-

cept into a language specific structure. B-roles are assigned during this prelexical 

phase. [Jackendoff 1990 pp 47-48] writes that B-roles: 

" ... are not primitives of semantic theory. Rather, they are relational 
notions defined structurally over conceptual structure, with a status 
precisely comparable to that of the notions Subject and Object in 
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many syntactic theories ... " 

Thus, a particular word, or group of words, do not depict a syntactic role, but a 

semantic structure which fulfills a conceptual role. For instance, [Jackendoff 1990, 

p. 47] suggest that in the sentence John climbed the mountain, while the syntac

tic structure NP - as in the mountain - is O-marked as Goal, the mountain it

self is not the Goal. Rather, the transitive verb climb carries with it a notion of 

an object moving along a path toward the completion of a Goal. Jackendoff de

scribes this path as [path TO([place TOP-OF([thingmOuntain])))) Presented this way, 

thematic roles act as expressions of conceptual roles, not markers of semantic de

scription. A theory of thematic roles, then, fits nicely into a theory of cognitive 

structures such as Conceptual Semantics. 

3.2.3.1 Thematic Hierarchies 

[Jackendoff 1976], [Jackendoff 1976], [Jackendoff 1990], [Jackendoff 1992]' attempt 

to find cognitive motivation for the existence of theta roles. O-hierarchies provide 

such motivation. 

[Jackendoff 1992, p. 245] posits the existence of O-hierarchies with the ob-



servation that " ... explicit Actors are always in the subject position." That is, 

whenever an Actor is explicitly present in a sentence, it always takes the gram-

matical position of subject. Jackendoff presents the following argument for the 

existence of O-roles, and a hierarchy of O-roles. Consider the verbs "enter," and 

"receive." Both verbs can be used transitively and intransitively, Le.: 

17.a. John entered the room. 
17.b. ?The room was entered by John3 • 

I7.c. The room was entered. 

I8.a. John received the package. 
I8.b. The package was received by John. 
I8.c. The package was received. 
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Both sets of sentences show (a) the transitive use of the verb with the Actor ex-

plicitly present, and (b) the intransitive (passive) use with absence of an explicit 

Actor. The NP "John" is the explicit Actor in each of the transitive sentences. 

The argument O-marked Patient (and also in the sentences contained in second 

example set, Theme) takes the subject position only in the absence of an explicit 

Actor. A theory of (I-roles postulates that, though the room and the package are 

grammatically the subject of the sentence, no explicit Actor is present. Both the 

room and the package occur as the object of the verb, or take the (I-role of Patient 

(the affected entity). In English, no verb exists where the opposite is true, that 

is, an explicit Patient takes the subject position. Jackendoff illustrates this via 
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proposed verbal counterparts, "benter," and "succeive" with the usages: 

A.a. The room bentered John. 
A.b. The room was bentered (by John). 

B.a. The package succeived John. 
B.b. The package was succeived (by John). 

John still takes the B-role of Actor. Note that in all of these sentences an explicit 

Actor is present, the subject role is syntactically fulfilled by the NP which takes 

the O-role Patient. When there is no explicit Actor present, the NP which a na-

tive speaker of English would expect to take the Patient role instead takes the 

Actor role. The result is a set of sentences which are syntactically defensible as 

"well-formed," but so semantically ill-formed it is difficult to conceive of the odd 

usage. 

Finally, reconsider the verb "open." Sentences (5) and (6) show that the 

transitive use of this verb occurs with an Actor and a Patient (what was iden-

tified as the transitive use) or with only a Patient (the intransitive use). In (5)-

(10) it can be seen that any time the verb occurs with only one argument (noun 

phrase) that argument will be the Patient. When two arguments occur (in the 

absence of a prepositional phrase), they will always fulfill the role of Actor and 

Patient. If a prepositional phrase occurs as part of the structure headed by the 
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verb "open," and depending on the prepositional phrase which occurs, such as 

by, for, etc., then the two 8-roles can be predicted to be Patient and Actor, or 

Patient and (Goal or Beneficiary) respectively. The 8-hierarchy contends that, 

though tedious, such a progression of 8-roles and the hierarchy in which they ap

pear, can be established for every verb. Further, once this 8-hierarchy is identi

fied, it will be consistent across all realizations of the verb in any language sam

ple. In this way, an algorithmic approach can be implemented which can specify 

consistent and recurring relationships between a predicate and its arguments. 

Assignment of 8-roles has traditionally been constrained by the 8-criterion 

which states: "A lexical NP must occupy one and only one 8-position," [van Riems

dijk, p. 131]. Jackendoff however, takes issue with the strength of the 8-criterion 

and its impact on a theory of conceptual structures. If 8-roles are to describe the 

conceptual notions expressed by verbs and arguments, then the criterion must 

be relaxed in order to allow a particular NP denoting a conceptual role to fulfill 

more than one 8-role. Jackendoff uses the verb "buy," and its accompanying col

lection of Lexical Conceptual Structures (LeSes), as an example of a verb where 

NPs have multiple 8-roles. For example, consider this sentence: 

19. John bought a dog. 



Several concepts are present in this simple statement. These are: 

1. a thing (NP = Actor) gains possession of a thing (NP = Patient) 

2. a thing (NP = Patient)is bought from someone (NP = Source) 

3. possession of (NP = Patient) moves from (NP = Source) to (NP = 
Goal (= Actor)) 
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4. MONEY = Patient is given from (NP = Source) to (NP = Goal(Goal 
= Actor)) 

Jackendoff describes the verb "buy" as an LCS composed of two EVENT LCSes. 

buy = Verb 

__ NPj {from NPk) 

GOposs [ Theme 1 ([FROM [ Source lk TO [ Goal = Actor li 

CAUSE [ Actorl GOposs ([ MONEY l, [FROM [Source = Actor h 
[ TO Goal = Source lk 1 

Thus, per Jackendoff's description of the conceptual representation of the verb 

"buy," two NPs referred to in the verb each have (at least) two 8-roles. The NPs 

in (12) can be identified as: 4 

John = Actor/Goal 

4 At least three possibilities exist when resolving semantic argument role with argument oc
currence. The first approach can be classified a case-like approach, where argument roles are sub
categorized based on position of argument occurrence. Such an approach could be described as 
a sub categorization frame-based approach where frames are preidentified and syntactic argument 
roles, subject, object, etc., are correlated to a semantic role. A second approach establishes the 
unique argument occurrence pattern (such as a '-hierarchy) for individual predicates. Finally, a 
third approach would prespecify possible argument occurrence patterns (such as '-hierarchies), and 
then identify the predicate structures which correlate to them. Such an approach would allow the 
classification and alternation behaviors of verbs to be predicted based on commonality of argument 
occurrence pattern. The usefulness of each approach can be determined, in part, by the lack of 
repeated information required to account for actual verb occurrences. 
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a dog = Theme 
the implicit owner of the dog prior to the sale = Source 

[Jackendoff 1976], [Jackendoff 1990] assert that O-roles should account for 

semantic intuition about the relationships present between a predicate and its 

arguments, not syntactically-realized relationships. 

3.2.3.2 Thematic Role Theory versus Theories of Case Grammars 

The first time people hear about O-role theory, many quickly identify its obvious 

similarities to [Fillmore, 1968]'s theory of Case. In fact, O-role theory is frequently 

relegated to the status of a sub-theory of Case. This section examines fundamen-

tal differences between the two. Thematic role theory is frequently purported to 

be, simply, a type of Case theories and the effects of these differences on language 

processing. 

Though different theories utilizing the notion of Case exist, [Chafe, 1990], 

[Anderson, 1971], [Fillmore, 1971], to name only a few, the term "Case theory," 

typically refers to [Fillmore]'s 1968 model. Historically, notions of Case refer to 

inflectional grammatical endings, readily apparent in languages such as Latin and 

Japanese. Case theory attempts to identify the set of these inflectional case which 
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consistently depict universal semantic relationships in language as they are syn-

tactically manifest. Initially, Fillmore proposes the following Case roles which 

seem to have cross linguistic validity: agent, instrument, dative, benefactive, loca

tive (comitative), and objective (factitive). 

Case theory recognizes the d- and s-structure components of language. Case 

theory proposes that Noun Phrases are assigned Case at d-structure. [Fillmore] 

does not rely on cognitive corroboration, but suggests that Case is assigned in a 

linear fashion, left to right. Syntactic transformations may affect this linear rela

tionship so that it is altered at s-structure. Cases are derived from s-structure by 

a subject choice hierarchy which [Fillmore, 1968, p. 33] describes as: 

"If there is an A, it becomes the subject; otherwise 

if there is an I, it becomes the subject; otherwise 

the subject is 0." 

Case frames are presented by [Fillmore, 1968] as a method of depicting 

the relationship which exists between a predicate and its arguments to create a 

proposition. Fillmore presents a comprehensive set of constraints on Case def

inition and application. However, only two will be discussed at any length and 

are presented here because of their marked contrasts with thematic-role theory. 
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These two constraints are that 1) while all NPs must be marked for Case, no NP 

can bear more than one Case, and 2) each Case can be assigned only once within 

a proposition. Finally, Fillmore suggests that the set of items which can be used 

to depict Case be concise. 

Thematic roles "are part of the level of conceptual structure, not part of 

syntax," [Jackendoff 1990, p. 46]. Cases are inextricably bound to a syntactic 

component of deep structure, [Jackendoff 1990. p. 47] contends that some con-

ceptual relations exist between predicates and their arguments which are not de-

scribed by syntactic description of thematic role. Instead, O-roles are complex 

renditions of thematic relations. [Jackendoff 1990, p.47] uses the sentence John 

passed the house as an example of this. Per Jackendoff: 

"This sentence means essentially 'John went by the house.' By is an 
elaboration of the Path-function VIA - roughly VIA NEAR; this 
function is incorporated into the transitive verb pass, ... The direct 
object of transitive pass thus is understood as the argument of this 
Path-function; it is neither Source nor Goal nor Theme in the usual 
sense." [Jackendoff 1990, p. 47] 

[Jackendoff 1990, p. 47] continues: 

" ... the terms Theme, Agent, and so on, are not primitives of seman
tic theory. Rather, they are relational notions defined structurally over 
conceptual structure ... " 
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Thematic roles are also differentiated from Cases in that an NP can be as-

signed more than one role. Further, the same O-role may be assigned to more 

than one NP. [Fillmore, 1968] does provide mechanisms that account for possi-

ble correlational, or multiple, Case roles. The most powerful of these is argument 

deletion. Argument deletion allows the assigning and deleting of a Case mark as 

an argument undergoes transformation. What this mechanism does not account 

for is how the deleted role is conveyed via E-Ianguage from originator to receptor. 

Finally, O-role theory utilizes powerful cognitive arguments to support its differing 

hypotheses5 • Taken altogether, these differences may seem trivial and inconse-

quential. However, the ramifications of these differences are quite powerful and 

O-roles allow a depiction of semantic relationships more thorough, complex, and 

elegant than theories of Case marking. 

5 Note that it is a theory of thematic roles, and not one of Case assignments which [Chomsky, 
1982] uses as a model of logical form 
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3.3 LEXICAL CONCEPTUAL STRUCTURES 

[.Jackendoff 1990] proposes that a homomorphic relationship (that is, a mapping 

of images) exists between the syntactic structures that result from syntactic pars-

ing, and semantic structures which represent concepts. The relationships between 

predicate and argument are preserved in both the syntactic structure and the se-

mantic structure. The semantic structure which expresses the result of this map-

ping is referred to by [Jackendoff 1990] the Lexical Conceptual Structure (LeS) 

which the syntactic entities of a sentence will map to. [Jackendoff 1990, p. 43] 

presents a finite set of semantic primitives which can recursively interact to ex-

press the unique semantic intent of any verb. These primitives are: Place, Path, 

Event, and State, and relate specifically to the spatial domain. 

[PLACE]-t [placePLACE-FUNCTION ([THING])] 

" 
[PATH]-t 

path 

TO 
FROM 

TOWARD 
AWAY-FROM 

VIA 

) - "( THING 

PLACE 

)"# # 



[EVENT] -7 

[STATE] -7 

[eventGO([THING], [PATH]»] 
[eventSTAY([TillNG], [PLACE])] 

[eventINCH([STATE])] 
[eventMOVE([TIDNG]) ] 

[eventBEident([TillNG], [PLACEAT. ])])] Ident 
[eventGOident ([THING], [TO([PROPERTY])] 

( [stateINCH([BEident[TIDNG], [AT([PATH])])] 
[stateINCH([ORIENT[([TillNG], [PATH])])])] 

[stateINCH([EXT]([TIDNG], [PATH])])] 

[EVENT] -7 
re THING 

event CAUSE EVENT , [EVENT])] 

[Jackendoff 1990, p. 43] describes these function-argument structures: 

... a conceptual constituent belonging to the category Place can be 
elaborated as a Place-function plus an argument that belongs to the 
category Thing. The argument serves as a spatial reference point, in 
terms of which the Place-function defines a region. For example, in 
the expression under the table, the table designates a reference object, 
and under expresses a Place-Function that maps the table into the re
gion beneath it. (lb) similarly elaborates a Path, or trajectory, as one 
of five functions that map a reference Thing or Place into a related 
trajectory. An example of a Place is from under the table, where the 
trajectory begins at the Place "under the Table." 

... a constituent of the category Event can be elaborated as ei
ther of two Event-functions GO or STAY, each of which takes two ar
guments. The arguments of GO, which denotes motion along a path, 
are the Thing in motion and the Path it traverses. This structure is 
seen most transparently in a sentence like Bill went to New York. The 
arguments of STAY, which denotes stasis over a period of time, are 
the Thing standing still and its location, as seen in Bill stayed in the 
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kitchen, for instance. (ld) gives three State-functions. The first, BE, 
is used for specifying the location of objects (The dog is in the park )a, 
the second, ORIENT, for specifying the orientation of objects (The 
sign points toward New York), and the third EXT, for the spatial ex
tension of linear objects along a path (The roads goes from New York 
to San Francisco). Finally, (Ie) elaborates an Event as the Event
function CAUSE plus two arguments. The first argument, if a Thing, 
is Agent; if an Event, is Cause. The second argument, an Event, is the 
Effect. 
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INCH ("inchoative") encodes both the transitory and terminal states of ac-

tion denoted by change-of-state and change-of-position verbs. The sentence A 

run-time error occurred at line 87 expresses two distinct states. One state, the 

inchoative state, captures the notion that a moment in time exists during which 

the program experiences a run-time error. A second state captures the notion of 

a point in time where the occurrence of the run-time error has completed and is 

contemplated. [Levin p. 30] expresses these two states as the "causative/inchoative" 

alternation. 

In addition to these spatial primitives, the current research includes Method 

and Manner as conceptual primitives. Method identifies the way in which a Theme 

was accomplished. The syntactic construct which identifies Method is the gerund 

form of a verb, that is, the B-role Instrument. For instance, in the sentence: John 
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passed the exam by studying hard, Method is expressed by the prepositional phrase 

by studying (hard). Note that the gerund form acts as an NP in this circumstance, 

and is eligible as a argument constituent. Manner is syntactically realized as an 

adverb, and modifies the action performed or the Method it was performed it. 

Manner is present in the above sentence as the Adverbial Phrase hard. 

Finally, this research proposes an additional EVENT primitive, EXP for 

experience: 

[EVENT] -+ [eventEXP[(THING)], [EVENT]] 

The observation which causes this primitive to be included is similar to the one 

which leads [Jackendoff 1992] to develop a multi-tiered approach to semantic rep

resentation. However, as the tiers of action and affect are not utilized in this re

search project, EXP suffices to describe verbs of identification, experience, and 

desire. 

[Jackendoff 1990, p. 45] shows the following mapping from syntactic struc

ture to conceptual structure for the sentence John ran into the room: 

[s [np John] [vp ran [pp into [np the room]]]] 

[event GO ([thing JOHN], path TO ([place IN ([thing ROOM])])])] 
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Verbs, and their arguments, can be abstracted to LeS representations using these 

semantic primitives to create complex structures. In a manner similar to syntactic 

primitives, semantic primitives expressed as LeSes combine recursively to create 

semantic representations for ever more complex concepts. [Jackendoff 1990, p. 

45]'s example of two LeSes, one for the verb run and one for the preposition into: 

(run) 
[eventGO([thing(Theme), [path(NP = Goal)] 

(into) 
[path TO ([place IN ([thing-_](Theme)])] 

The entire LeS for the word in is categorized as a PP, for preposition phrase. 

The LCS for the verb run represents that a Thing, (the Theme) GOES along a 

path to a Goal. 

3.3.1 Automated LeS Construction 

This research uses LeSes as surrogates for structures which represent the en-

tire semantic content (concept) contained in a sentence. An LCS is built to de-

scribe an entire sentence in the following manner. Expected arguments of the 

Les are described and correlated to appropriate 8-roles determined by syntac-
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tic structures. This can be accomplished by subindexing noun phrases with ar-

gument positions, or by marking argument positions with the appropriate {J-role. 

This research uses the latter approach. During the syntactic parsing component, 

the predicate is identified and the thematic hierarchy is used to identify the {J-

roles (or semantic concepts) of its accompanying arguments. Arguments are then 

mapped to the appropriate argument in the LCS. In the example below, the pred-

icate lexicon consists of two LCSes, one for the verb run and one for the verb go, 

and their accompanying category and thematic hierarchy: 

(run) np\(s/np) 
[eventGO([THINGj, [PATH]' [MANNER])] 

Actor 
(Patient) 
(Source) 
(Goal) 

(go) np\(s/np) 

[eventGO([THING], [goal PATH 1], [sourcePATH2], [MANNER])] 

Actor 
(Goal) 
(Source) 

Modeling the sentence will result in the verb ran being identified with two 

of its arguments. Since two arguments are present, the thematic hierarchy de-

notes that the first is the Actor, and second, the Patient. The initial LeS for this 
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sentence looks like: 

[eventGO([John], [path TO ([home]) 

a second LCS will occur as the verb go is encountered: 

[eventGO([THING = Theme], [path TO [Goal = "his room"])] 

these two LCSes will be fused to create a single LCS: 

[eventGO [John], [pathTO [home]], [pathTO [room])])] 

Note that using a thematic approach allows more than one NP be theta-

marked to the same role. In this case, two Goals are recognized in the same sen

tence (something which a Case-type theory would not permit). It is difficult, if 

not impossible, to determine from this sentence whether it is more important that 

John ran to his home and then went to his room, or whether he went to his room 

after running home. Both interpretations are available via the resulting LCS. 

3.4 LOGICAL DESIGN OF THE IRS 

This section presents the logical design of the IRS. It attempts to correlate the 

linguistic theory presented above to the implementation of a practical IRS. Logi

cal Design of the IRS is divided into three components, the query representation, 
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the document representation, and the matching function. However, treatment of 

the query representation is so similar to that of the document representation, that 

only the document representation will be discussed. 

3.4.1 Logical Document Representation 

This research assumes that two actual document bases exist at the time retrieval 

is attempted. The original document base, composed of actual documents exists; 

a surrogate document base, composed of LCSes exists. The original document 

base is superfluous to information retrieval. Only the surrogate is used. 

Each document in the original document base is viewed by the surrogate 

document base creation process as a set of sentences. Creation of the surrogate 

document is described by three steps: 

1. the syntactic parsing process, 

2. argument resolution, and 

3. LCS creation. 

The set of LCSes which results from the processing of each document (and query) 

becomes the surrogate which represent each document (and query). 

Three syntactic structures that emerge from the syntactic parsing process 
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are important to this research. These are verb phrases, noun phrases, and prepo-

sitional phrases. Verb contained ina verb phrase correspond to a predicate struc

ture, noun phrases and prepositional phrases to arguments. Once the predicate 

has been identified, the O-roles of the syntactic can be resolved and LCSes cre

ated. 

3.4.2 The Logical Matching Function 

Identifying a "match" between a document and a query requires a high correla

tion bet.ween two, or more LCSes, depending on the query formation, and the 

number of IRSes which are crated during the surrogate document base creation 

process. Retrieval strength (that is the broadness or restricted ness of the retrieval 

set) can be manipulated by the altering the percentage of correlation between 

each set of LCSes. Correlation between query and document can be measured by 

lack, or need, of unified structures which result. Inhibiting acceptance of unified 

structures will result in tighter, more restricted retrieval and a higher correlation 

between the retrieval set and the query which describes it. Allowing more lenient 

unification of retrieval sets provides a broader retrieval performance. 
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Chapter Four 

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SEMANTIC IRS 

'Now, here, you see, it takes all the running you can do, to keep in the same place.' 
The Red Queen 

4.0 INTRODUCTION TO THE PHYSICAL DESIGN 
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Implementation details of the concept-based Information Retrieval System (IRS) 

are presented in this chapter. In addition to specific theoretical constructs unique 

to this implementation, data structures, file structures, and search methods are 

described. 

The lexicon and retrieval strategy developed as part of this research uses a 

subset of the CACM document collection! consisting of approximately 62 docu-

ments. In order to syntactically parse and semantically represent this set of docu-

lllents the lexicon describes over 1000 tokens, 104 of which are verbs. 

Physical design of the IRS has previously been described as three mod ules: 

1. the document representation, 

2. the query representation, and 

3. t.he mat.ching funct.ion. 

Physical implementat.ion of the IRS has been completed in three dist.inct. 

! off of the Virginia Disk from the Virginia Technical Institute 
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phases: 

1. development of the categorial syntactic parser, 

2. mapping of syntactic structures to their semantic counterparts, thereby 
creating the surrogate document base, and 

3. the actual retrieval process using the surrogate document base, query 
representation, and matching function. 

Prior to implementing and evaluating the IRS, a consistent computational deriva-

tion of the surrogate document base and query representation has been developed 

and implemented. This chapter presents char~cteristics of the parser and parsing 

process, techniques used to create the surrogate document base, and strategies 

used to search the surrogate document space. Retrieval experiments used to vali-

date and assess retrieval behavior are described in chapter five. 

4.1 STORAGE AND MANIPULATION OF THE ELECTRONIC LEXICON 

Four pieces of information accompany each token contained in the lexicon: tense, 

O-hierarchy, Lexical Conceptual Structure (LCS), and specification of the token's 

syntactic category(ies). Actual lexical expression of this information is achieved 

via integers and character strings. The lexicon itself is stored in a fiat file, 01'-

dercd alphabetically by token. Examples of lexical entries are illustrated in Fig-

ure 4.1. Each lexical token is followed by three integers and its (multiple) syn-
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tactic category(ies). The first integer represents the token's tense, the second its 

(;I-hierarchy. The third integer maps to the token's LCS. Lexical category(ies) con-

elude each lexical entry. Colons separate each portion of the lexical representa-

tion. The current implementation utilizes multiple lexical entries for verbs which 

take multiple {;I-hierarchies or LCSes. 

died:2:2: 18:np \s 
dog:O:O:O:n 
program:2:2:24:np\(sjnp):n 

(intransitive verb) 
(noun that that is preceded by a determiner) 
(transitive verb and noun) 

Figure 4.1 Illustration of Sample Lexical Entries 

Initial definitions of syntactic categories enforce a deterministic parsing ap-

proach utilized by the parsing process: where the first category encountered is 

the first category attempted. Categories are presented in the lexicon from left to 

right, with the most frequently used categories available to the parser first (to-

ward the left). Other syntactic information such as sub categorization preferences 

and expectations are included in the parsing process via categorial choice and 
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heuristic rules. Particular syntactic events, such as the passive construction, in-

finite clauses - utilized in this research syntactically and semantically as nouns, 

adjectival verbals, and conjunctive phrases - are handled by the parser in a rule

based fashion. 

Two distinct classes of token are present in the lexicon. These are tokens 

which assign argument roles, and token which do not. Word that assign argument 

roles are predicates and prepositions. Nouns, adjectives, and adverbs are exam-

pIes of word tokens which take on, or fulfill, O-roles. Non-predicate categories 

(nouns, noun phrases, adjectives, etc.) do not have O-hierarchies, tense, nor are 

they described by an LCS. O-hierarchies allow explicitly occurring NPs and PPs 

which contain NPs to be mapped to their semantic roles. 

4.2 PHYSICAL DOCUMENT REPRESENTATION 

The document and query representations are one of the most interesting aspects 

in this research. Rather than representing a document by some set of "impor

tant" terms, document are represented by the set of LCSes derived from the pars

ing, argument resolution, and LeS creation processes. Such a non-key term depen-

dent approach is unique to this IRS implementation. During the actual retrieval 
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process, LCSes are compared with one another, rather than key terms. When 

comparing two LCSes the abstracted predicates are compared first, then their 

arguments. The matching function attempts to identify not only a cooccurrence 

of abstracted document and query representations, but similarity of argument re

lationships within each LCS. Finally, adjunct structures, if present, are compared. 

Thus, identification of a potential abstracted predicate identifies a candidate LCS 

for further evaluation. 

Unfortunately, the present approach lacks much of the computational sim

plicity that characterizes key term approaches. The surrogate document base is 

not smaller than the original document space - in fact requires more storage 

space than the original document base. Nor are the computational demands re

duced. Perforce, the physical document representation scheme is non-linear. Search

ing the surrogate document base consists of matching abstracted query LCSes 

to document LCSes and then unifying arguments. Due to the non-linear search 

required by the matching function, processing demands are greater than those 

required by key term systems. Consequently, at this time, enhanced conceptual 

matching behavior is the only criteria by which the system is evaluated. 
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4.3 PHYSICAL IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS 

This section presents topics pertinent to the physical implementation of the se-

mantic IRS developed under this research program. Topics discussed include the 

development and representation of the lexicon, the parsing process, identification 

of O-hierarchies (referred to as argument resolution in this dissertation), and LCS 

creation, as well as the matching criteria upon which retrieval is based. 

4.3.1 The Parser 

A categorial parser, developed completely in the C programming language, has 

been implemented in this research. The parser uses a simple algorithm which 

identifies candidates for reduction and/or reorganization, and returns the result-

ing functors to the parsing process. The following example briefly illustrates the 

reduction process. Two sequences are used in this example: 

(1) 
(2) 

np/n 
np/n 

n 
np 

These sequences have many similarities. Both are composed of a complex leftmost 

functor (that is a functor which has a degree greater than or equal to oneF . This 

2 see definition 1.1.6 in chapter three, section 3.2.2.1 
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complex functor is succeeded by a simple functor (that is, with a degree or 0) in 

the argument (right) position. The complex functor in both sequences contains 

for forward slash (/), indicating that the functor looks forward (to the right) for 

its argument. Both sequences, then, are candidates for right association. How

ever, only sequence (1) can reduce muler this theorem (to the atomic type NP). 

Sequence (2) will be returned to the parser unchanged, indicating a reduction fail

ure. A successful syntactic description of a sentence, then, is a sequence that re

duces to the single functor category S. However, the passive construct minus its 

object, one of the most common syntactic constructs present in the CACM docu

ment base, may successfully reduce to the functor SjNP . 

Parsing proceeds in a strictly enforced left-ro-right manner. Four structures 

are used during the syntactic parsing process: to enforce this leftward movement, 

a LIFO queue which holds the categories which form the sequence of the origi-

nal sentence, two character arrays, "left" and "right," which hold the reduction 

candidate functors, and a stack which holds categories which did not reduce. All 

syntactic information present in the original natural language sentence, includ

ing punctuation, is retained. The queue's head pointer points to the first word 

(token) in the sentence. Each token in the sentence refers to its succeeding word 
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token, including all punctuation marks. The token ".," referred to in this research 

as the end-oj-sentence marker points to NIL, indicating the end of a sentence. 

Figure 4.2 provides a graphic representation of how the simple sentence John 

went to the store, and a corresponding categorial sequence, are queued. Note that 

in the category queue, word tokens are replaced by their syntactic category. 

Retaining textual demarcations of syntactic clauses enhances the parser's 

ability to derive syntactic descriptions of language, although this opportunity is 

not exploited under the present implementation. 

Prior to the parsing process, the sentence queue is scanned for the the presence of 

passive constructions and infinite clauses. The presence of these constructs signifi-

cantly impacts the parsing process. 

head 

-l-
John -+ went --+ to --+ the --+ store --+ • -+ NULL 

head 

-l-
np -+ np\{s/np) --+ np/np --+ np/n --+ n --+ • --+ NULL 

Figure 4.2 Sentence and LeS queues 
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4.3.2 The Parsing Process 

The parsing process proceeds thus. Individual word-tokens which compose the 

sentence are identified and stored in a queue structure. Next, all lexical categories 

of each token are identified. These categories are stored in a category index struc

ture consisting of a one dimension array of linked lists. Each index of the array 

corresponds, by position, to the words in the original sentence. Multiple cate

gories are stored in this index structure as a linked list. Figure 4.3 provides an 

illustration of such an index structure. Categories which occur most commonly 

in the original document base are located toward the head of the linked list. This 

ensures that categories which occur more frequently in the document base are 

given priority during the parsing process, and also that all categories are available 

to the parser. The head of each linked lists is marked by a "constant" pointer. 

Categories currently available to the parser are marked by a "current" pointer. 

Categorial sequences are gathered from the index structure such that all 

possible sequences are identified as candidates to the parsing process. Allowing 

for the left-to-right nature of the English language, identification of sequences is 

consistently forced to the left - that is, leftward category candidates are always 
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exhausted before a new candidate in the rightward direction is selected. When a 

particular sequence reduces to a successful parse indicating category (S or S / N P 

when the passive construction is present), and the end-of-sentence marker "." is 

encountered, the current sequence is deemed to be the sequence which provides a 

useful syntactic description of the sentence. 

1 2 3 4 5 

Figure 4.3 Example of a Category Index Structure 
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4.3.2.1 Functor Reduction 

The parser attempts to reduce only two categorial functors at any time. If cat-

egories reduce, the resulting functor becomes the leftmost functor candidate for 

further reduction. For example, the original sequence: 

np/n n/n n np\s 

is queued thus: 

head 

4-
np/n -tn/n -t n -t np\s -t -t NULL 

Initially, the top two categories on the queue are removed and placed in two re-

duction candidate arrays, left and right (see Figure 4.4), and the head pointer is 

moved to the next sequential node containing the category N. 

The parser uses functor connectors to determine potential reduction oper-

ations. In this example, the two forward slashes cause the parser to select right 

composition as a potential reduction function. The functor which results from 

this operation, NP IN now becomes the functor in the array left The functor cur-

rently at the top of the functor queue is popped and placed into the array right 

(shown in Figure 4.5). 



head 

-l-

np/n 

LEFT 

n ~ np\H. ~ NULL 

n/n 

RIGHT 

Figure 4.4 Categories Contained in Arrays Left and Right 

np/n 

LEFT RIGHT 

head 

-l-
n ~ np\H. ~ NULL 
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Figure 4.5 Example of Reduced Category Contained in Arrays Left and Right 

Figure 4.6 illustrates an example of the entire the reduction process via the 

Gentzen proof method moving from bottom to top and from left to right. When 
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two categories do not reduce, the leftmost functor is placed onto a failure stack 

and parsing proceeds. When the failure stack is not empty, the following occurs: 

whatever functor residing in the array left is placed in the array "right." The top 

functor on the failure stack is "popped" off and placed into the array "left," and 

reduction is attempted. When reduction is successful, this process continues until 

either the failure stack is empty, or reduction fails. If reduction fails, the leftmost 

functor is pushed onto the failure stack. The functor currently residing in the ar

ray "right" is moved to "left." The category pointed to by the "head" pointer of 

the category stack is popped and placed in the reduction candidate array "right." 

s 

np np\s 

np/n n np\s 

np/n n/n n np\s 

Figure 4.6 A Gentzen Proof Representation of Functor Reduction 

A single event indicates that a sequence has reduced successfully. This event 
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occurs when a success-indicating category has been derived via the parsing pro-

cess, the failure stack is empty, and the only token remaining as input into to the 

parsing process is ".". When this event obtains, the syntactic parse is deemed 

successful. Otherwise, the next sequence is gathered from the category index 

structure and parsing is attempted once more. This process continues until a se

quence results in a successful parse, or all possible sequences are exhausted. 

4.3.2.2 Functor Reorganization 

The Association reorganization theorem occurs only when the following unique 

event occurs: the end-of-sentence marker "." is encountered and, the current se-

quence has not reduced to a success-indicating category, or the failure stack is not 

empty. The following example, using a sequence which typifies the passive con

struct, illustrates the occurrence of this event and subsequent actions taken by 

the parser. 

np/n n (np\s)/(np\s) np\(s/np) 

Scanning this sequence left to right confirms that, using the application and com

position theorems, only the following sequence can result: 

np (np\s)/(np\s) np\(s/np) 
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At this time, the end-of-sentence marker is again encountered. Still, the sequence 

has not reduced to a success-indicating category. The parser now, will attempt to 

apply the association theorem to the functor residing in array right. The follow

ing sequence results: 

np (np\s)/(np\s) (np\s)/np 

Once again, reduction is attempted on the two rightmost categories. The success

ful application of the Composition theorem results in the sequence: 

np (np\s)/np 

The functor (np\s)/np is now placed in the reduction candidate array "left." At

tempting to move to the right, the parser again encounters the end-of-sentence 

marker. The association inducing condition is once more encountered and the 

original sequence has not reduced to a success-indicating category. Association 

applied to the rightmost sequence returns the sequence: 

np np\{s/np) 

The parser can now apply the right application theorem to the sequence, resulting 

in the sequence: 

s/np 
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Attempting to move to the right once more, the parser will encounter the end-of-

sentence marker. However, at this time, the sequence available to the parser is a 

success-indicating category and the fail stack is empty. The parser assumes that a 

successful sequence has been performed. The parsing process is terminated. 

Each document is syntactically processed one sentence at a time, until all sen-

tences have been attempted. Output from the syntactic parsing process becomes 

input to subsequent argument resolution processes. Figures 4.7.a - 4.7.m provide 

extensive -+ illustration of how the parser moves through the sentence The results 

of some computational experiments are given. 

head 

1 
Sentence ..... np/n ..... n ..... np\(np/np) ..... np/n ..... n/n ..... n ..... (np\s)/(np\s) ..... np\(s/np) ........... 

np/n n 

left right 

Fail- nil 

Figure 4.7.a 



head 

1 
Sentence ... np/n ... n ... np\(np/np) ... np/n ... n/n _ n - (np\s)/(np\s) _ np\(s/np) _ .... 

np 

left 

Fail- nil 

head 

1 

np\(np/np) 

right 

Figure <l.7. b 

Sentence - np/n _ n _ np\(np/np) _ np/n - n/n- n - (np\s)/(np\s) ... np\(s/np) - .... 

np/np np/n 

left right 

Fail- nil 

Figure <l.7 • c: 
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head 

1 
Sentence - np/n - n -+ np\(np/np) - np/n -+ n/n-+ n -+ (np\s)/(np\s) -+ np\(s/np) -+ . 

np/n 

left 

Fail- nil 

n/n 

right 

Figure 4.7.d 

head 

1 
Sentence _ np/n -+ n -+ np\(np/np) -+ np/n -+ n/n-+ n -+ (np\s)/(np\s) - np\(s/np) -+ . 

np/n n 

left right 

Fail- nil 

Figure 4.7.e 
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head 

1 
Sentence - up/n - n - np\(np/np) - np/n - n/n- n - (np\s)/(np\s) - np\(s/np) - . --

np 

left 

Fail- nil 

(np\s)/(np\s) 

right 

Figure 4.7. f 

head 

1 
Sentence _ up/n _ n __ np\(np/np) - np/n - n/n- n _ (up\s)/(np\s) _ np\(s/np) - • -

(np\s)/(np\s) np\(s/np) 

left right 

Fail - np -+ nil 

Figure 4.7.g 
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head 

1 
Sentence --+ np/n --+ n --+ np\(np/np) - np/n - n/n- n - (np\s)/(np\s) - np\(s/np) --+ • --+ 

np\(s/np) 

left right 

Fail - (np\s)/{np\s) --+ np - nil 

Figure 4.7.h 

head 

1 
Sentence --+ np/n --+ n --+ np\(np/np) - np/n - n/n--+ n --+ (np\s)/(np\s) --+ np\(s/np) --+ • --+ 

(np\s)/{np\s) np\{s/np) 

left right 

Fail- np - nil 

Figure 4.7. i 
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head 

1 
Sentence - op/n ..... n ..... op\(np/op) -+ np/n ..... o/n-+ n ..... (op\s)/(op\s) ..... np\(s/np) ........... 

(np\s}/(np\s) (np\s)/np 

left right 

Fail - np - nil 

Figure 4.7.j 

head 

1 
Sentence - np/n ..... n ..... np\(op/np) -+ np/n -+ o/n-+ n ..... (op\s)/(op\s) ..... np\(s/np) -+ . --

(np\s}/np 

left right 

Fail- np - nil 

Figure 4.7.k 
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head 

l 
Sentence - op/n - n - op\(np/np) - np/n - n/n- n - (op\s)/(np\s) - np\(s/np) - . -

np (np\s)/np 

left right 

Fail -+ np -+ nil 

Figure 4.7.1 

head 

l 
Sentence - up/n _ n _ np\(np/np) _ np/n - n/n- n - (op\s)/(np\s) - np\(s/np) - . -

s/np 

left right 

Fail-+ nil 

the parse has been successful 

Figure 4.7 .• 
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4.3.3 Special Syntactic Cases 

Specific syntactic constructions have been identified which the parser handles heuristically as 
special cases. These are: 

1. presence of the passive construction, 

2. presence of an infinite clause, 

3. adjectival verbals, and 

4. conjunctions. 
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The passive construction and infinite clauses are very common in this literature. In order 
to keep the parsing process as simple as possible, their presence is identified prior to the actual 
parsing process. Adjectival verbals occur less frequently and are sought out during the parsing 
process. Presence of a conjunctive phrase alters the parsing process radically and is handled in 
a very special manner. 

4.3.3.1 Parsing Passive Constructions 

Certain tokens indicate that the passive construction may have been encountered. The verbs to 

be, realized in the past or future tense, and to have in its past or present tense (typifying the 

three perfect tenses), act as keys to the passive construction identification process. If such a key 

is present, the following token in the sentence queue is checked for tense. If the tense of this 

token is past, or the token realizes as its past participle - as in the case of the perfect tenses 

- then sentence is marked for presence of the passive construct. This information becomes very 

useful when argument N P s are reconciled to their thematic roles. Also, when a passive con-

struction is detected, the parser can accept the category SIN P as a success-indicating category. 
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Argument resolution is accomplished via an alternative '-hierarchy which accounts for argument 

roles in the passive construction.3 

4.3.3.2 Parsing Infinite Clauses 

Infinite clauses present a special challenge to syntactic parsing and semantic rep-

resentation processes. Though a theoretical evaluation of infinite clauses is more 

complex, this research treats infinite clauses as if they act, syntactically, as an 

N P: John wants to eat dinner. The use of the phrase to eat dinner as an N P 

can be demonstrated by asking the question: What does John want? The ques-

tion poses what as an NP which will be identified in the question's answer. The 

phrase to eat dinner substitutes for the word what in the original question. How-

ever, in order to derive a useful set of LeSes from this sentence, the zero tense 

predicate in the infinite clause must also be identified as a predicate structure 

which takes arguments. Therefore, identification of infinite clauses is very impor-

tant in order to enforce a useful syntactic parse and a useful semantic representa-

tion. 

3 Identification of the passive participle and resolving argument roles which occur within it 
can be approached from, at least, two different directions. This research assertains presence of the 
passive participle during the syntactic parsing process and uses this information to map argument 
roles. A more lexical approach can be taken, however. Such an approach would represent the passive 
participle in the lexicon, and accompany the participle with its unique' hierarchy. The question 
at issue is, where should passive identification occur, during syntactic processes, or during semantic 
processes. 
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Similar to the passive construction, infinite clauses are detected by the oc-

currence of a key. In the case of the infinite clause, this key is the word "to," 

which indicates to the pre-parsing process that an infinite clause may have been 

encountered. When this infinite key is encountered, the next token on the sen-

tence queue is examined. If the tense of this token is indicated as infinite (or 

zero)4 , the pre-parsing process assumes that the pertinent subsequence positions 

compose an infinite clause. The subsequence is marked and the two categories 

N P / N P and N P are given priority category status during the parsing process. 

When the LCS creation phase is entered, the infinite clause is treated as a pred-

icate, subordinate to the verbally-realized predicate. Arguments present in the 

infinite clauses are instantiated that the infinite clauses' arguments, as well as ar-

guments to the enclosing, and superordinate, predicate structure. 

4.3.3.3 Parsing Adjectival Verbals 

Verbal phrases are frequently present in the CACM literature as adjectives, i.e. 

Using extended inner produce accumulation of the bound is half of the real system. 

In order to identify this usage, the parser looks for the consecutive occurrence of 

4 the tense marking integer "I" is also acceptable at this point in time, due to the observation 
that first and second person singular present frequently have the same morphological realization as 
the infinite. 
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two categories: N P / N followed by N P\ S or N P\ (S / N P). If one of these se

quences is detected the category N / N is returned as the syntactic category of the 

verbal phrase. 

4.3.3.4 Parsing Conjunctive Phrases 

The subset of function words known as conjunctions occurs with great frequency 

throughout most samples of English. Conjunctions do not only exist as simple 

words, i.e. and, or, and but. Frequently multi-word phrases act as conjunctions: 

as a result, for example, in addition, in fact, in other words, of course. Other 

words can also act as conjunctions. Identified in the CACM document collection 

are: furthermore, hence, however, indeed, moreover, nevertheless, next, now, oth-

erwise, similarly, still, then, therefore, thus, if, also, besides, consequently, and 

finally finally. 

Conjunctions are included in the set of function words and are usually dis

carded in most information retrieval approaches. However, the syntactic role 

which a conjunction plays is critical to the process of concept representation. 

This implementation derives two sentences from each single sentence where a con

junction is present: Heuristic procedures have been proposed and tested with only 
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slightly better results. (At least) two ideas have been conveyed in this single sen-

tence. The first is that heuristic procedures have been proposed, the second that 

heuristic procedures have been tested with only slightly better results .. 

Conjunctions always join two like syntactic structures, such as noun phrases, 

sentences, adjectives, adverbs, verb phrases, etc. Parsing conjoined phrases can 

be done in, at least, two distinct ways. Either all joinable syntactic structures 

can be predicted, or the structures can be automatically determined. Predict-

ing what structures can be joined via a conjunction requires that all such struc-

tures be preYdentified and represented in the lexicon. The parser developed for 

this project takes the second approach, algorithmically determining what struc-

tures are joined. Conjunctive phrases at first appear to be devastating to the left-

to-right, deterministic parsing approach used in this research. At present, two 

types of syntactic structures can be recognized by the parser. The first type of 

conjoined structures the parser can identify is such that the functor preceding the 

con]11:lction is identical to the functor obtained from reducing functors succeeding _. 
the conjunction. The second type is two sequences preceding and succeeding the 

conjunction which reduce to identical syntactic structures. It is very important to 

note that identical sequences are not the structures being joined by a conjunction, 
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but the syntactic structure that the sequences represent. For instance, Jane and 

the dog is an example of two noun phrases being joined by a conjunction that do 

not realize as the same sequence. These two noun phrases would be represented 

by the two sequence NP and NP IN N respectively. Yet the two sequences re

duce to the same category N P. 

The first way the parser attempts to determine what syntactic structures 

are conjoined requires that a successful reduction occurs immediately prior to the 

parser encountering a conjunction (represented in the lexicon as "conj"). When 

the parser does encounter a conjunction, the parser attempts to match the func

tor resulting from the successful parse with functors to the right. As long as func

tors to the right reduce successfully, a temporary pointer continues to pop func

tors from off the functor queue. This process has three terminating conditions: 

1. red uction is no longer successful, 

2. a match between left and right functors is no longer made, or 

3. the end-of-sentence marker is reached. 

In each of these cases, the functor prior to the one currently pointed to by a tem

porary conjunction pointer is marked as the end of the relevant sequence. The 

last reduction result identifies the joined syntactic structure. If possible, the parser 
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then continues its rightward journey. 

The second way that the parser attempts to determine what syntactic struc

tures are conjoined is identical to the first, except that the string to be matched is 

assumed to be the functor immediately to the left of the conjunctive phrase. 

Both of these methods are primitive and brutal. Other approaches attempted 

under this implementation have been even more fierce. \~eaknesses with these 

two approaches become quickly apparent. However, these two approaches al-

Iowa greater number of documents to be successfully parsed than if they were 

abandoned. Further, though it may appear that each of these approaches to de

termining the syntactic structures conjoined by a conjunction overrides, or steps 

too far away from, a categorial approach. However, this approach is based on the 

observation that the conjunction category is most appropriately represented as 

X\(X/X) where X denotes the syntactic category of the joined sequences. The 

approach utilized in this research determines nicely what the category X is. The 

result of the conjunction function, returned to the parser, ensures that a consis

tent approach to the deterministic parsing process is maintained. 
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4.3.3.5 Characteristics of the Parser 

The parser is very adept at recognizing noun phrases, simple and complex, noun 

phrases that occur as part of a prepositional phrase, and predicate structures. 

The parser is well-suited to working in an environment of academic language 

and other classes of writing where the passive construction occurs with great fre-

quency. The parser differs from other categorial syntactic recognizers in that, not 

only is it able to assert that a reduceable sequence has been encountered, it also 

identifies the category functors which compose the sequence. This ability becomes 

critical to the next phase of the automated document representation creation pro-

cess - semantic argument resolution. 

4.4 RECONCILING NOUN PHRASES TO THEIR THEMATIC 
ROLES - ARGUMENT RESOLUTION 

Theta-hierarchies and their identification were presented in detail in chapter three. 

8-hierarchies are important to this research as they provide an predictable way to 

identify the semantic roles which noun phrases, derived from the syntactic pars-

ing process, take in the syntactically identified predicate structure. In order to 

simplify the argument resolution process, this research divides O-roles into two 

distinct classes: primary and secondary f)-roles. Primary O-roles are described as 
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those which typically realize as noun phrases not contained within a prepositional 

phrase. Actor, Patient, Theme, and Experiencer roles are consistently identified 

as primary B-roles in this research. Secondary B-roles are described as those which 

are contained in a prepositional phrase5 • B-hierarchies are indicated in the lex-

icon as an integer. Each B-hierarchy predicts the number of primary B-roles the 

hierarchy must resolve. If this integer is greater than the number of non-optional, 

primary B-roles occurring in the pertinent B-hierarchy, argument resolution at-

tempts to reconcile NPs with optional B-roles. The following B-hierarchies have 

been identified in the CACM document collection: 

l. (actor) (by [actor]) 
patient (by [instrument]) 

(from [source]) 
(to [goal]) 
(for [beneficiary]) 

2. (actor) (by [actor]) 
theme (by [instrument]) 

(from [source]) 
(to [goal]) 
(for [beneficiary]) 

5 The obvious exception to this rule is the Actor roles as it manifests in the passive construction. 
However, this is handled as a separate case. Currently, the Actor role in the passive construction 
is identified after th presence of the passive construction has been determined by the pre-parsing 
process. Though the Actor role maintains the status of being a primary '-role, its automatic 
resolution proceeds as if it were an optional argument role preceded by the preposition by. 



3. actor 
(patient) 

4. actor 
(theme) 

5. actor=patient1 

(by [instrument]) 
(from [source]) 
(to [goal]) 
(for [beneficiary]) 

(by [instrument]) 
(from [source]) 
(to [goal]) 
(for [beneficiary]) 

the reflexive (each other) rule 
patient2and the "and" rule - X and Y 

John and Mary discussed the lecture (with each other). 

6. patient 
(patient) 

John is sick. 

!72 

7. actor=theme 
(theme) 
(patient) 

(to [goal]) John (and Mary) drove (the car) home. 
(from [source]) 
(for [goal]) 
(by [instrument]) 

8. (actor = patient) (to [goal]) 
patient 

9. actor 
(theme=actor) 

10. (actor) 
experiencer 

(from [source]) 
(for [goal]) 
(by [instrument]) 

(to [goal]) 
( from [source]) 
(for [goal]) 
(by [instrument]) 

(for [goal/beneficiary]) 
(by [instrument]) 

John died. 

John killed the dog with a sledgehammer. 

The role of instrument corresponds to one of two LeS primitives. If the 

gerund suffix -ing is present, instrument corresponds to Method and is considered 
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a predicate with arguments. Otherwise, it maps to Path. 

The above rendition of specific theta-hierarchies is constructed with the 

following devices. Roles which are optional (secondary O-roles) are marked by 

parentheses. This corresponds to the observation that a sentence such as The ball 

rolled, which takes the O-hierarchies (1) and (2) results in the only NP present, 

the ball, taking the O-roles Patient and Theme. Argument resolution occurs when 

syntactic argument structures N Ps and P Ps identified during the parsing process 

are mapped to appropriate theta-role(s). 

Prepositional phrases which precede a noun phrase are utilized in the 0-

hierarchy as clues to an NP's secondary semantic thematic role. When a prepo-

sitional phrase commands an N P, the bracketed O-role is instantiated. This re

search achieves mapping via the simple concept of matching explicitly occurring 

N Ps to O-role. In this way, no additional subindexing is required, though coun

ters are utilized. 

The actual computational structure which represents each verb's O-hierarchy 

consists of a O-node. This node consists of named pointt:!rs to preldentified the

matic roles. Two types of pointers exist, primary and secondary. Reconciliation 
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of the dominant roles in a straight-forward linear fashion is attempted first. Op-

erationally, this is currently achieved by providing the resolution process with 

the number of N P arguments identified during the syntactic parsing process. If 

this number is equal to the number of primary O-roles the pertinent hierarchy 

can support, than all of the primary O-role are resolved. If the number of NPs 

is less than the number of primary roles, optional primary roles are not fulled. 

Secondary O-roles are resolved based upon predescribed prepositional possibili

ties, also represented in the O-hierarchy. The O-node, then, captures information 

discovered during the syntactic parse, and passes this information on to the se

mantic, LCS creation process. 

4.3.6 Representing Lexical Conceptual Structures in a Computational Environment 

Every verb has a Lexical Conceptual Structure (LCS) which consists of the se

mantic primitives that describe the verb. LCSes make an effective structure for 

abstracting verbs because many verbs have similar LCSes. Consider for exam

ple, that all verbs of motion convey the same action of something - a Theme -

moving from one place to another via some Path. Similarly, change-of-state verbs 

convey the action of something - A Patient - moving from one state to another 
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via some Path or Method. Hence, the verbs change, and drive have very similar 

semantic abstractions. Despite the similarity of abstraction, actual occurrences of 

verbs may be uniquely differentiated by type of argument structures they accept 

(features), the way arguments are reconciled to thematic roles (B-hierarchies), and 

the actual arguments themselves. 

The LeS primitives, Place, Path, State, Event, Experience, Manner, and 

Method are presented in chapter three. Using this finite set of primitives, very 

complex ideas can be represented. The recursive nature of LeS development 

makes this a pleasant structure to work with in a computational environment. 

Les structures are created in the following manner. A node is built for the 

first LeS primitive. This node contains typed pointers which indicate what other 

primitives the current primitive can combine with as well as the argument roles 

the expects. LeS skeleta are stored in a flat file and represented in the lexicon 

by an integer. This integer corresponds to an identifying integer in the flat file. a 

textual representation of the LeS for the verb to go is presented in Figure 4.8. 

The verb predicate GO takes the thematic hierarchy numbered "7." But 

note, even though the same LeS describes the verb teach, this LeS takes the the-
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matic hierarchy (1). 

The LCS presented above is composed of an initial CAUSE+ (CS+) node. 

The CAUSE node itself is composed of pointers to primitive LCS nodes labeled 

Event, Thing, and Event. Event or Thing will be fulfilled by the N P taking the 

thematic role Actor. The two pointers are differentiated by the semantic nature 

of the N P itself. If the Actor is expressed as an argument structure, then the 

Thing argument. pointer is selected. If the Actor is expressed as a predicate struc-

ture, the Event argument pointer is selected. Currently, this implementation does 

not allow the Actor to realize as an Event. [GO] likewise is a primitive node which 

takes the thematic role Patient. As primitives are required, and arguments are 

encountered, the appropriate pointer is allocated space, and the argument stored. 

[eventCS+ [thing/event actor=theme] [eventGO [theme=patient] 
[path TO [goal]] [FROMpath [source]] [path VIA [instrument]]]] 

Figure 4.8 Textual Representation of the LCS for the Verb "to go" 
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Consider the following sentence It goes on to cover the additional control 

problems.6 The following NPs occur: It, to cover the additional control prob-

lems, the prepositional phrase on ... , and the predicate goes. At this time, a 

few important pieces of information are available to the argument resolution and 

LCS building processes: two N Ps are present and the passive construction is not 

present. Using 8-hierarchy (7), the following argument resolutions occur: The 

NP It is resolved as the Patient (and Theme), and the NP preceded by the NP 

contained in the prepositional phrase to ... is resolved as the Goal. This informa-

tion is plugged into the LCS illustrated in Figure 4.9. 

4.6 THE SURROGATE QUERY REPRESENTATION 

Queries are presented to the system in the form of a sentence, i.e. I'm looking for 

documents that will provide algorithms for coding binary trees. Particular con-

structions have been pre"identified which help separate unimportant aspects of the 

query from important aspects. For instance, use of first person, plural or singular, 

and the clause or phrase it appears in, are excluded from the query LCS creation 

process. Otherwise, queries are parsed and placed into LCSes in exactly the same 

6 taken from the complete sentence: However, it goes on to cover the additional control prob
lems of handling material such as off line encrypted data or non-ASCII codes by means of systems 
providing complete character transparency. 
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manner as document sentences. 



[CS+ [Actor] [GO [It] [TO [cover the additional control costs]] 
[FROM [source]] [VIA [instrument]]] 

Figure 4.9 LCS for the Verb lito go" Instantiated with Arguments 

4.7 THE MATCIDNG CRITERIA 
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Identification of documents which can fulfill a query is accomplished via compar-

ison of the LCSes which surrogate for both. The matching function consists of 

three subprocesses. First, similar LCSes are identified. Second, argument struc-

tures are compared. Finally, a unification process attempts to correlate similar 

LeSes with similar arguments, as well as absent arguments. Varying the strength 

of the unification algorithm holds much promise as a way to both broaden and 

constrain retrieval sets. 

The primary function of unification algorithms [Moortgat], [Shieber], [Clocksin 

and Mellish]' is described in [Pollard and Sag pp. 7-8]: 

"The name (unification grammars) arises from the algebra that gov
erns partial information structures: the fundamental operation upon 



them is the unification operation, which yields from a set of compati
ble structures a structure which contains all the information present in 
the member of the set, but nothing else." 

Jackendoff describes an operation "argument fusion" (also "argument linking" 
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which fuses similar LCS structures [Jackendof]. This operation, though very simi-

lar to unification operations, is unique to Jackendoff's description of LeS manipu-

lation: 

"To form the conceptual structure of a syntactic phrase that has been 
linked with an LeS, fuse the conceptual structure of each indexed syn
tactic position into the coindexed conceptual constituent in the LCS." 

This implementation bases unification processes (similar to Argument Fusion) on 

Les semantic roles, rather than coindexing. For example, an Actor is compared 

to an Actor, a Path to a Path, etc. 

Similarity between a document and query is determined by alignment of 

query LeSes to document LeSes. The linked list approach used in this imple-

mentation complicates the identification of similar structures, however the basic 

unification function provides a way to quantify LeS similarity. Lack of unifying 

elements, with a high match between present elements currently indicates an ac-

ceptable probability of similarity. The more unification required to achieve final, 
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similar structures decreases the similarity measure. Other factors, such as lack 

of high cooccurrence of argument and adjunct structures continues to lower the 

probability of similarity. 

The unification algorithm requires similar structures for comparison. The 

structures provided to the algorithm are the query LCS and a linked list of LCSes 

which surrogate for the document. Once similar LeS structures are identified, 

subLCS structures and explicit argument structures are compared and/or unified. 

The unification algorithm assumes that lack of subLCS structures as well as the 

absence of explicitly resolved argument structures permits argument instantiation 

and obtains a broad retrieval set. In the future, retrieval sets may be constrained 

by disallowing argument unification, or preYdentified aspects of it. 

The matching process utilized in this research reflects the observation that 

all retrieval problems are ultimately search and match problems. The value of 

the information provided by the strings searched and matched significantly affects 

retrieval effectiveness as much as the retrieval algorithm itself. Providing a richer, 

more concept oriented set of strings for matching, a concept-based approach such 

as this overcomes some of the drawbacks of more simplistic key term techniques. 
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4.8 SPECIFICITY OF THE LEXICON TO THE DOCUMENT BASE 

One important aspect of this research is that the semantic definitions are not 

bound to the project. Humans use a finitely defined grammars to describe and 

communicate the world around them. Humans are not confined to a predescribed 

world, but use language creatively to describe new, unique, and/or complex things 

about the world which may, or may not, have been observed and communicated 

via language before. This research assumes and provides this same creative pro

cess to machine representations of knowledge. 

The current lexicon is described with such flexibility in mind. Though the 

present document base is heavily influenced by the words present, and the partic

ular syntactic constructs utilized in the CACM document collection, the descrip

tive approach tries to be general and universal. Particular words, phrases, and/or 

constructs may be prevalent to this document base, but their syntactic and se

mantic behavior is not singular to this particular document base. Enhancing the 

lexicon to provide retrieval in another document environment should not require 

any more severe adjustment to the lexicon than adding to the lexicon special re

quirements which a new subset of language requires. In other words, the lexicon 
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may have to be enhanced, but never abandoned, as the document collection plat-

form changes. 

4.8.1 Lexical Conflation 

A great effort has been made to conflate lexical entries and represent both transi

tive and intransitive versions of the same verb in a single LCS. B-hierarchies allow 

this conflation to be achieved. Consider the verb executes, as in The program ex

ecutes,versus, The machine executes program X. A simple B-hierarchy for this 

verb predicts that if two arguments are present, then the first one is the Actor 

and the second is the Patient; if only a single argument is present, then it is the 

Patient. This is indeed the case with the two sentences presented, even though 

the first sentence contains the intransitive verb execute and the second sentence 

uses the transitive. 

4.9 CONCLUSION 

This chapter has presented the implementation approach and detailed used to 

implement this research. The surrogate document representation space utilized 

in this research is created via a three-part process. Pre'identification of syntactic 
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categories permits sequences to be identified which successfully reduce, imply-

ing that the syntactic structures which compose a sentence have been identified. 

Once these syntactic structures have been identified, they are algorithmically di

vided into argument and/or predicate structures. This identification of argument 

and predicate structures comprises the first stage of the automated surrogate doc

ument representation process. 

The second stage of the automated surrogate document representation cre

ation process relies upon prei"dentified 9-hierarchies. Once a predicate has been 

identified, its 9-hierarchy can be identified, allowing the argument resolution pro

cess to occur. When argument resolution is completed, the LeS building process 

can take place. Each time a sentence is successfully parsed, an LeS is built rep

resenting the concept that is encoded into the sentence. The set of these derived 

LeSes comprises the surrogate document representation for each individual docu

ment contained in the original document base. Likewise, user-created queries are 

parsed and conceptually represented in the same way. Retrieval sets are obtained 

when the set of query LeSes unifies V:'hich a set of document LeSes. 

This implementation is very simple in its approach to document representa

tion. Everything is done with linked lists. Linked lists allow a very nice, dynamic 
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structure for the creation of the Lexical Conceptual Structures that are so impor-

tant to the document representation. Unfortunately, linked lists provide a rather 

dismal search structure. 



Chapter Five 

EVALUATION OF THE RETRIEVAL SYSTEM 

'Give your evidence,' said the King; 'and don't be nervous, or I'll have you exe
cuted on the spot.' 

5.0 INTRODUCTION 
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The concept-based, Information Retrieval System (IRS) described in this disser-

tation is a completely stand-alone system. It is not a front-end to any other IRS, 

nor is it in anyway dependent upon any preestablished or implemented IRS. This 

system departs completely from key term influenced implementations. It uses nei-

ther statistical nor morphological term processing of any kind. Rather, the sys-

tem relies entirely upon the automatically generated conceptual representations 

which it syntactically and semantically generates from the document space. The 

automatically-generated document representation incorporates no stemming or 

class word elimination of any type. Functionality of the system is very distinct 

from key term-dependent systems. The underlying theory of this research de-

scribes language as a complete, complex, and powerful system used to encode, 

manipulate, store and transfer information. 

Many of the difficulties and disadvantages of working with natural language 

are well known: the extensive base of knowledge a machine requires before NLP-

based techniques can applied in even the most rudimentary fashion. The lack of 
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robustness which characterizes NLP systems when they encounter unanticipated 

expressions of language is another well-known drawback to NLP techniques. The 

enormous expense upon resources such as memory, processing, and I/O. Finally, 

knowledge acquired during one NLP implementation may not be applicable to 

another as approaches to NLP tend to differ significantly according to the prob-

lem, or application, area at hand. Despite these drawbacks, NLP techniques can 

significantly enhance particular aspects ofIRS performance [Smeaton 1990], [Fa-

gan], and begin to address some of the characteristic weaknesses of key term ap-

proaches. 

This research applies syntactic and semantic NLP techniques to the Informa-

tion Retrieval (IR) application area. This chapter discusses retrieval behavior of 

the present system as well as retrieval weaknesses that result from the concept-

based approach. Future improvements and implications are presented in chapter 

SIX. 

5.1 PERFORMANCE ASPECTS OF THE IRS 

Three aspects of the IRS significantly influence its retrieval behavior. These are 

its ability to: 

1. derive consistent and predictable syntactic parses, 

2. extract information encoded into natural language and transliterate it into 
a representation compatible to a computational environment, and 
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3. match queries to fulfilling documents. 

The particular syntactic structures which this parser can effectively describe 

and process have been presented in chapter four. A number of documents are 

present in the CACM document collection which consist of these syntactic de-

scriptions. Limitations which the parser has not yet overcome, and the resulting 

inability that the present system has to derive and represent the entire document 

collection, limits the retrieval capabilities of the system. Still, given the document 

base that the system can interact with, a number of observations can be made 

about the present IRSes' retrieval behavior and future promise. 

5.2 SYSTEM COMPONENT EVALUATION 
PRIOR TO THE RETRIEVAL EXPERIMENTS 

Due to the extensive nature of this project, three individual system components 

have been evaluated before any retrieval experiments were performed. These com-

ponents are: 

1. the syntactic parser, 

2. the argument resolution process, and 

3. the automated Lexical Conceptual Structure (LCS) generation process. 

These three components were evaluated separately from the retrieval process in 

order to predict their impact on the retrieval process itself. These evaluations art 

presented in the following sections. 
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5.2.1 Evaluation of the Syntactic Parser 

The syntactic parser is very successful in its attempts to fulfill a single goal: re-

duce a sequence to the single category Syfootnote10r SINP when the passive 

construct has been detected.. The parser is able to consistently identify the fol-

lowing categories: 

1. N P - noun phrases that correspond to primary argument structures, 

2. NP\NP, NPINP, and NP\(NPINP - preposition structures which con
tain N Ps which correspond to secondary semantic argument roles, and 

3. NP\(SINP) and SINP - verb phrases which correspond to argument 
assigning predicates. 

At present, the parser does not handle adjunct phrase structures very well, though 

it is robust enough to recover from this failure and identify arguments which are 

contained in such adjunct structures. The most obvious "fix" to this problem, 

used by the current parser, preYdentifies infinite clauses to which it assigns the 

category NP or NPINP, i.e. John wants [to die with his boots on]. Such clauses 

frequently contain adjunct structures. If failure occurs during the parsing process, 

the parser redoubles its efforts to identify any arguments which may be present in 

the adjunct structure. 

At this point in time, the parsing process returns "correct" sentential parses. 

Correct in this sense is described as useful identification of a predicate and its ar-
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gument structures. Goal-driven as it is, the parser currently terminates when it 

has identified a sequence which successfully reduces to a success-indicating cate-

gory. The potential for multiple syntactic parses is not addressed under this re-

search. Lack of identification and resolution of ambiguous parses is not considered 

a weakness of the system at present. Because queries constructed with similar 

syntactic and/or semantic ambiguities will result is similar LeSes, which, in turn, 

will allow a unification function to identify similar structures as retrieval candi-

date's. 

Though resolution of ambiguous structures lies beyond the scope of the cur-

rent research, it is certainly addressable under this research program. At present, 

however, resolution of referential ambiguity can be expected to require extensive 

forays into discourse theory and philosophy of language, two realms not included 

in the definition of the current research. 

5.2.2 Evaluation of the Argument Resolution 
and LeS Building Processes 

Evaluation of both the Argument Resolution and LeS building processes estab-

lished how well the resulting structures coincided with the author's initial concep-

tion. The implementation of both of these processes was very straight-forward. 

The argument resolution process could benefit from use of sub-indexing to align 

argument structures to O-roles. However, at the present time, the process consis-
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tently and correctly resolves the syntactic argument structure to O-role. 

The results of the LCS building process' evaluation are also quite good. The 

process consistently developed computational LCS structures that corresponded 

to the anticipated structure. However, the actual computational structure has 

been determined to be clumsy and adversely affect subsequent search processes. 

5.3 THE RETRIEVAL EXPERIMENTS 

Two retrieval experiments were completed in order to evaluate the system's re

trieval behavior. These experiments differ from one another only by the set of 

queries used to conduct each experiment; the document base remained constant 

for both experiments. The first experiment used the set of 62 queries that accom

panies the CACM document collection as distributed on the Virginia Disk One. 

The second experiment used 32 of these queries, reconstructed with the descrip

tive ability of the syntactic parser in mind. This section presents the methodol

ogy and results of these retrieval experiments. 

5.3.1 Experimental Methodology 

Established approaches to IRS evaluation have been discussed in section 2.3.1. 

This research defines the retrieval process as a deterministic, algorithmic, and 

predictable process. The most important aspect of retrieval behavior to be exper-
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imentally determined are the characteristics of the retrieval set which the match-

ing function identifies. It is the author's contention that the measures used to 

evaluate system performance must also be consistent, deterministic, and pre-

dictable. A historical discrepancy exists between intended measures of relevance 

and current applications of the relevance measure (see section 2.3.2). 

Much discussion and thought has been directed toward the relevance and per-

tinence measures. Early on the pertinence measure was distinguished from the 

relevance measure (see Section 2.3.2). However, current reports of relevance have 

re-incorporated notions of pertinence - a state of affairs which this research 

rejects. The only predictable measure of retrieval performance is recall. Such 

a statement can only be supported if one accepts the proposition that a set of 

documents can be identified in a document base which contains a certain infor-

mation concept. Once such a set of documents has been identified, query, and 

matching function interaction can be observed in order to determine why certain 

nonpre"identified documents are included in, or excluded from the retrieval set. 

This is the intent of a recall experiment. Measures of user acceptance of retrieval 

set member is unpredictable and not useful to IRS experimentation2 • Hence, 

2 FUrther, if one cannot concede that such a generic set exists and can be described, then one 
must certainly reject the notion that retrieval set evaluation tailored to behaviorally influenced user 
expectations certainly cannot be described. 
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no measures of user-reported relevance (pertinence are included in the experi-

ments undertaken to evaluate the current IRS. expectations certainly cannot be 

described. 

5.3.2 Experimental Measures 

In order to put retrieval behavior into some sort of perspective prior to automat

ically obtaining the retrieval set, the document collection was manually inspected 

and a set of documents which the author believed should comprise the retrieval 

set of each particular query idea (information concept) established. Retrieval per

formance evaluation was based on the system's ability to duplicate these prede

fined sets. Therefore, not only was retrieval performance evaluated during these 

experiments, but reasons for document exclusion from, or inclusion in, the re-

trieval set was tracable. Hence, behavior of the system is assessed in addition to 

its perjorm,ance. 

5.3.3 The First Retrieval Experiment 

The first retrieval experiment used the queries provided with the CACM docu-

ment collection as the query source. The document collection was manually in-

spected prior to the experiment in order to predict the document set that should 
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be identified by each query. The LeS structures which should result from the 

LeS creation process for both the document collection and query collection were 

then predicted, as well as which LeSes would compose the retrieval set obtained 

by a particular query. 

Some queries were ill-suited to the syntactic parsing process and had to be 

eliminated from the retrieval experiment due to the parser's inability to process 

them. These queries deviated from any predictable syntactic realization of the 

English language. Most of these queries consisted of unordered lists of key terms. 

Recall that when describing the language to be encountered by the parser for this 

project, the assumption was made that all instances of language would be well

formed sentences. This assumption did not always hold true for the set of user

created queries. 

The retrieval system is very adept at identifying similar LeS represented 

conceptual abstractions. Unfortunately, the system is not at all adept at identify-

ing similar argument-expressing structures. The system does not work well with 

traditional queries - that is lists of key terms, perhaps augmented with boolean 

operators. However, fulfillment of such queries lies outside of this system's func

tional aspirations. 
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Key term queries such as:3 

Q.1 "Distributed computing structures and algorithms," 

Q.2. "Modeling and simulation in agricultural ecosystems," and 

Q.3. "mathematical induction, group theory, integers modulo m, probn
bility, binomial coefficients, binomial theorem, homomorphism, mor
phism, transitivity, relations, relation matrix." 

are not serviced well by this system. This is because the key terms lie at the very 

bottom of the representation scheme. Other queries not expressed as lists of key terms: 

QA. "Articles describing the relationship between data types and concur
rency (e.g. what is the type of a process? when is a synchronization 
attempt between two process "type correct"? in a message-passing 
system is there any notion of the types of messages? - i.e. any way to 
check that the sender of the message and the receiver are both treat
ing the bit stream as one particular type)" 

did not do well at all in this processing environment due, again, to the parser's 

limited ability to recognize and manipulate the non-sententially described con-

cepts. At this point in time, the parser expects only well-formed sentences. 

However, a syntactically-complicated query: 

Q.5. "I am interested in distributed algorithms - concurrent programs in 
which processes communicate and synchronize by using message pass-

3 throughout the rest of this paper, queries will be preceded by "Q" 
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ing. Areas of particular interest include fault-tolerance and techniques 
for under the correctness of these algorithms." 

are handled better by the parser. Though structurally-complex, syntactically this 

language is predictable. LCSes adequate to the retrieval process incorporate pred-

icate and argument relationships. 

5.3.4 The Second Retrieval Experiment 

The second retrieval experiment used specially created queries designed to be 

compatible with the syntactic parsing, argument resolution, and LCS creation 

processes. Compatible queries are described as queries which survive the parsing 

process and produce a set of LCSes. Such specially constructed queries tended to 

resemble query number 5 presented above. 

Consistent syntactic parsing and LCS creation allow a retrieval process 

based upon the identification of similar LeSes, and subsequent searches for cor-

relating arguments. The retrieval process itself relies on the provision of predi-

cates more so than upon key terms. Key terms themselves are not available to the 

retrieval process, except as they relate, via semantic role, to predicates. Retrieval 

performance is highly improved if the query is couched in the form of a descrip-
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tive sentence. 

5.4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

This section presents retrieval results obtained by experiments one and two. The 

positive results of these experiments were three-fold. First, and most important, 

the experiments showed that a completely new and different indexing and re

trieval strategies could be used to recognize documents and queries with similar 

content. Second, the results were promising enough to suggest that continued 

research in this area of computational semantic representation will be fruitful. 

Many documents tacitly referenced by queries, see Section 2.1.2., and which re

searchers such as [Blair and Maron 1985] suggest would be excluded from key term 

generated retrieval sets were, in fact, included in this system's retrieval set. Third, 

the experiments clearly delineated areas where the system is weak and requires 

further work. 

5.4.1 The First Retrieval Experiment 

Experiment one used the 64 user-created queries provided with the CACM docu

ment base. In experiment one, less than 20 of these queries (approximately 31.35%) 
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could be described by the syntactic parser. However, 15 of these 20 queries (a lit-

tle more than 23.3% of the total number of queries, or approximately 75% of the 

queries which could be syntactically described) were matched to appropriate doc

ument LCSes. 

These results are very promising. Consider that of all queries the system 

was able to service, 75% of them identified LCSes the author established as inclu

sive to the predefined retrieval set. 

5.4.2 The Second Retrieval Experiment 

Experiment Two gave even more encouraging results. 32 queries were used in 

Experiment Two. Each of these queries was derived from the original set of 64 

queries accompanying the CACM document collection. Of these 32 queries, only 

12 required major syntactic reconstruction for this IR experiment. 

These 32 queries were 100% parsable and resulted in a set of LCSes which 

described the queries. 26 of these reconstructed queries (81.25%) matched to ac

ceptable document LCSes. Hence, when the syntactic parser is able to describe 

queries, allowing successful conclusion of the LCS creation process, the retrieval 

behavior is very promising. 



5.4.3 Positive Results 

Only those queries which could be parsed syntactically could be input into the 

automated argument resolution and LeS building processes. The unification

based matching function was able to co-align 17 of these queries to an average 

of 79% of the documents included in the predescribed retrieval set. Only three 

queries were unable to select all of their retrieval set. 

5.4.4. Negative Results 
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17 queries of the total 20 used in experiment one were able to identify all doc

uments in the predescribed retrieval set. Traditionally described recall function 

traditionally described by the recall measure is complete, a significant number of 

document manually excluded from the retrieval set were found in the automatically

generated retrieval set. From the sample document space the IRS is able to iden

tify all documents. The recall function, however averages out to 79%. Traditional 

relevance, however, measured more poorly. Many documents manually excluded 

from the predescribed retrieval sets were included by the retrieval function result

ing in average relevance measures of .3 where relevance is defined as the number 

of documents judged to be relevant to the user over the number of documents re-
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trieved. 

5.5 DISCUSSION OF EXPERlMENTAL RESULTS 

The system's retrieval capability successfully divides the document base into three 

sets: 

1. appropriate candidates for retrieval, based upon the similarity of LCS 
representations, 

2. the set of documents which does not fulfill the matching function, and 

3. a set of documents which previusly would have been included in re
trieval set two, but are identified as candidates for set one member
ship. sets. 

As yet, this IRS cannot divide the first set into documents which fulfill the entire 

query LeS, due to its inability to match, or usefully compare, argument struc-

tures. At present, incorporating techniques to match approximately similar struc-

tures, without relying on techniques such as stemming and class word elimina-

tion is the single most important aspect of retrieval behavior to improve in order 

to enhance this IRSes' retrieval performance. Still, at this time, the third set of 

documents is the more interesting to continue to assess in order to delineate and 

predict system retrieval performance. Further experiments upon this set will pro-

vide information about how varying the strength of the unification function can 
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calibrate retrieval sets to pre-identified delineations of user groups. At this time, 

two distinct types of users can be identified: those whose information needs are 

best fulfilled by a broad retrieval set, and those whose information needs require a 

narrow retrieval set. 

5.6 STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES OF THE DOCUMENT REPRESENTATION 

This research views language as a formal system which can be interpreted [Bach 

p. 8]. A successful model of language allows all structures which are considered 

well-formed to occur. However, consistent descriptions of language are difficult 

to create. As soon as language is described, language almost immediately defies 

that description. For example, consider the verb roll. An LCS for this verb can 

be proposed: 

[eventCAUSE [thing actor] [eventGO ([thing ]) [FROM ([thing Place(source)])] 

[TO ([thing Place(goal)])] [VIA ([PATH ])])]. 

accompanied by the 8-hierarchy: 

(actor) 
patient 
(from [source]) 
(to [goal]) 
(PREP [path]) 
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and the category NP\(S/NP). This description accounts for sentences such as: 

John rolled the ball down the hill, and The ball rolled down the hill. The proposed 

O-hierarchy permits the following argument assignments. An NP, say John, when 

present, takes the role of Actor, the ball of Patient (and Theme), down the hill, of 

Instrument. Therefore, a sentences such as: John rolled down the hill, is also de

scribed with John taking the role of Patient (and Theme), and a non-explicit Ac

tor (perhaps also John). However, as the lexical realization changes, the semantic 

roles may also appear to change. Consider the sentences: 

20. John rolled the dice, and 

21. John rolled. 

where the thing being rolled by John (the Patient and Theme) is a set of dice. 

In sentence 20, the roles defined in the above B-hierarchy hold: John is the Ac

tor; the dice are the Patient. However, sentence 21 is not be able to use this 0-

hierarchy to resolve the semantic roles of its arguments. The B-hierarchy says 

that when the verb to roll occurs with only one explicit primary argument, that 

argument will take the B-role Patient. The usage of the verb in sentence 21, how

ever, requires that the single explicit argument take the Actor O-role. At least 

three hypothetical explanations can be proposed to account for this apparent 
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anomaly. The first explanation proposes that two verbs to roll actually exist. One 

verb, a transitive verb, takes the category NP\(S/NP) and the O-hierarchy: 

Actor 
(Patient) 
(from [Source) 
(to [Goal) 
(VIA [Instrument]). 

The second verb is also a transitive verb and takes the category NP\(S/NP). 

However, this verb takes a different O-hierarchy: 
(Actor) 
Patient 
( from [Source]) 
(to [Goal]) 
(VIA [Instrument]). 

The same LCS can be used to describe both verbs. This approach would require 

that, in a deterministic computing environment, two LCSes be constructed each 

time the verb is encountered. 

A second approach dictates that the first description of the verb to roll 

be used when the verb's Patient reference is the dice. Finally, a third approach 

might require that particular syntactic or modal constructs be identified in order 

to differentiate between the two usages of the verb. A sentence such as John rolls 

(the dice), would most usually be recognized as narrative language, that is, lan-
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guage which describes an action or event as it occurs. This implementation uses 

the first approach. 

The strength of the document representation strategy lies in its ability to 

derive a flexible semantic derivation for a sentence, rather than constricting the 

document representation to some predefined set of beliefs or circumstances. This 

allows an ambiguous sentence to be recognized in any of its interpretations. 

The most apparent weaknesses of the document representation is its lack 

of efficiency as a search structure, and its inability to abstract information about 

topic entities. Each document is represented by the LeSes derived from the sur

rogate document representation creation process. Each of the resulting LeSes 

are linked together. Each primary LeS may also have any number of secondary 

LeSes extending from, and related to, it. This makes the search process highly 

non-linear and complex. Key term-based IR is highly dependent upon a system's 

ability to recognize similar topics. Stemming techniques, though undesirable be

cause of their inherent information loss, do provide a computational environment 

with strings it can perform exact matching techniques on. This is one area where, 

at present, key term systems outperform the system implemented in this research. 
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5.7 FAILURES OF THE SEMANTIC INFORMATION RETRIEVAL SYSTEM 

The IRS is subject to two different types of failure: 

(1) failure to retrieve a document because the conceptual representation 
derived from the LCS creation process is ineffective, or 

(2) failure to recognize similarity between argument structures. 

This first problem has not materialized often. When the document's LCS is er-

roneous, frequently, an erroneous, though similar LCS is derived from the query. 

Therefore, a match will still be recognized between the two erroneous LCSes. The 

problem bodes ill for the accurate abstraction of information from natural lan-

guage texts, but has not yet had an adverse effect on retrieval performance. 

The second problem results in much more far-reaching ramifications on the 

performance of the IRS. Traditional IR has emphasized query formation based on 

topics, i.e. key terms. This dependence upon topic specification leads directly to 

some of the more frequently mentioned weaknesses of traditional IR. Consider the 

common retrieval (recall) weakness: when documents are retrieved which corre-

late to the user-supplied query, but not the user's information need: 

Q.6 Interested in articles on robotics, motion planning particularly the ge
ometric and combinatorial aspects. We are not interested in the dy
namics of arm motion. 
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Traditional IR implementations, which strip function words from the text, 

will proceed to identify and retrieve documents which the user has specifically at-

tempted to exclude from the retrieval set. By simply identifying a topic the user 

does not want retrieved, the user has ensured that documents with that topic 

will, indeed, be retrieved. Use of thesaural information, even with accompany-

ing weights, does not allow the system to identify and delimit environments where 

the synonym is not an appropriate substitution for a specified term. The present 

system has not addressed these problems either. However, it has a greater poten-

tial to address such problems than key term dependent IRSes. It is possible that 

using techniques to achieve retrieval of partial matches will enable to system to 

better identify similar entity/topics without the loss of semantic information that 

accompanies stemming and text elimination. 

As discussed in chapter four, the document representation creation process 

cannot handle particular syntactic constructs. These constructs include, but are 

not limited to, sequences of noun phrases, i.e. 

Q.7 " ... geography, cost, problem complexity, man-machine communica
tion, inadequate sensor, lack of understanding, distance, time, and 
size" 

Such a sequence is an extreme example of conjunction, but the parser is not yet 
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equipped to accurately process such nominal sequences. The parser also cannot 

resolve two noun phrases in succession which have the same referent: 

"It focuses on the preparation and editing of continuously displayed 
23,040-character text strings (manuscripts) which can be positioned 
anywhere ... " 

The document representation scheme does eliminate some forms of informa-

tion. Some phrases "such as," "Le.," "etc.," are not considered to provide infor-

mation which is necessary to, or that enhances, the retrieval process. 

5.8 CONCLUSIONS 

Though, it would be nice to maintain the organization and search simplicity 

that characterizes key term-based IRS models and implementations, the current 

implementation leads us far away from such approaches. Future refinements of 

the document representation scheme may include exclusion of some LeSes based 

on lack of identifiable contribution to document description (lack of frequency). 

Also, unification of (prominent) similar LeSes may simplify document represen-

tat ion requirements. The concept-based IRS, at this time, has some significant 

retrieval we?knesses, but has also addressed problems such as more accurate iden-

tification of a predictable retrieval set, which fulfills a retrieval function based on 
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concepts rather than key terms in an encouraging manner. 

'Call the next witness!', said the King. 



Chapter Six 

SUMMARY OF THE RESEARCH 

'Would you tell me, please, which way I ought to go from here?' - asked Alice. 

'That depends a good deal on where you want to get to,' said the Cat. 

6.0 INTRODUCTION 
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This dissertation has presented and discussed primary issues relating to the de

sign and implementation of a concept-based Information Retrieval System (IRS). 

This research proposes a new and unique approach to document and query rep

resentations, as well as the matching function w~ich takes advantage of this rep

resentation. The IRS implemented as part of this project uses no stemming, nor 

does it eliminate an identifiable class of words such as function words. The as

sumption that function words are somehow unnecessary to the extraction and 

representation of the semantic content of language is singularly rejected as a ba

sis of this research. Instead, the document representation information is extracted 

from an unstructured, textual, document base via Natural Language Processing 

(NLP) techniques. These techniques include a syntactic parsing process, a hierar

chical approach to identify semantic roles of argument (NP) structures identified 

during the parsing phase, and a method for abstracting predicate (VP) structures 

to a robust, sound, and correlating semantic representation, based on J ackendoff's 

theory of Lexical Semantics. 
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Jackendoff's theory of Lexical Semantics asserts that concepts can be reduced 

to a finite set of conceptual primitives: Place, Path, Event, and State. These 

primitives interact with one another to create more and more complex represen

tations. Jackendoff's description of this theory is currently limited to concepts of 

the spatial realm. This theory has been extended so that three additional primi

tives are introduced and included: Experience, Manner, and Method. Inclusion of 

the Experience primitive was deemed necessary to express concepts having to do 

with identification, desire, and interpretation. Method comes from the author's 

observation that a particular syntactic construction can be differentiated from the 

Path primitive, but still consistently corresponds to the O-role instrument. Like 

the spatial primitives suggested by [Jackendoff 1991, 1990] these additional primi

tives are compatible to the construction of predicate structures via preestablished 

O-hierarchies, and semantic role mappings. 

Aspects of semantic theory which have not been incorporated into this re

search have to do with temporality, quantification, inference, and reference res

olution. 

This final chapter summarizes the dissertation, and discusses future research 

suggested by the conclusions of this research, as well as practical enhancements to 

the current implementation. 
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6.1 SUMMARY 

This research implements a concept-based, non-key term approach to information 

retrieval (IR). This approach explores new methods to create artificial, surrogate 

document representations that can be used in an automated, computational IR 

process. Though IRS implementations have experienced substantial success over 

the past 30 or more years, there are specific limitations to the types of problems 

that key term approaches can overcome. These limitations include, but are not 

limited to, automatically generated indices which do not effectively index one doc

ument so that it is uniquely identifiable from another [Korfhage & Yang], or so 

that, though it fulfills a unique retrieval function, it is not relevant to the query 

which identifies it [Korfhage & Yang], and an inability to consistently identify all 

documents in a document base relevant to a query [Blair and Maron 1985, 1990]. 

One of the most outstanding limitations of key term approaches is a lack of 

ability to abstract information representations and identify similar occurrences of 

information which are expressed in dissimilar language. Efforts to make key term 

retrieval approaches more effective have included sophisticated statistical mea

sures and term-correlation models. Unfortunately, even with the incorporation 

of thesauri and enhancements dedicated to correlatipg dissimilarly expressed oc

currences of information, automatic key term indexing approaches still experience 

performance limitations. 
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The late 1980s saw a resurgence of natural language processing techniques ap-

plied to the field ofIR [Blair], [Fagan], [Smeaton 1992, 1990, 1988], [Sembok and 

van Rijsbergen], are just a sample of IR implementations and experiments which 

have reestablished the applicability of NLP techniques to IR. The research pre-

sented in this dissertation follows a line of reasoning reInstated by each of the 

above authors: NLP techniques, despite their attendant problems, can signifi-

cantly impact aspects of textual retrieval processes. 

This research automatically builds a concept-based, non-key term document 

representation which allows similar concepts to be abstracted to similar concep-

tual, non-key term expressed representations. Results of this research provide in-

sight into questions such as: 

Can a non-project specific, semantic processor be developed for use in a 
universal computing environment? Will the performance of an automated 
system improve enough to offset the problems incurred by the implementa
tion of such a processor? 

Chapter two discusses aspects of IRS and linguistic literature critical to this 

research and lays the foundation for some of the theoretic approaches used to 

evaluate this system. An overview of dominant IRS implementation models is 

presented in this chapter, followed by a discussion of evaluation techniques as well 

as the assumptions alld theory from which these techniques derive. The observa-

tion is made that, though an accepted measure throughout the IRS community, 
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the notion of relevance must be reexamined if users are to be provided with effec-

tive and satisfying IRS implementations. 

The logical design of the concept-based IRS is presented in chapter three. Sim

ilar to most other IRS implementations, this system can be described as three 

interdependent modules: the surrogate document representation structure and 

corresponding surrogate query representation, and the criteria which establishes 

similarity between the two. Differences between this approach and previous ap

proaches are identified and discussed. The design approach is very different from 

previous key term implementations. The portion of the IRS where automatic con

cept identification and depiction becomes the most evident is in the document 

representation structure description and creation. This research asserts that IR is 

a search and match problem, and that the quality of retrieval is impacted by two 

entities: the quality of the matching information contained in the structures to be 

matched, and the function that determines such similarity. This research makes 

the assumption that information systematically encoded into language can be sys

tematically extracted from language. [Jackendoff 1990, 1991] proposes a theory of 

mapping between syntactic and semantic structures. Parsing documents, rather 

than eliminating language encoded information, allows underlying syntactic struc

tures to be recovered, semantic representations to be constructed, and the IR pro

cess, as a whole, to be enhanced. The eutities to be matched in this research, are 
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computationally represented as semantic structures. These semantic structures 

are richer in information useful to identifying documents which fulfill a particu

lar query than key terms and statistical information relied UpCr! to surrogate as 

content in historically implemented key term IRSes. 

Throughout chapter four, implementation of the concept-based IRS is de

scribed in detail. The three-part LCS creation process is illustrated. Significant 

data structures utilized in this research are identified and described. 

Chapter five presents evaluation experiments, their results, and their outcomes. 

The LCSes, though requiring a complex search and match algorithm, indeed re

sult in a better match on abstracted concepts without the use of thesauri, prede

fined semantic models, or information loss due to stemming and term elimination 

techniques. The ability to search and match concepts on these structures is en

couraging to the information retrieval process, and continued pursuit of this non

key term approach to IR. System performance is significantly inhibited by the lack 

of noun phrase abstraction. 

The primary contribution of this research consists of the application of com

plex NLP techniques to the solution of a real and pressing problem - identifying 

and extracting useful information from unorganized stores of data. Conclusive ob

servations have been made about the subclass of language which this IRS can ma

nipulate, and the type of information the system can represent. The conclusion of 
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this project suggests several areas of continued application and research. 

6.2 CONTINUING RESEARCH 

This research shows that LeSes provide an effective way to abstract information 

contained in a sentence awl build an abstracted surrogate reprsentation of the 

predicate and its arguments. This research also shows that such abstractions are 

useful to the IR process. Three areas of continued research in this application 

area immediately suggest themselves. First, the concept-based IRS requires the 

ability to identify similar arguments expressed in dissimilar language. This prob

lem is an extremely complex one. Noun phrases denote entities, and typically re

quire reference resolution. Questions of reference and reference resolution have a 

vast literature. However, inroads to this problem must be made in order to allow 

the concept-based IRS to perform in a manner competitive with, or superior to, 

key term systems. 

The second and third topics identified for further study complement each other. 

These topics are expansion of the lexicon, and extension of the capabilities of the 

parser to a handle and enlarged set of syntactic constructions. 

6.2.1 Identifying Similar Argument Structures 

This research has resisted two of the most characteristic practices of key term 
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approaches: class word elimination and morphological stemming. Though ap

proaches suggest that the quickest "fix" for the problem which currently faces this 

IRS - identification of similar argument entities expressed in dissimilar syntactic 

constructs - such an approach remains the least desirable. Other possibilities 

exist which maintain the natural language processing approach to extract infor

mation already established in this research. Maintenence of a consistent approach 

to the implementation of the system implies that the possibilities of a traditional, 

deterministic architecture be exhausted before returning to alternative computa

tional environments and architectures. 

The problem facing the concept-based IRS at this point is described thus: syn

tactic structures denoting argument entities are consistently identiht:d during the 

parsing process. Further, 8-hierarchies do provide an effective way to identify the 

semantic role an argument takes in the LeS. The IRS is effective at identifying 

LeSes which are similar to one another. However, once these tasks have been 

achieved, the IRS does not identify arguments which are similar. Though prepo

sitions, common to argument entities which result from the parsing process, are 

treated as syntactic structures which have LeSes, the most common representa

tion of the argument is as a string. The IRS is once again faced with the task of 

having to determine the similarity of two different strings. As noun phrases do 

not take LeSes, this problem within a problem - abstracting noun phrases -
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requires a different approach from the problem of abstracting predicates. 

Three solutions immediately present themselves - approximate string match

ing in a deterministic environment has received quite a bit of attention. Set align

ment techniques based in fuzzy logic, and substitution of cluster concepts [Jack

endoff 1991]. Both of these techniques, will, however, only solve problems of near 

similar string matching. Problems of reference, such as pronoun resolution which 

depends upon the context of discourse, or two, or more, entirely different strings 

("Prince Charles," versus "the first Heir to the English Throne") will remain as 

uncorrelate-able strings. Another problem which will remain unresolved are types 

of syntactic or reference ambiguity which require discourse context. 

6.2.2 Enlarging the Lexicon 

The lexicon described for this project is not bound to the portion of the CACM 

used in this research. However, the more complete the lexicon, the more extensive 

the body of language the lexicon can describe. Two approaches exist, manual and 

automatic, to enlarge the present lexicon. 

Manual approaches to extend the descriptive power of the lexicon are straight

forward. Such methods include examination of samples of language and detr:rmi

nation of the categorial manifestations, pertinent O-hierarchies, and LCSes. Au

tomated approaches to extending the lexicon have two different goals, depend-
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ing upon whether or not the resulting category describes a verb, or another cate-

gory. Discussed in chapter three is the predictive power of categorial approaches. 

Based upon a modus ponens function, a category which will provide a solution to 

the question: "what is the category that this token must take in order to prove 

that this sequence in question is a sentence," can be attained. Automated en

largements of the lexicon can take advantage of this approach. Further, [Levin 

p. 1] suggests that "the behavior of a verb, particularly with respect to the ex

pression and interpretation of its arguments, is to a large extent determined by its 

meaning." [Levin] suggests that the identification of verb classes and alternations 

may be able to be used to predict the verb's behavior. An interesting experiment 

would identify verb classes (perhaps based upon [Levinl's preliminary investiga

tion) and see if such predictions can be made with respect to the construction 

of LCSes. based on verb classes and alternations [Levin]. This approach will at

tempt to identify all predictable categories. 

6.2.3 Strengthening the Parsing Ability 

Further improvements to the parsing process may be desirable in order to 

make the parser more robust, and able to describe a greater diversity of syntac

tic constructs. Currently, the parser is very goal-driven. It makes every attempt 

to reduce two functors before accessing another. One immediate improvement 

that will not only enhance the parsing process, but also correct some the present 
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errors that occur during the development of LCSes, is to make the parser more 

phrase oriented. In this way, as sequences which represent phrases are identified, 

the component LCSes which represent that phrase can be built, making the LeS 

creation process more incremental and predictable. 

Further improvement to the parsing process can be made by making the lexi

con less oriented toward multiple representation of categories and more oriented 

toward identification of the context in which particular categories occur. The cur

rent implementation takes such an approach to the identification of categories 

joined by conjnnctive structures. 
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6.3 REPRISE OF THE BLAIR-MARON/SALTON DEBATE 

[Blair & Maron 1985, 1990] do point out interesting performance weaknesses which 

are directly attributable to the automated IRS used in the 1985 experiment. How-

ever, both [Blair & Maron 1985] and [Blair & Maron 1990] make significant error 

when identifying the causes of these performance "failures." The lack of "recall" 

was not due to automated indexing, nor did the size of the document collection 

have any bearing on the dL~'· ... ery of this poor "recall" performance. Any collec-

tion, of any size, say a subset of the collection used by Blair and Maron would 

have resulted in the same poor retrieval performance. Poor understanding of lan-

guage processing techniques caused the poor performance and could have been 

surmised and predicted without any experimentation at all. Per [Blair & Maron 

1985, p. 295]: 

"The lawyers wanted all the reports, correspondence, memoranda, and 
minutes of meeting that discussed this accident. Formal queries were con
structed that contained the word "accident(s)" along with several relevant 
proper nouns. In our search for unretrieved relevant documents, we later 
found that the accident was not always referred to as an 'accident,' but 
as an 'event,' 'incident,' 'situation,' 'problem,' or 'difficulty,' often without 
mentioning any of the relevant names ... " 

Documents which did not contain the key term accident, nor the correct proper 

nouns, were not retrieved. However, this would have been the case if the docu-

ment base contained only two documents or 10 million documents. Size of doc-
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ument base is not the issue, but as [Blair & Maron 1985] acquiesce, the indexing 

approach. Still they assert that the problem will not be evident when experiment

ing on "unrealistically small databases," [Blair & Maron 1985, p. 295. Answering 

to [Salton 1986], [Blair & Maron 1990] stresses the failure of indexing, but still 

maintains that only a large document base would allow the failure to evidence it

self. Yet, the very nature of key term approaches, even with thesauri, presupposes 

that items of ambiguous reference will not be recognized as part of the retrieval 

set, even if, to a human, with her knowledge of context, does. After all, a com

puter only does as it is told. 

In fact, common, though na"ive, acceptance of this assertion is evidenced in the 

number of cites of this paper is na"ive and disheartening. [Blair & Maron 1985, 

1990] have brought to view a performance weakness, but have identified the prob

lem, and the cause incorrectly. This has resulted in IRS research being confined 

to large document bases, an unnecessary caution taken to avoid a problem which 

document base size has nothing to do with. Further, other papers such as [Ko

rfhage & Yang] have recently appeared which attempt to identify document bases 

which defy improvement in retrieval performance. It must be stated, strongly, 

that the document base, itself, is not at fault, but the key term/statistic approach 

that leads to these performance weaknesses. It is absurd to blame poor retrieval 

performance on the document base itself. A document base which defies current 
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indexing techniques should not be "retired," as suggested by [Korfhage & Yang], 

but returned to extensively until an effective indexing approach is determined. 

The problems identified by [Blair & Maron 1985, 1990], [Korfbage & Yang] re

quire a revision of indexing approaches. A change in the direction away from 

NLP and its attendant problems toward NLP with an eye to enhancing retrieval 

performance to a point where the drawbacks of NLP are overridden by the 

6.4 CONCLUSION 

A successful program of research not only solves, or identifies reasonable solutions 

to, the problem it is intended to address. A successful program of research also 

identifies problems which can be addressed by a solution, problems which are not 

addressed by a solution, and further problems which must be investigated. The 

current research accomplishes this task. Included in this concluding chapter are 

identification of IR issues that a concept-based IRS, such as the one implemented 

in this research project, addresses. Further, problems which lie outside of the so

lution approach - such as the resolution of referent ambiguity which requires the 

context of discourse have been identified and discussed. Finally, areas of research 

and application which the implementation can be extended to address have been 

identified. 
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